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Isidore rains may bring flooding to local areas
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
The Gulf states are not the only ones
affected by Isidore.
While Louisiana, Alabama, Mississippi
and the Florida panhandle face water battles
due to the tropical storm, local emergency
services are preparing for possible flooding
and heavy rains in our own area.
The National Weather Service in
Paducah called for rain today that will con-

tinue into the night and possibly through
mid-day Friday.
Mary Lamm, weather service hydrologist, said the storm track is blowing over
Kentucky, which should cause three inches
of rain or even six in some spots near
Hopkinsville, Ky.
"The late afternoon and evening is when
it should start picking up," she said. "That's
when we will start settling in for some
heavy rain."

Tonight's Festival Con Dios 2002 is
expected to go on rain or shine. Event
organizers warn patrons to bring an umbrella to the event, which will be held from
3:30-10 p.m. tonight at Roy Stew art
Stadium.
Parts of New Orleans were under water
as deep as a van's window early Thursday as
the center of Tropical Storm Isidore closed
in on the Louisiana coast.
Abandoned cars were scattered around

metro streets overnight, often because
motorists tried to drive through several feet
of water Wednesday when rainfall accumulated too fast for the city's straining pumps.
The storm, which forecasters said could
drop more than 20 inches of rain from the
Florida panhandle to Louisiana, chased
tourists and residents inland while winds up
to 65 mph drove waves that eroded beaches
in Mississippi and Alabama.
A hurricane watch stretched about 300

miles from Cameron, in southwestern
Louisiana, to Pascagoula. Miss., and a tropical storm warning, from High Island,
Texas, to St. Marks, Fla. The storm was
loosely organized, with an ill-defined eye
expected to hit the Louisiana coast around
Grand Isle.
Isidore also spawned a tornado that
touched down in Lafourche Parish. Flying
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FBI interviewed
people about
Conner claims
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — FBI
agents have interviewed at least two
people about a western Kentucky
nursing home operator's allegations
that Gov. Paul Patton did favors for
her during a two-year affair then
retaliated when she ended the relationship, a lawyer for Patton said.
Attorney
Sheryl
Snyder
acknowledged the federal investigation Wednesday, but the FBI did not
return calls.
Tina Conner has alleged that
Patton did official favors for her
during their relationship, which
ended in 1999, but had state regulators crack down on her nursing
home in Clinton when she refused to
continue the affair.
In a lawsuit filed Sept. 18,
Conner sued Patton and the state,
charging sexual harassment.
Patton acknowledged having an
"inappropriate relationship" with
Conner during a tearful, televised
confession Friday, but he has denied
using his office to hurt her professionally.
Conner said Wednesday she has
arranged a meeting with the FBI but
would not say when.
Asked if Patton welcomed the
federal investigation as he said he
would welcome a state Executive
Branch Ethics Commission review,
Patton spokesman Rusty Cheuvront
said,"In regard to any investigation,
the governor is confident that he did
nothing wrong in his capacity as
governor."
The ethics commission is to meet
Friday to decide whether to begin an
investigation. Attorney General Ben
Chandler, a Democratic candidate to
succeed Patton next year, said
through a spokeswoman that he is
still reviewing the allegations and
has not decided to open an investigation.
Fred Radolovich, an attorney for
Conner, said Wednesday that he had
been contacted by investigators for
the U.S. attorney's office.
The state's two U.S. attorneys,
Steve Pence of Louisville and Greg
Van Tatenhove of Lexington, said
they could neither confirm nor deny
a federal investigation.
Earlier this year, Conner's nursing home, Birchtree Healthcare, had
its license to accept Medicare payments revoked, and several residents were relocated to other nursing facilities. Officials at the nursing
home said this week that all but 12
of its 116 beds are vacant.

Tina Conner
EJ'AoL, SHERIDAN/Ledger & Times photo

FEELING LUCKY? ... Ron Moody of Paris, Tenn., gets a pull tab lottery ticket at the Chek Mart store in Hazel, near the
Tennessee state line. Moody might be buying Lottery tickets in Tennessee if voters choose to Nov. 5.

Will Tennessee hit the Lottery?
Southern neighbors will have a choice come November

Gov. Paul Patton
Conner said Wednesday that she
was tipped off to when state inspectors would be coming to Birchtree.
Conner would not say who made
the calls, but said they "obviously"
came from someone in state government and that they came from
Frankfort. She would not say when
she began receiving the calls or
when they stopped.
Gil Lawson, spokesman for the
Kentucky Cabinet for Health
Services, said state policy calls for
all inspections of nursing homes to
be unannounced.
"That would be whether it's a
regular annual inspection or if it is
one brought on by a complaint," he
said.
Lawson said it's not unusual for a
nursing home to anticipate an
inspection following any serious
incidents. He also said he is not
aware of any state inspector saying
their visit to Birchtree had been
announced.

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
HAZEL, Ky. — Ron Moody moved to
Paris, Tenn., 10 years ago. His job as a truck
driver, however, takes him primarily into the
Benton/Calvert City area, which means an
almost daily trip across the state line and
through Hazel.
One of Moody's favorite stops in the southern Calloway County town is the Chek Mart, a
convenience store/gas station located just
across the Tennessee state line. His reason for
stopping there so much, he explains, is because
of a long-standing fascination with games of
chance, such as the Kentucky Lottery.
"I've always played numbers," said Moody,
49. "I don't see anything wrong with it."
Moody currently cannot play the Lottery in
his home state, but that could change if
Tennessee voters approve its establishment
Nov. 5.
Moody said he would probably still stop in
at the Chek Mart, he also said voters in
Tennessee would be foolish not to bring the
Lottery to their own state.
"If they'd been smart, they'd have voted it
in years ago," he said. "They're letting all the
money go out of the state."
As with any vote involving a gambling element, however, staunch opposition to the
Lottery has arisen in Tennessee. Plus, the passage of the Lottery in a neighboring state is not
exactly the best of news for Kentuckians,
either.

MIDDAY
Pick 3:
7-0-0
Pick 4:
6-6-9-6

EVENING
Pick 3:
1-6-5
Pick 4:
4-9-4-5
Cash Ball:
3-4-7-8 Cash Ball 30
GET YOUR LOTTO TICKETS AT;
Jr. Food Mart #4
1302 Main St.• Murray
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The way (Tennessee's)
taxes are, they probably won't
stop coming (to buy cigarettes).
— Hal Dublin
Hazel Chek Mart manager
Dublin jokes that "smoking and gambling"
go together, explaining why Chek Mart experiences high sales of both cigarettes and Lottery
tickets. In fact, he said 90-95 percent of the
Lottery tickets his store sells are bought by
Tennesseeans. Come November, though, visitors from across the state line may not have to
travel north anymore to try to strike it rich, as
Tennesseeans will go to the polls to decide
whether or not the Lottery that has been part of
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WARNING SIGN ... Tennessee Lottery
opponents have planted numerous
signs like these across Tennessee.
the Kentucky landscape since 1989 should
come to their state.
The Nov. 5 referendum is being sharply
opposed by an organization calling itself the
Gambling Free Tennessee Alliance. Baptists in
the state have also been very vocal in campaigning against the Lottery.
As for Kentucky business owners like
Dublin, the Lottery coming to Tennessee could
mean a drastic change in how large a role the
game plays in overall sales.
"We probably wouldn't even sell Lottery
anymore," Dublin said. "We'd just be a tobacco outlet then."
He points out that Chek Mart will probably
still do enough business in cigarette sales alone

www.murraytedger.com
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Kentucky Lottery

$$$
With its location just across the state line,
Hazel's Chek Mart serves as a convenient
location for Tennessee residents who wish to
cross over into Kentucky and avoid their own
state's steep sales tax.
According to store manager Hal Dublin.
most Tennesseans come to the Chek Mart to
buy cigarettes. For over a decade, though. the
convenience store,/gas station has also served
as a haven for Henry County, Tenn., residents
hoping to hit it big by playing the Kentucky
Lottery.

Flood Watch Into
Friday AM

66

Tonight...
Rain, possibly
heavy at times.
Friday...
AM rain, then
partly cloudy.
High in mid
70s.
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Fingerpointing, politics disrupt Iraq debate
By JIM ABRAMS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush is
pressing Congress to approve military action
against Iraq's Saddam Hussein as a leading
Democrat implored him Thursday to "take
security out of politics."
Amid negotiations toward a congressional
resolution on Iraq. Bush summoned
Democratic and Republican lawmakers in
support of his views to the White House for a
session.
strategy
morning
Thursday
Afterward, he planned to stand shoulder-toshoulder with the lawmakers in the Rose
Garden and ask Congress to take swift action.
"The president is continuing to work with
members of Congress in an effort to build support for tough and meaningful action against
Iraq," White House spokesman An Fleischer
said Thursday.
He spoke shortly after House Democratic
Leader Dick Gephardt said the administration
must "take security out of politics," saying a
bitter partisan fight complicates efforts to find
unity on Iraq.
Speaking a day after Senate Majority
Leader Tom Daschle publicly chastised Bush
for statements Bush made, Gephardt said
Democrats share Republicans' concern about
security even if differences arise over the
details of the U.S. response to terrorism.
Daschle went to the Senate floor
Wednesday to assail Bush's statement earlier
in the week which suggested that Democrats
were putting politics ahead of the nation's
security. That ignited a fierce response from
Republicans.
Daschle said Bush should "apologize to
every veteran who has fought in every war
who is a Democrat in the Senate. He ought to
apologize to the American people. We ought
not politicize this war."
The White House said Daschle misstated
remarks the president made when Bush said
the Democratic-controlled Senate, in failing to
pass legislation creating a Homeland Security
Department, was "not interested in the security of the American people."

't4t,
AP Photo

POLITICAL SPEECH ... In this image
from television, Senate Majority Leader
Tom Daschle makes an impassioned
speech Wednesday on the Senate floor
where he accused President Bush of
seeking to politicize the debate over
war with Iraq and demanded that he
apologize for implying that Democrats
were not interested in the security of
the American people.
When asked if Bush stood by that statement, spokesman Ari Fleischer said the president believes that if the Senate does not pass
the homeland security bill, "the security of our
country will not have been protected."
Appearing Thursday on CBS' 'The Early
Show," Gephardt said he understood that
Bush had been referring to the homeland security bill, but said, "This is a security issue.
Homeland security is in the same club of
issues as what to do about Iraq. We're going to
have some differences on details in the
Why that is attacking the bill itself or why
we're against homeland security, is ridiculous."
"They need to stop people in the adminis-

tration, including the president and the vice
president, from making these kinds of statements," said Gephardt, D-Mo.
"I told the president right after Sept. 11 last
year that we had to trust each other and that
we had to take security out of politics as much
as we could," he said. Partisan fights,
Gephardt said,"will defeat our purpose of trying to be united and working together to solve
these problems."
As the Iraq debate boiled over, an Iraqi
opposition group leader said the Pentagon had
"dramatically intensified" planning for military training of Iraqi opponents of Saddam
Hussein.
Francis Brooke, Washington representative
of the Iraqi National Congress, said the discussions were consistent. with the terms of
1998 legislation that authorized $97 million to
-arm and equip" an Iraqi opposition force.
Only about $5 million of those funds has
been spent, reflecting administration wariness
about the effectivenessof the INC,an umbrella opposition organization.
Hours after Daschle spoke, Bush's national
security adviser, Condoleezza Rice, said in a
television interview that the Baghdad regime
was sheltering al-Qaida terrorists, increasing
the stakes in the president's campaign to drive
Saddam from power.
There is evidence of "contacts between
senior Iraqi officials and members of al-Qaida
going back for actually quite a long time,"
Rice said on PBS'"The NewsHour With Jim
Lehrer" program.
She said U.S. officials also had learned
from high-ranking al-Qaida detainees that
Iraq had provided some training to the terrorist network in chemical weapons development.
Entering the fray with Daschle, Rice said,
"The president has never politicized this concern about war and the national security of the
American people."
The Bush administration has argued the
threat of Iraq providing terrorists with
weapons of mass destruction is one reason
urgent action is needed against Saddam's

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Iraq said a
U.S. airstrike early today hit its civilian airport in the southern port city of Basra. The
announcement did not mention casualties.
A Pentagon official said the two strikes
early today responded to Iraq's firing of
anti-aircraft artillery and surface-to-air missiles at allied aircraft patrolling zones
declared off-limits to Iraqi planes.
Iraq quickly condemned today's strike,
which came a day after two strikes aimed at
radar and communications facilities in the
southeast.
"This terrorist act is a breach of international civilian aviation regulations," an
announcer on Iraq's state-owned' satellite
channel said.
The announcer said the attack targeted
Basra International Airport's radar system
and damaged the terminal building. No further details were announced.
It was unclear whether the airport had
military facilities,
regime, but in the past it has provided few
hard facts of any substantial links between the
Baghdad government and al-Qaida.
Daschle's impassioned speech brought to
the surface simmering resentments on both
sides about the political designs of the other.
Republicans say Democrats have held up the
homeland security bill in a dispute over the
labor rights of the new department's employees to satisfy their organized labor allies.
Democrats say the White House has brought
the question of war on Iraq to the forefront
just weeks before the midterm elections to distract attention from the nation's economic ills.
Bush has said he has not yet made a decision on whether to try to dislodge Saddam by
force. Bush has been studying options on how
such an attack might be carried out.

•Lottery ...
From Front

Congratulations
Frankie McNutt

that the loss of Lottery sales would
not be extremely noticeable.
"The way their taxes are. they
probably wouldn't stop coming (to
buy, cigarettes),", Dublin said.
"That's why I'm not worried about
(the November vote)."
S.%
"Economically, we don't think it
makes any sense," says J.J.
Lipincott, the West Tennessee coordinator for the Gambling Free
Tennessee Alliance, an organization
comprised of Tennessee businessmen who are opposed to the Lottery
coming to their state.
He believes the low return rate
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on tickets sold, as well as how the
game itself is promoted, is not worth
the effort to establish it.
Lipincott points out that state
Lotteries are often run by out-ofstate companies, most of which
charge large fees to set up and
administrate the game. Those fees,
he said, virtually negate any money
a state makes off ticket sales.
Kentucky's 2002 numbers seem
to support Lipincott assertion. In
2002, the Kentucky Lottery recorded sales of $639 million. Of that
total, though, only $172.7 million
actually went to the state.
"You're basically sending millions of dollars out of the state," he
said. "Only about 33 percent is
going to get back in at all."
Lipincott also disapproves of
how the game is marketed. Most of
the Lottery tickets bought in other
states, he said, are bought by lowincome residents, and advertisers
will base their promotions accordingly.
The lure of a quick hit, he said,
will entice people into spending
what they cannot afford.
"It targets the poor to give to the
rich." Lipincott said."You won't see
a whole lot of advertising in the
wealthy neighborhoods. The people
that are putting the most money in
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If the people in the
churches vote, we won't
have a Lottery.

9
— Tony Crossnoe
West Paris Baptist Church
pastor
are getting the least back."
Tony Crossnoe usually receives
maybe five or six calls for benevolent services per day. On days after
Lottery payouts are announced,
however, he sees that number jump
to as many as 45 calls in a single
day.
Crossnoe, who is pastor of the
West Paris Baptist Church, has
watched people in his community
travel across the state line to play
the Lottery for the past 13 years. In
that time, he has seen one $100,000
winner.
He has seen many more, though,
who won nothing at all.
"If some of the people could sit
here and see and hear some of the
stories we have to listen...,"
Crossnoe said. "The trouble goes to
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the fact that people took a chance
and lost."
With Paris being located so close
to Hazel. Crossnoe likes to say his
town has a Lottery already. That is
not stopping him. though, from
adamantly opposing the Lottery's
establishment in Tennessee.
"We're going to stay in the
trenches and urge our people to
vote," he said. "If the people in the
churches vote, we won't have a
Lottery."
Since he is a Baptist, a portion of
Crossnoe's arguments are spiritually
based. He also points to the practical
arguments against the Lottery,
which he says include everything
from poorly-managed funds to
Constitutional violations.
"We do believe it is biblically
immoral," he said. "It is secularly
immoral when the government goes
into competition with private business. It's against the Constitution."
And Crossnoe said one of his
main sources of ammunition comes
from right across the state line.
"Kentucky is not the exampleyou want to follow," he said. "It
sounds good, it looks good on paper,
but it doesn't work."
S.S.S
"If you're going to hit, you're
going to hit," Moody says as he
pulls tickets from a Kentucky Lotto
Pull Tabs machine at the Chek Mart.
"You've just got to be at the right
place at the right time."
Even for a business owner like
Dublin, the promise of big dollars
rolling into Tennessee through the
Lottery seems like a win-win situation.
"They'd be crazy not to vote it
in," he said. "The state could use the
money."
For those such as Crossnoe and
Lipincott, however. the Lottery
looms as a financial and moral disaster for Tennessee. In the end, it
seems, both sides of the arguments
would just like to see what is best
for the state.
"We're not monsters with horns
coming out of our heads because we
want to fight for something,"
Crossnoe said. "But we believe this
is something worth fighting for."
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Calloway County
American Heart Walk
0,fiCSENti
This year walkers
and teams
raised $30,071.76 for
the fight against heart
disease and stroke.

PoliceLog
Murray Police Department
• A Benton man was treated and released at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital following a two-vehicle accident in front of Wal-Mart
Tuesday morning. James Garrett, 78, Benton, was driving north on U.S.
641 when his vehicle turned west into the path of a southbound vehicle
driven by Mary B. Imes, 54. Murray. According to witnesses, Imes had
the right of way. Garrett was transported to MCCH by ambulance, while
Imes was not seen at the hospital. The Murray Fire Department assisted
at the scene of the accident
— Information gathered from reports
logs and citations from respective agencies

Ky.juvenile justice
commissioner resigns

Red Cap Survivors start the Heart Walk at MSU Regional
Special Events Center on Saturday September 27.

Top Team: Morningstar: Captain Carolyn Greenfield,
raised $3,432.15.
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2nd Team: MCCH Cardiac Rehab, Captain Sharon
Paschall, raised $3,382.00.

By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Ralph E. Kelly. commissioner of the
state Department of Juvenile
Justice, resigned Wednesday after
being arrested in New York City on
a sexual abuse charge.
Kelly's boss, Justice Secretary
Ishmon Burks, confirmed the arrest.
Burks declined to comment on the
criminal charge and referred a
reporter to the New York Police
Department.
New York police said Kelly was
arrested at 8:30 a.m. EDT Tuesday
at a Manhattan hotel after one of
two 21-year-old men with whom
Kelly was traveling told police
Kelly had touched his genitals.
Kelly was released on his own
recognizance.
- Barbara Thompson, spokeswoman for the Manhattan district

attorney 's oil ice, said Kelly was
arraigned Wednesday afternoon and
released. Kelly was charged with
misdemeanor forcible touching and
misdemeanor third-degree sexual
abuse and is to return to court Oct
17, Thompson said.
Burks first announced that Kelly
was being immediately relieved of
his duties. Kelly then telephoned
Burks and resigned verbally. Burks
said.
Kelly, 65, was recruited to head
the Department of Juvenile Justice
when it was created in 1996. The
agency operates a network of juvenile boot camps, detention centers,
treatment centers and group homes.
Burks, who became justice secretary in April, was commissioner of
the Kentucky State Police before
that and, as such, was Kelly's peer
within the Justice Cabinet.

""SENF for
SHERIFF
CRIME PREVENTION PLATFORM
1 ADEQUATE and Efficient 24 HOUR ROAD PATROL coverage

3nd Team: KAPPA Dept. Murray Woman's Club,
Captain Sue Allison, raised $2,332.41.

Top Individual Winner: Jean Bailey who raised
$1,031.00.

4

You can still make your donation to the Calloway County Heart Walk
by mailing to:
Union Planters Bank, do Pat Latimer
Fighting Heart Disease and Stroke
P.O. Box 1080, Murray, KY 42071

American Heart
Association®

2 ENFORCEMENT OF STATE DRUG LAWS to specifically
ELIMINATE the MANUFACTURE and subsequent TRAFFICKING
3 Establish COMMUNICATION BETWEEN county RESIDENTS arm
the SHERIFF.
'74 9641 c
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* MURRAY CITY and COUNTY RESIDENTS your VOTE counts IN
THE NOVEMBER 5TH SHERIFFS RACE. Please Register to Vote by
October 7th. Thank you. Don Sent.
Paid For By Don Senf Campaign Committee

III Flooding
From Front
debris damaged three police vehicles in the area, but there were no
injuries reported.
New Orleans streets were largely
empty early Thursday because of a
curfew to keep streets clear for
emergency vehicles. Mississippi
officials issued similar curfews in
Biloxi and Gulfport.
. Even the usually lively Bourbon
Street was quiet. except for spots of
die-hard drinkers holding hurricane
parties.
The French Quarter, usually
aglitter all night, was empty with
many barfronts boarded up before
midnight. One of the open bars was
Molly's at the Market, where about
a dozen people holed up against the
rain.
"It's all hardcore locals -- the
people you knew would be here,"
said bartender Jolie Meaux. "The
owner specifically said we don't
close -- ever -- unless they make us.
Better to be stuck in a bar than at
home watching TV."
In suburban New Orleans,
Jefferson Parish authorities said

rainwater infiltrated the sewerage
system, causing backups in numerous homes and
businesses.
Residents were told to limit their
use of washing machines, dishwashers and bathrooms.
More than 2,200 people reported
to 34 shelters in Louisiana, but there
was no way to estimate the number
of evacuees because so many stay
with relatives and friends.
The National Guard was called
out to help with evacuations in
Mississippi and Louisiana, where
the governors declared states of
emergency.
Isidore
battered
Mexico's
Yucatan Peninsula as a hurricane
over the weekend, killing at least
two people before losing its punch.
But the storm strengthened after
moving back over the Gulf toward
the U.S. mainland.
Up to a foot of rain fell on parts
of the Gulf Coast Wednesday.
Another foot of rain was forecast in
some places, including low-lying
New Orleans.
Louisiana State Police shut down
flooded portions of Interstates 10
and 55. During one four-hour jam at

a flooded underpass in New
Orleans. a stranded motorist sold
cans of beer out of his van for $20.
Lamm said the last tropical storm
to have this much of an effect on
western Kentucky was Tropical
Storm Elena in 1985. "But that
dropped a lot more rain on us."
Most of the rainfall is predicted
for central Kentucky.
David Roberts, City of Murray
engineer, said the public works
department would be keeping an
eye on certain areas of the city that
have a history of flooding and are
prepared to close any roads necessary.
"Whatever resources we have in
the public works department will be
utilized as needed." Roberts said.
Lamm said the best advice is to
avoid travel at night because it
makes it more difficult to determine
if a road is covered with water, and
to avoid any water-covered roadways.

BEFORE 1V1ERR1LL LYNCH.
BEFORE PA1NEVVEBBER.
BEFORE DEAN WITTER.
BEFORE MORGAN STANLEY.
BEFORE EDWARD JONES.

Who better to help you reach
long-term financial goals than
one of the- nation's oldest
investment firms? For more
than 145 years, investors have

EDITOR'S NOTE: The
Associated Press contributed to thus
story

relied on the experience of
Hilliard Lyons for a wide
range of financial solutions.
Put our knowledge of the
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Saddam
must go!
Case closed
In his speech one day after the
anniversary of the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks to the United Nations,
President George W. Bush made his
case against Saddam Hussein's evil
regime in Iraq.
For weeks
now, some
members of
Congress, the
American media
and leaders from
around the
world have
talked about the
need for
President Bush
On The Hill to present his
By Sen. Jim case that
Saddam's tyranBunning
nical reign must
R-Kentucky
come to an end.
I think the president has made a
very compelling
case, and now is the time to act.
President Bush has asked
Congress to grant him the authority
to use "all means he determines to
be appropriate, including force" to
disarm and overthrow Saddam's
regime. I hope Congress will act
quickly to grant him this request.
I am disappointed that some
members of Congress have attempted to discredit the Pentagon's case
against Saddam purely for political
gains. The evidence against
Saddam that I have received is
indisputable. It is clear to me that
as soon as Saddam has the means
necessary he will launch an attack
against one of his neighbors in the
Middle East, Europe or even the
United States.
Saddam Hussein is a ruthless
and dangerous dictator who has
used intimidation, fear and violence
to keep the Iraqi people under his
cold-blooded ccintrol. When agked
years ago by a reporter if he has
ever tortured or killed opponents of
his regime, Saddam simply replied,
"Of course. What do you expect if
they oppose the regime?"
Saddam's rule has decimated
Iraq 's economy and his people's
lives, leaving the Iraqi people at the
mercy of a madman.
On two separate occasions, in
1980 with Iran and 1990 with
'Kuwait, Saddam has invaded neighboring countries, threatening world
peace and the stability of the international community. He has used
:chemical weapons against the
Iranian people and has even
deployed these gruesome tactics
against Iraqi citizens, women and
:children included. This man will
stop at nothing to ensure his rule.
• After the Gulf War ended,
!Saddam was ordered by U.N.
Security Council Resolutions to dispose of all chemical and biological
.weapons. He also agreed to allow
:1).N. weapons inspectors into his
:country to ensure the world that he
was not or has not developed a
weapon of mass destruction.
Saddam has broken every single
aspect of his pledge to eliminate

weapons of mass murder, as well as
his promise to dispose of all chemical and biological weapons.
In 1998, before they were ousted
from Iraq by Saddam, UN inspectors revealed that the regime was
expanding its ability to produce
chemical and biological weapons.
Many believe, as do I, that if it was
not for the actions of the United
States during the Gulf War, Iraq
would have developed a nuclear
weapon by 1993.
We know that Iraq is hiring scientists and buying materials to
make a nuclear weapon. We know
his nation, with his knowledge, has
harbored members of Osama bin
Laden's terrorist organization who
may have escaped from
Afghanistan.
We know that Saddam is currently trying to acquire nuclear
material on the black market and
may already have done so. His former chief of weapons production,
who has defected to the West,
recently said that Saddam already
has enough enriched uranium to
make three nuclear bombs.
For four long years now,
Saddam has flat-out refused to open
his nation to weapons inspections.
And for over a decade he has defied
international opinion without consequence. While he did recently agree
to allow the resumption of inspections, in the end I think we will see
that this is nothing more than a stall
tactic and should not distract us
from the facts.
And while I applaud President
Bush's efforts in conversing with
the U.N. on this matter. I do not
believe that we need their authority
or permission to act in our own
interest.
Like the president and other
members of Congress, I took an
oath to uphold first and foremost
the Constitution of the United
States of America, not the U.N.
Charter. President Bush and myself
have sworn to protect our citizenry
and ensure that future generations
of Americans have the freedoms we
so strongly embrace today.
If the U.N. cannot see that they
are rapidly becoming, as President
Bush stated in his speech, an "irrelevant" organization, then they must
step aside and let us protect ourselves against terrorism.
Saddam Hussein has harbored
known terrorists, violated international law, murdered innocent civilians. used chemical weapons
against Iran and his own country
and even attempted to assassinate a
former president of the United
States of America.
I think now is a good time for
the world to remember what
Winston Churchill said about
appeasement."An appeaser is one
who feeds the crocodile hoping it
will eat him last."

Attention Washin ton!
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
236 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D C 20510
web www.house gov/whiffield
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20510
web:www.jim bunning@bunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-4343 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.
361ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)
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NO SNUB? ...U.S. Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, right, looks on before the opening of the informal meeting
of NATO
defense ministers in Warsaw, Poland, Tuesday. Eighteen NATO defense ministers came to Warsaw for their last meeting
before
the NATO summit in Prague on November 2002. Left is European Union Foreign Policy Chief Javier Solana.

Where did the comraderie go?
By GEORGE GEDDA.
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — It was a time to
which Americans and Germans can look back
with nostalgia. Their leaders. Bill Clinton and
Helmut Kohl, both known for hearty appetites,
made a point of dining together during their frequent - encounters.- They often- matched -each
other calorie-for-calorie, then joked afterward
about how much each other ate.
There is not much chance of that kind of
camaraderie these days. The United States and
Germany, partners for half a century, are on the
outs.
Kohl's successor, Gerhard Schroeder, apparently sees the United States as a kind of rogue
colossus guided by President Bush's penchant
for go-it-alone policies, particularly on Iraq.
Bush, in turn, has made known through his
aides that he believes Schroeder was playing
fast and loose with the German-American
alliance by converting his election campaign
into an essentially anti-American enterprise.
Sen. Jesse Helms, R-N.C., says the Congress
should consider ordering the redeployment of
70,000 U.S. troops now based in Germany.
Now that the election is over with a fresh
mandate for Schroeder, Foreign Minister
Joschka Fischer is expected to come to
Washington to try to put the relationship on a
more normal footing.
Schroeder himself has started to reach out to
Bush. Thus far, however, the president is not in
a mood to be wooed.
"I don't think anybody should be surprised ...
that words and actions have consequences, and
they don't go away after the election," White
House press secretary An Fleischer said
Tuesday.
Says Charles Kupchan of the Council on

Washington Today
Foreign Relations: "The German chancellor week, it was too much for Sen. Charles
running on an anti-American platform speaks Schumer, D-N.Y.
volumes about how far the drift has gone"
"What nation was there to provide Germany
The souring of relations, not only with with the billions of dollars that were needed
to
Germany but with -much of Europe, has been make its post--WorldWar- if rebuilding effort
under way for years, well before Bush was in possible?"
Schumer asked.
the White House.
"What nation guaranteed Germany's safety
The_UniteiLSLates has long been irritated ..
over the relatively low levels of military spend- during the Cold War by stationing thousands ofing in Germany, not to mention other European troops to guard against a Soviet invasion?"
Kapchan of the Council on Foreign Relations
countries.
The United States spends about 3 percent of says a generational change in Europe and the
its gross domestic product on defense; Germany United States is loosening trans-Atlantic ties.
Younger Americans and Europeans "with no
spends less than half that, reflecting an aversion
to war and a view that conflicts should be settled firsthand memory of the post-World War II
through laws, rules and negotiation.
reconstruction plan do not bring to the table the
On Tuesday, Schroeder's defense minister, same memories that have for years bound
Peter Struck, offered at a NATO meeting in America to Europe," he said.
Warsaw to join the Netherlands in taking joint
In this category is President Bush, barely 3
command of the international security force in years of age when the reconstruction plan began
Afghanistan. It's that sort of military burden the in the late 1940s.
United States has long prodded its European
But, as Ivo Daalder of the Brookings
allies to shoulder, and Struck pointedly said he Institution sees it,
Bush should not be absolved
hoped the Americans would appreciate the ges- of
responsibility for the sad state of U.S.ture. So far, there's been no indication of that.
Generally, American appeals to European German relations.
He says Schroeder tapped into fertile ground
allies to increase military spending have gone
when he took on Bush during the campaign,
unheeded.
Germany has become a multilateralist cham- pointing to the president's refusal, almost since
pion, pushing for a united Europe. The United the day he took office, to heed German thinking
States, especially under Bush, is among the on issues ranging from global warming to tariffs
nations most prone to unilateral responses, on European imports.
"If the relationship is poisoned, it was poiviewing global and regional institutions warily
because they could impair American freedom to soned by Bush a long time ago," Daalder says.
maneuver.
When Germany's justice minister drew com- George Gedda has covered foreign affairs
parisons between Bush and Adolf Hitler last for The Associated Press since 1968.

Wen Ho Lee galvanized Asian-Americans in politics
By DEBORAH KONG
Associated Press Writer
FREMONT, Calif. (AP) —
Cecilia Chang says she used to look
the other way when people talked
about "heavy stuff" — civil liberties, constitutional rights, discrimination.
Now she carries a stack of petitions, cajoling signatures from
strangers to bolster a presidential
pardon campaign for her friend Wen
Ho Lee, the Taiwanese-American
scientist once suspected of spying
against the United States.
Two years ago on Sept. 13. Lee
was freed from nine months of solitary confinement as the investigation around him crumbled.
While convicted on a single
count of copying sensitive nuclear
weapons data, Lee received an apology from a federal judge for his
treatment.
The activism his case inspired
continues to flourish in Chang,
along with many other AsianAmericans who have no personal
connection to Lee.
"It was really a watershed
moment in terms of AsianAmericans coming of age." said
Karen Narasaki, president of the
National Asian Pacific American
Legal Consortium in Washington.
"For the first time, you had
Asian-American
professionals
thinking about criminal justice and
the issue of whether the government

is always right."
In Fremont, Chang has started a
new group inspired by the Lee case,
Justice for New Americans. In
Sacramento, activist Ivy Lee created
the Chinese American Political
Action Committee, which has about
30 members. And in Detroit, MarieAnge Weng formed the Council of
Asian Pacific Americans, a coalition
of organizations with about 1,000
members.
Weng helped create her group
shortly -after Lee was released.
Like Chang, she never considered herself a civil rights advocate.
But two summers ago, the nursing
professor marched outside a federal
building in downtown Detroit at a
Lee case protest she'd organized,
waving a red sign that read "Stop
Racial Profiling."
"I was hoping that by building
such a coalition, in case another
event like Wen Ho Lee occurred, I
would be able to reach out to people
much faster," said Weng, 64.
—Other people have joined existing
national groups, such as the
Organization of Chinese Americans.
Lee. a former Los Alamos
National Laboratory scientist, was
suspected of stealing what officials
called the "crown jewels" of U.S.
nuclear weapons science with the
intent of handing them over to
China.
He was fired. then later arrested
— though charged with unlawfully

copying material, not spying -- and
imprisoned.
In September 2000, he pleaded
guilty to a single count of downloading data to computer tape. He
has said he made copies to protect
data from being erased.
The government dropped 58
other counts, and U.S. District Judge
James Parker apologized to Lee,
saying the Justice and Energy
departments had -embarrassed our
entire nation and each of us who is a
citizen of it"
.by the way they handled the case.
Lee's case raised the specter of a
stereotype that runs throughout
Asian-American history, "of being
the foreigner. not necessarily being
trusted," Naraski said.
"No matter how hard you work
and how much you've contributed to
the community, how well you raise
your children, your loyalty is still
going to be questioned just because
of what you look like."
On Friday, Chang plans to mark
the two-year anniversary of Lee's
freedom with an event in San
Francisco's Chinatown.
Lawyers and advocates are
scheduled to speak on how Lee was
"perceived as a foreigner and therefore racially profiled and imprisoned, and how the Muslim and Arab
population have gone through the
same thing" since the Sept. II
attacks, she said.
She'll also be soliciting more sig-

natures to add to the 16,000 she's
collected for the petition.
The 51-year-old Chang met Lee
when she was living in New Mexico
more than 20 years ago. Though a
friend of the family, her advocacy
work is not directed by the Lees.
Aside from a brief tour for his
book, "My Country Versus Me,"
Lee himself has stayed out of the
public eye. He spends his days at his
Los Alamos, N.M., home — fishing,
cooking, writing and looking for
another job in private industry or at
a university.
Chang's activism has moved
beyond the Lee case. In February,
she left her job as a high-tech marketing executive to work on civil
liberties issues full time out of her
home in the San Francisco Bay area.
Her group, Justice for New
Americans, will focus on minorities
who face discrimination because
they are perceived as foreigners.
For Scarsdale, N.Y.. engineer
Peter Lew. the Lee case was a political awakening. He began writing
letters to the editor to protest Lee's
treatment. Now he continues to
write, sending notes on issues such
as the environment and Middle East
policy to President Bush and other
government officials.
"My parents aldays told me,'Be
humble,don't speak out,— said Lew.
But with the Lee case, "I said, 'If I
don't speak up, it's going to happen
to me."
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Deaths
Brian L. Benyei
Brian L. Benyei, 34, Valleywood Drive, Murray, died Wednesday, Sept 25,
2002, at 5:51 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Arthur Owens Sardis
Arthur Owens SaveIls, 85, Aurora Highway, Benton, died Tuesday, Sept.
24, 2002, at 10:34 p.m. at Regional Medical Center, Madisonville.
A pipe fitter, he was of Baptist faith and an Army veteran of %mid War 11
participating in the Battle of the Bulge. He was a member of Benton Chapter
of Veterans of Foreign Wars, Alford Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons at
Aurora, and of Pipefitters Local *155 of Little Rock. Ark.
One brother, George Savells Jr., preceded him in death. He was the son of
the late George Savells and Cora Joyce Savells.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Orna Jean Savells; two sons, Anthony
Savells and wife, Julie, Mayfield, and Jerry Savells and wife, Sara, Gallatin,
Tenn.; four grandchildren, Aaron Beth Savells and Derek Savells, both of
Mayfield, Amber Savells-Arb, Lexington, and Christy Savells Sanders, Los
Angeles, Calif.; two sisters, Mrs. Clovis Baker, Murray, and Mrs. Audrey
Robinson, Monterey Park, Calif.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home,
Benton. The Rev. Heyward Roberts and the Rev. Elijah Balentine will officiate. Burial will follow in Ferguson Springs Cemetery, Aurora.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).

Mrs. Dora Lorene Pullum
Mrs. Dora Lorene Pullum, 70, Cross Road, Benton, died
Wednesday, Sept. 25: 2002, at II a.m. at her home.
Her husband, Henry T. Pullum, and one brother, Robert
L. Bouland, both preceded her in death. Born June 19, 1932,
she was the daughter of the late Howard Leslie Bouland and
Ruth Holmes Bouland.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Judith Amburgey
Campbell and husband, Ken, Benton, and Mrs. Charlene
Watson and husband, Donald, Mayfield; four grandchildren;
Pullum
six great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of ImesMiller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Durwood Worley will officiate.
Burial will follow in Chapel Hill Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 9 p.m. today (Thursday).

Mrs. Hattie Catherine Feezor
Mrs. Hattie Catherine Feezor,97,died Tuesday, Sept. 24,2002,at 9:35 p.m.
at Britthaven Healthcare, Benton.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Gobel Reeves, to whom she
was married for 51 years; her second husband, Clint Feezor; and nine sisters
and brothers. She was the daughter of the late James Holland and Sarah Utley
Holland.
Mrs. Feezor was a member of New Harmony Baptist Church.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Winona Chandler, Lincoln Park,
Mich., Mrs. Ann Marek, Sarasota, Fla., and Mrs. Julia Pruitt, Benton; five
grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home; Benton. The Rev. Roy Gibson and the Rey. David Brasher willsifficiate. Burial will follow in New Harmony Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to New Harmony Baptist Church,
4757 Symsonia, Hwy., Benton, KY 42025.

Two killed in helicopter
rocket attack in Gaza

Walyen L (Hawk) Boughton Jr.
Graveside services for Warren L. (Hawk Boughton Jr. will be Frida)
Murray Memorial Gardens The Rev Dave Shepperson and the
Rev. Betty Shepperson will officiate.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements, but
no visitation will be scheduled.
Mr. Boughton Jr., 85, Murray,died Monday. Sept. 23, 2002, at 2:50 p.m. at
West View Nursing Home, Murray.
His last wife, Helen Boughton, died Jan. 20, 2002. He was a member of
First Presbyterian Church, Murray, and of Kentucky Mountain Men. He was
born Dec. 22, 1916, in Salem, 111.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Andrea Stutheit, Littleton, Colo., and
three grandchildren.
I I :30 a.m. at

GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip (AP)
- An Israeli helicopter fired a
rocket at a car in Gaza City on
Thursday, killing at least two people
and wounding 25, doctors said.
The rocket attack demolished
one car and damaged a second in
the Sheik Radwan neighborhood of
Gaza City.
Mustafa Hajar, a hairdresser
working nearby, said there was a
traffic jam in the area because of
road construction. "Suddenly we
heard the sound of a big explosion,"
Hajar said. "When I ran out, a second explosion took place."
Hajar's clothes were splattered

Mrs. Alpha Johnson Edmonson
The funeral for Mrs. Alpha Johnson Edmonson will be Fnday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Dennis Norvell and the
Rev. Bobby Edmonson will officiate.
Grandsons will serve as pallbearers. Burial will follow in Hicks Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 7.p.m. today (Thursday):
Mrs. Edmonson, 74, Murray-Paris Road. Murray, died Tuesday, Sept. 24,
2002. at 10:52 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Two sons, Ernest Edmonson and Gary Wayne Edmon,on. preceded her in
death. Born Nov. 12, 1927, she was the daughter of the late John Johnson and
Ella Mae Green Johnson.
Survivors include her husband, Herbert Edmonson; two daughters, Mrs.
Martha Hale and husband, Bobby, Murray,and Mrs. Joan Shelley and husband.
Drane, Bloomington, Ind.; three sons, Larry Edmolason, Hazel, and Danny
Edmonson and wife, Vickie, and Sam Edmonson and wife, Paulette, all of
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Betty Thomas and husband, Derrill, Carlton, Mich.;
one brother, Donald Johnson and wife, Brenda, Ellabella, Ga.; 16 grandchildren; 14 great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Erlene Dexter
The funeral for Mrs. Erlene Dexter is today (Thursday) at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Joel Frizzell is officiating.
Burial will follow in Calvert City Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to a favorite charity.
Mrs. Dexter, 76, Haltom Drive, Benton, died Tuesday, Sept. 24. 2002, at 1
p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
A retired waitress for Kentucky State Parks, she was a member of Calvert
City United Methodist Church.
One brother, Johnny Denfip, preceded her in death. She was the daughter of
the late Marion Frances Denfip and Ida Grace Speer Denfip.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Chyrill Miller and Mrs. April Sledd,
three grandchildren, John Miller, Shawn Miller and Clinton Sledd, and one
great-grandchild, John Issac Miller, all of Benton; six brothers, Burt Denfip,
Cunningham, Don Denfip and Jackie Denfip, both of Benton, Kenny Denfip,
Murray, Terry Denfip, San Diego. Calif., and Walter(Skeet) Denfip, Mayfield.

Mrs. Dolores Ann Edwards
The funeral for Mrs. Dolores Ann Edwards will be today (Thursday) at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Kevin Williams and
Murray Riley will officiate. Burial will follow in Walnut Grove Cemetery,
Benton.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Edwards, 68, Fulks Road, Benton. died Tuesday. Sept. 24, 2002, at
2:22 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A housewife,she was a member of Walnut Grove Church of Christ. She was
the daughter of the late Randol Anderson and Thelma Rudolph Anderson.
Survivors include her husband, Charles Spike Edwards; two daughters,
Mrs. Vickie Lovett and Mrs. Cara Myers, two sons, Charles David Edwards
and Chris Edwards, one sister. Ms. Patsy Lou Edwards, four brothers, Alton..
Lynn Anderson, Billy Joe Anderson, Jerry Anderson and Ronnie Anderson, all
of Benton; nine grandchildren.
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with blood.
Paramedics collected human
parts and blood covered a large
area. Nearby windows were shattered and shrapnel was scattered
across the ground.
Paramedics initially said four
passengers were killed, but Dr.
Mohaiya Hassanein at Shifa
Hospital in Gaza City later said the
remains of only two people were
recovered. The identity of the dead
was not immediately known.
In the past, Israel has repeatedly
fired rockets at vehicles carrying
Palestinian militants.

Small skull found
in North Carolina
STONEVILLE., N.C. (AP) Authorities searching for a 9-yearold girl .who disappeared the night
her parents were killed are investigating a small human skull found
near a rural pond 30 miles from her
-Virginia home.
Authorities found bone fragments and a full head of hair on the
wooded property Wednesday and
began draining the pond. They
returned Thursday to search for
more evidence.
"There were small fragments of
jaw, teeth and other bones strewn all
over the place," said Rockingham
County Sheriff Sam Page. He
described the remains as those
belonging to a "small person."
Authorities said Thursday morning that the site had not yet been
declared a crime scene and that no
link had been established between
the skull and 9-year-old Jennifer
Short.
Jennifer disappeared from her
home in Bassett, Va., Aug. IS, the
morning her parents, Michael Short_ 50, and Mary Hall Short, 36, were
found Shot to death in tlieir ranch
house along busy U.S. 220, about

35 miles south of Roanoke, Va.
Henry County, Va., authonues
believe Jennifer was kidnapped by
her parents' killers.
Virginia
investigators
on
Thursday were comparing the bones
and hair found Wednesday to items
taken from Jennifer's home.
"It may not be likely (that the
remains are Jennifer's) given the
state of decomposition and the time
since she disappeared," Henry
County, Va., Sheriff's Capt. Kimmy
Nester told the Martinsville Bulletin
in Virginia."But we don't know for
certain."
The skull was discovered
Wednesday afternoon by area resident Eddie Albert, whose dogs
turned up what appeared to be a
brown wig, Albert's daughter, Lisa
Albert, said. He realized the hair
was attached to a skull when he
picked it up and turned it around,
she said.
At the site where the skull was
found, investigators marked teeth
and bone fragments with small red
flags, and about 20 detectives, fire
and rescue Workers drattta NNW
Wednesday night.

On day of McVeigh bombing,
TOW missile was stored in building
WASHINGTON (AP)- When
Timothy McVeigh blew up the
Oklahoma City federal building,
the government had a TOW antitank missile stowed in a locker several floors above the daycare center.
The missile, about 3 feet long,
actually had an inert warhead and
only a small amount of rocket fuel,
and the government says it did not
contribute to the massive explosion
that day. Instead, it tumbled into the
rubble of the Alfred P. Murrah
building.
But its discovery prompted an
evacuation that slowed rescue
efforts April 19, 1995, in part
because the missile had been
marked as live ordinance to make it
look believable to the targets of a
planned law enforcement sting,
according to documents obtained
by The Associated Press.
-Tow Missile recovered from
A.P. Murrah Building," states an
Oklahoma County sheriff's department evidence form showing the
missile was removed from the rubble by the department's bomb
squad and examined by military
ordinance experts

Oklahoma City emergency per- floor.
sonnel records show the rescue site
Though a sidelight in the
evacuation lasted 44 minutes. '
Oklahoma City drama, the missile's
"People were scrambling in unexpected appearance in the rubevery direction," recalled Sgt. ble of a federal building frequented
William Grimsley of the Oklahoma by civilians - including children
County sheriff's department bomb - raises broader safety issues,
squad, who helped remove the mis- experts say.
sile during the evacuation. "From
the crate, we knew it was some kind
Inuestments Since 1854
of a missile. We were told to get it
out of there and get it out of there as
fast as we could."
The missile was the subject of a
lengthy FBI investigation and also
was examined by a local grand jury
Prices as of 9 AM
in Oklahoma, according to documents and interviews, but its exisCompany
Pnce Chg.
tence has remained mostly a secret
to the public -except for a handDo% Jones Ind. Avg...7955.22 + 113.40
ful of conspiracy theorists and govAir Products
42.15 + 0.66
ernment critics.
Anthem
66.55 + 0.65
"There was a gag order at the
AOL Time Warner 11.90 + 0.05
AT&T
12.04 + 0.16
time, we just didn't talk about it at
Bell South
21.26 + 0.21
all. It was an ongoing investigaBriggs & Stratton
38.01 + 0.71
tion," Grimsley explained.
Bristol Myers Squibb 26.00 + 0.45
McVeigh was convicted and
Caterpillar
38.75 + 0.75
later executed for the truck bomb
Chevron
..71.96
Corp.
Texaco
+ 1.79
blast that killed 168 people, includDaimler Chrysler
36.57 + 1.12
ing 19 children - most of them in
Dean Foods
38.69 + 0.07
a day-care center on the second
Exxon-Mobil
33.65 + 1.04
Ford Motor
10.18 + 0.21
General Electric
27.49 + 0.49
General Motors
40.80 + 1.23
GlaxoSmithKline ADR..38.45 + 1.60
Goodrich
20.50 + 0.53
Goody ear
9.16 + 0.39
HopFed Banc*
12.30 B 12.44 A
IBM
64.50 + 1.49
Ingersoll Rand
35.12 + 0.72
Intel
15.55 + 0.35
NISSAN
NISSAN
Kroger
14.65 +0.72
19.50 + 0.51
Mattel
McDonalds
18.39 + 0.29
48.08 + 0.38
Merck
Microsoft
47.37 + 0.86
19.03 + 0.23
JC Penney
Pepsico Inc.
37.36 + 0.36
30.04+ 0.74
Pfizer, Inc.
Schering-Plough
22.65 + 0.28
43.20 + 0.65
Sears
27.85 + 0.23
Union Planters
18.28 + 0.18
ES Bancorp
29.03 + 0.55
UST
- 8 years in the car industry, 4 of those in Calloway County.
52.86 + 0.82
NN al-Mart
- Family man, wife Vicki, daughter Lauren and son Clay.
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
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Get the Check Card
that pays cash back.

Checking That Pays'.
42 Use your U.S. Bank Check Card and earn up to
The more you use it, the more you get back.
(12' Over a year, that could be hundreds of dollars.

cash back.

Checking That Pays is available with any U.S. Bank personal
checking account. To sign up, stop by any U.S. Bank branch,
call 1-800-720-BANK or visit us at usbank.com. Start earning
cash back today with Checking That Pays from U.S. Bank.
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Make Today the turning
point to peace of mind

Engagements

The following editorial is reprinted from The
Hopewell News, Hopewell, Va., w hich was published
Aug. 2, 1991:
"Bits of paper drift across a news desk.
Most are unimportant - get milk, call so and so
and the like.
Then there are those (sometimes on paper so
wrinkled) the words are hard to read. These often
lead to stories of great interest.
Then there are those neat and orderly that really
stop you.
Jo's
One was about Today from The %all Street
Datebook Journal.
By Jo Burkeen
Suggestions included being friendly; looking for
Cornmunity
the good things in situations and people; doing your
Editor
work without special expectations; not questioning
your ability;
Be thankful for a free work and living environment; be glad y ou are
you just as you are; look for helping out angles; when the day's work is
done, leave it feeling satisfied, but leave it there until the next morning.
Happiness starts with us. If we are happy, the world around us seems
happier. As a starting point for anything, think about today and the
suggestions.
As the saying goes, today is the first day in the rest of your life. Enjoy
it with peace of mind."

MTS Class of 1957 will meet
Murray Training School Class of 1957 will have a reunion and reception
on Saturday, Sept. 28, beginning at I p.m. at Shoney's Inn. Murray. Also
invited are any other graduates and friends to come and visit the class members as they celebrate their memories. For information vall 436-2989.

Arant
and Gillum
Steve and Sharon Arant

of Hazel announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Elizabeth Ann (Elle) Arant, to Jotut.
Christopher lee Gillum. son of Fred and Barbara Gillum of Kirksey.
•
The Nide-elect is a 1998 graduate of Calloway County High School. She
the owner and director of Elie's Dance Studio, Murray.
The groom-elect is a 1992 graduate of Calloway County High School.
F le is employed as a lead person at Kenlake Foods, Murray.
John -Dale will officiate at the wedding ceremony to be Saturday. Oct.
2. 2002, at 2 p.m. at the Arant home at 6354 State Line Road West, Hazel.
A reception will immediately follow the wedding at the Atant home.
All relatives and friends areinvited. Only out-of-town invitations will be
..ent. -Because this will -be an outside wedding, those •attending may dress
..•omtbrtahly.

Photo provided

HELPING...Dee Keeling, right. LifeHouse director, and Tina
Henderson. left. Curves manager, discuss plans for the "Change
for Charity means Change in You promotion.

Promotion to help LifeHouse
"The members of Curves for Women are endeavoring to make positive
changes for themselves as well as raising money for LifeHouse Pregnancy
Care (enter." according to Tina Henderson, Curves manager.
The months of September and October will be dedicated to helping
LifeHouse in a fun and challenging way.
• 1 he promotion."Change for Charity means change for You," is one way
that we can help our community," Henderson said. "When Curves' members resist the temptation to eat unhealthy food or resist becoming exercise
slackers. they will bring their change to Curves and the proceeds will be
donated to Litel louse at the end of October."
Lifellouse is a non-profit Christian organization whose financial support
comes entirely Iron) individuals, churches, civic groups and businesses who
are concerned about those affected by crisis pregnancy.
• "As we make positive healthy changes in our lives, we will also help to
change the lives of other women through LifeHouse." Henderson added.
"Liteiliiiise is a ministry committed to upholding the sanctity of human
life by demonstiating the love of Christ to those affected by an unplanned
pregnancy." said Dec Keeling, LifeHouse director.
For more information about LifeHouse, visit the web site at
•
II( 'Sl• le or telephone 753-0700.

Wyatt
and Ray
Jim and Connie Wyatt of Princeton announce

the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Holly Rebecca Wyatt, to Michael
Gene Ray, son of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Ray and Peggy Ray of Murray.
Miss Wyatt is the granddaughter of Mrs. Edna Mae Holton and the late
James I. Holton II and of Mrs. Francis Wyatt and the late James Lee Wyatt.
Mr. Ray is the grandson of Mrs. Irene Woods and the late Will Eaker Ray
and the late Mrs. Edna Eileen Schenk.
The bride-elect is a 1996 graduate of Caldwell County High School,
Princeton, and received her bachelor of science in consumer and family sciences from Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green. Currently she is
attending Madisonville Community College pursuing a degree in nursing.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Murray High School and al995 graduate of Kentucky State Police Academy. He is presently a trooper for the
Kentucky State Police with a specialization of collision reconstruction and
assigned to Caldwell County.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, Dec. 7, 2002, at 4:30
p.m. at First Baptist Church, Princeton.
A reception will immediately follow at Princeton Golf and Country
Club.
All relatives and friends are invited.

-

Southwest Elementary School Appreciation Night will be Friday. Sept.
27, from 4 p.m. to closing at Taco John's, Murray. Ten percent of the
receipts will be donated to Southwest School.

Blood drive is today
A Red Cross Blood Drive will be today. Sept. 26, from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at Callaway County courthouse.

WMU Celebration Sunday
WMU of First Baptist Church will have a "Celebration" on Sunday.
Sept. 29, from 4 to 5:45 p.m. in the fellowship hall of the church. Reports
by persons who have served in different locations this past year will he
given. All interested persons are invited.

Auditions on Monday

COLUMBUS, K). — The 12th ous events Saturday and Sunday.
annual Civil War Days weekend of Their primary performance will be
activities will be Oct. II, 12 and 13, Saturday night's Civil War ball to
at the Columbus-Belmont State begin at 8 p.m.
Park.
Capt. Alan Farley, a chaplain reActor and entertainer Rick Revel enactor from Appomattox, Va., will
of Paris. Tenn., will present his return to lead a camp meeting
"One Man Theatre" show on Friday, Sunday at 8:30 a.m. and preach durOct. 11, at 6:30 p.m. and Saturday, ing a special Civil War worship
Oct. 12, at 6 p.m.
service at II a.m. Sunday at
Revel has combined his love for Columbus Baptist
Church.
American history and his acting
One of the most stirring activities
skills to perform live on stage as
of Civil War Days will be the
George
Washington.
David Confederate
Memorial Service at 10
Crockett, Wild Bill Hickok and
a.m. Sunday in the Columbus
Confederate Captain Tod Carter.
Cemetery. It will be conducted by
Each is complete with costume and
a music score to fit the historical the Sons of Confederate Veterans
Tilghman Beauregard Camp No.
period.
.1460.
Master Storyteller Steve Ross of
Civil War Days T-shirts will be
Clinton will be spinning his tales
again this year on Saturday and for sale, along with Civil War sutlers and food vendors during the
Sunday at 1 p.m.
The skirmishes, always crowd weekend. Restrooms will be avail•
pleasers, are scheduled to begin at 2 able.
Columbus is located at the far
p.m. Saturday and Sunday. The cavalry will be joining the reenactors western tip of Kentucky. It can be
and artillery again this year. accessed by state highways 123, 58
Organizers expect about 200 re- and 80. These roads intersect with
enactors to participate, which U.S. 51 in Bardwell. Arlington and
should produce many tents, soldiers Clinton.
and others in Civil War era clothing.
For more information about Civil
The 52nd Regimental String War Days, call the office of
Band from Memphis, Tenn.. will Hickman County Judge/Executive
return this year to perform at vari- Greg Pruitt at I -.270-653 4369

Mid-South Rail Heritage Foundation will meet Friday. Sept. 27, at 7:30
p.m. at the Hardin Public Library, Hardin. A video or other presentations
dealing with either contemporary or historic railroading will be shown after
a short business meeting. Weekly work sessions for restoration and future
use of an actual railroad steam locomotive are on Saturdays at 10 a.m. For
more information visit the website at www.midsouthrail.org.

practical, personal

,

Southwest Appreciation Night Friday

'Civil War Days' will
be held at state park

The most

•

Mother To Mother Group will meet Friday, Sept. 27, at 10:30 a.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. For information contact Kim Jastremsky
at 759-4746.

Auditions for a graduate directing project by Laura Ewald 01 "Roman
Fever."._a one-act ply, will be Monday. Sept. 30 at 6 pin in room 310 at
Wilson Hall, Murray State University. Needed are two women 38 to 43
years of age, two women 18 to 21 years of age. and one male. For information call 753-9280 or 436-5626.

Babies in Bloom

fI3

Mother to Mother Friday

Rail Foundation on Friday

'Rally for a Cure' event planned
The "Rally for A Cure" Breast Cancer Tournament will he held
Wednesday, Oct. 2, at 9 a.m. at the Oaks Country Club. This tournament is
open to all area women golfers. It will be a 2-woman scramble with multigans — throws — split the pot and Golffor Women magazine included in
the $20 entry fee. A luncheon will follow golf play. For reservations call
Linda Pate at 753-1076 or you may sign up at the club house:
.

Glory Bound is tonight
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment will feature "The Shield of Faith,"
a group composed of Mike. Melody and Lenny Phillips. a family group
from Mayfield, tonight, Sept. 26, at 7 p.m. at the Glory Bound Coffee
House. Chestnut Street. east of Ryan Milk Company, Murray. This is open
to all interested people. Admission is free, but donations will be accepted for
this outreach ministry led by Goshen United Methodist Church with Joe
Lawrence as leader.

Attic Thrift Shop lists hours
Angels Attic Thrift Shop at 1628 Main St.. Murray, is open each
Thursday from noon to 7 p.m. and will be open each Saturday in September
from 9 a.m. to noon. Persons may bring donated items to the shop each
Tuesday from noon to 7 p.m. All proceeds from sales benefit the Angels
Community Clinic at 1005 Poplar St., Murray. The shop was initiated by St.
John's Episcopal church as a -community-wide out reach which involves
volunteers from many local churches. For information call 761-0111.

Lassiter will speak Thursday
Jody Lassiter, commissioner in the department of government at
Frankfort, will be the featured speaker at the general meeting of the Murray
Woman's Club tonight, Sept. 26. Pat Harrington, first vice president of the
club, said a potluck salad supper will be served prior to the program.
Hostesses will be members of the Music and Creative Arts Departments.

To advertise
call 753-1916

2nd ANNUAL FALL CELEBRATION
at

and perfect

Beans to Blossoms

baby gift you

1519 Bethel Road
Directions: From 94 East turn left on Van Cleave Road,
turn left on Bethel Road, 1.3 miles on left.
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FREE Horse and Pony Rides
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ENTERTAIN...Members of the Murray State University Rodeo
Team entertained for residents of the Long Term Care Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital on Western Day. They
talked about the fun, excitement, danger and expense of
being in the Rodeo. but mostly about their love for what they
do. Pictured, from left, standing, Coach Bob Loosenort, Ben
Ray. Mark Popham, Ryan Chandler, seated, Ginger Launius.
Beth Smothers, Casey Cox and Didi Dowling.

'Kentucky Child Now!'
is statewide campaign
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Over the next eight months. "Kentucky Child
Now!," a nonprofit organization that promotes the healthy development of
children and youth. will lead a public awareness campaign across the state
using the slogan,"Great Kids - It's Just A Matter of Time."
Time. It's a precious commodity to adults and the most valuable resource
one can give children. By taking the time to connect with them, you can
contribute to something that really matters - youth success. Simple actions
really do make a difference, and every one has the power to create positive
assets, in daily live.
National research has identified 40 assets, or proven things that are
essential to every young person's success. Research proves tha( positive
adult influences make a huge difference and provide a strong foundation for
children as they grow up.
Not only do assets help keep youth away from the problems - drug use,
violence and school dropout - but they also make kids more likely to do
positive things. like getting good grades, maintaining their health and doing
volunteer work.
Ideally all youth would have at least 31 of these assets. In Kentucky.
only 10 percent experience this level of assets. Based on a survey conducted by Kentucky Child Now in 2000. Kentucky's youth average 19 of the 40
assets:
Beginning in October, the campaign will focus on one of the eight categories of assets as follows:
October - SUPPORT young people with your caring and attention.
November - EMPOWER them to use their abilities to help others.
December - Set reasonable BOUNDARIES and have high EXPECTATIONS.
January - Inspire them to USE THEIR TIME IN CONSTRUCTIVE
ways.
February - Spark their COMMITMENT TO LEARNING.
March - Guide them toward a life based on POSITIVE VALUES.
April - Help them develop SOCIAL COMPETENCIES and life skilk—
May - Celebrate their uniqueness and affirm their POSITIVE IDENTITY.
-Most adults today are deeply concerned about youth, but they feel powerless to help.- said Carol Blethen. executive director of Kentucky Child
Now!"Our hope is that this campaign will provide Kentuckians with simple. but powerful ideas for positive change. Thus, inspiring and empowering Kentuckians to be the caring, supportive adults that every young person
needs."
(The various resource and youth service centers in Murray and
Calloway County Schools are cooperating in. this program of "Great Kids
- It's Just a Matter of Time." For more information call Trish Barton at the
Calloway County Family-Resoutre Center at 762-7333 or visit the state
web vile at www.kychildnoworg.)

Atwill is speaker at Rotary Club
Melanie Atwill. director of special education for Fulton County
Schools, was the speaker at a meeting of the Murray Rotary Club held
at Pagliai's Restaurant.
Atwill suffered a debilitating
stroke on April 30, 2001. She was
taken to the hospital at Jackson.
Tenn.. by AEROVAC and was in a
coma for 115 days. She was then
paralyzed and could not talk.
In a moving talk, she told about
her fight back to health, which
included five weeks of intense therapy which enabled her to use a
rolling walker.
In November she graduated to

just using a cane.
and in July was
able to return to
work.
"Atvvill's
story
is
a
remarkable story
of determination
and hard work.
and was a true
inspiration
to
Atwill
those in attendance. Her sense
of humor was very evident in her
talk, and obviously helped her make
such remarkable progress.- a Rotary
member said.

rries

phot(

PRESENTATION...Mancil Vinson, right, was presented with a
certificate from the Kentucky AARP in appreciation of his
outstanding services at the meeting of Murray/Kentucky
Lake Chapter of AARP on Sept. 24. Making the presentation
was Dr. David Roos, co-president.

Local troop wins national award for
Special blood drive planned
Best Community Service Project
Murray

State University Student Government Association will sponsor a
NEW YORK — A Murray Scout Fit:ASCII, Ashton -Kutcher of Fox
special
blood
drive on Wednesday and Thursday.(kt. ail! 3. in the dance
Troop has won a national award in Television's That 70's Show, Shar
lounge
of
the
MSU Curris Center.
Colgate-Palmolive's 29th annual Jackson of UPN's Moesha, and
The hours will be from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. each day. Each blood donor will
search for the country's best com- Nick Carter of The Backstreet Boys
receive a t-shirt. Donuts and pizza will be provided.
munity
projects
by
young — the members of this year's
Each donor must be at least 17 years of age, weigh at least •II0 pounds,
Americans. Troop 45 of First United celebrity judging panel for Youth
check any medications with the blood center staff, and wait 56 days between
Methodist Church, though Tomas for America.
donations.
James Robinson's Eagle Project has
Over the past three decades,
Each year MSU and University of Tennessee at martin hold blood drives
won high honors in the 2002 Colgate-Palmolive has awarded
to see who will keep the Blood Battle Trophy. Last year. MSU fell short by
"Colgate Youth for America" cam- nearly $6 million to America's
six units. •
paign.
young people through Youth for
This blood drive is being held in cooperation with the We.tent Kentucky
The project was chosen from America. The program has been
Regional Blood Center. according to Vicki L. Swift, director of donor
among more than 2,000 entries honored by The White House under
resources at the center.
nationwide and recognized with a five different administrations,
For more information contact Swift at the blood center at 1-270-684cash prize, certificate and commen- received a Freedoms Foundation
9296 or Brett Keohan at Murray State SGA Office at 762-64sdation letter from Ian Cook,EVP of Award and been praised by memColgate-Palmolive and President of bers of Congress and countless govColgate North America. At the ernors and mayors throughout the
troops fall Court of Honor; Assistant nation.
Scoutmaster Mr. Randall Black preIan Cook said. "We've all seen
sented Tomas J. Robinson with a how our young people can make a
plaque to commemorate the award. tremendous difference in their comScoutmaster Larry Robinson pre- munities and their world overall. We
sented a plaque to Danielle are pleased that Youth for America
Michael Rhodes recently graduated from the Vi y
Schwettman, youth minister of First can put the positive contributions of Recruit Training Command at Great Lakes.
United Methodist Church for their these special young people in the
Rhodes will now attend school at Lackland Air Force
help and support of the project.
spotlight, and both recognize and
Base. San Antonio, Texas. for seven weeks before
Tomas's project, SENIOR CITI- reward their creative responses to
receiving further orders.
ZEN'S CLEAN-UP DAY was held the needs of their communities.He is the son of Greg and Lita Rhodes of Hazel and
on Nov. 17 last fall. The goat of the ' If you are a boy who has com- • the iateCheryl Fain.
Rhodes
project was to provide a day of serv- pleted the fifth grade, or who has
ice to aid any senior citizen who earned the Arrow of Light Award,or
needed leaves raked. holiday deco- are at least 11 and not yet 26, Troop
rations hung or windows washed. 45 would like to invite you to join
CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. — Southeast Missouri State University has
The project brought together volun- their troop in the adventure of a lifenamed 477 students to its dean's list for academic achievement during the
teers from two churches and five time. If you would like to become a 2002 summer session.
service organizations including: member of our troop. please contact
Xu Chen of Murray is one of the students named to the honor list.
United Methodist Church, Saint the Scoutmaster, Larry Robinson at
Students named to the list earned at least a 3.5 grade point average on a
Leo's Church_Boy Scout Troop 45, 270-753-2372 or 270-753-3546.
4.0 scale and completed at least six degree credit hours during the summer
-- Boy Scout Troop 77. -United
SESSivit.
Methodist Youth Fellowship. TrAlpha. Hi-Y and various other volunteers. The group of 50 volunteers,
including 8 adult volunteers and 42
youth volunteers contributed over
350 hours of service.
Each year, U.S. clubs and troops
of six national youth organizations Boy Scouts of America, Girl Scouts
of the USA, Camp Fire Boys and
Girls, Girls Incorporated, National
4-H CounciL and Boys & Girls
Clubs of America - are invited to
enter their best community service
projects for consideration. The
effort was launched by ColgatePalmolive in 1973 to encourage
community involvement among
young people and cash grants are
awarded for the best projects in each
of the organizations annually.
The announcement was made in
New York on June 15 by recording
artist Aaron Carter, Beverley
Mitchell of The WB Networks 7th

Service

Rhodes graduates
from naval school

Chen is listed on dean's list
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WINS AWARD ... Tomas James Robinson is pictured with the
high honors award he won in the "Colgate Youth for America
campaign. Also pictured is left, Randall Black, assistant scoutmaster. and Scoutmaster Larry Robinson.
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New offense key for 1-3 Sycamores
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
If there ever was a• silver lining to
any loss, the Indiana State Sycamores can
lay claim to it.
The Sycamores (1-3)
heat Ohio Valley Conference favorite Eastern
Illinois in every way but
on the scoreboard, falling
to the No. 13 Panthers
26-19 last Saturday in
Charleston, ill.
Operating under its
relatively new multiple
McGuire
offensive system, Indi.ana State outgained Eastern Illinois by a
sizable margin — gaining 459 total yards
to the Panthers' 389.
The only thing that kept the Sycamores
from pulling off the upset was a pair of
first-quarter drives that stopped just short
:of the goal line.
ISU came away with nothing to show
for its first two possessions of the contest after pushing its way inside the EIU
'5-yard line each time, missing on a 21-

yard field goal attempt and fumbling on
Racers at Indiana State
a fourth-and-1 at the EIU I.
What: Racers face tr. rj
Panther quarterback Tony Romo, a twostraight Gateway program
time winner of the OVC Offensive PlayWhen: Saturday, I 05 p.m
Where: Memorial Stadium:
er of the Year award, did throw for three
Terre Haute, Ind
touchdowns, but was forced into one interRecords: MSU (1-2), ISU (1-1)
WV 4
ception and the E1U offensive unit was
held well below its high-flying standards.
During the loss to Eastern Illinois, the
The Panthers managed just 19 points 6-3, 205-pounder ripped the Panther defense
against the Indiana State defense, as one for 396 yards — 281
yards and one
score came on a 90-yard kickoff return. touchdown
through the air and 115 yards
"We played well enough to win that
and one score on the ground.
game," said Sycamores head coach Tim
"Besides being a very good athlete,
McGuire. 'They certainly didn't beat us
(Julian) is a great leader for our football
up and down the field like they did last
year ( in a 44-14 loss). We just didn't team," McGuire noted. "He demands a
do the things we needed to do to win." lot not only from himself, but from his
Despite a sub-.500 record, the Sycamores teammates as well."
ISU's wide-open offense is in stark
haven't done much wrong offensively, using
a new spread attack the ISU coaching contrast to the one that came into Roy
staff installed last fall to post an average Stewart Stadium in 2000. At the time,
the Sycamores preferred an option-based
of 331 yards per game.
Junior quarterback Julian Reese is the attack and were blasted by the Racers
multiple-threat star of the unit, having 41-24.
thrown for 683 yards on 46-of-78 pass"It was all about having fun with what
ing while using his legs to gain 309 yards we were doing," said McGuire of the
on 56 rushing attempts.
switch in offensive philosophies. "We're

Burdine taken
in CBA draft
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Justin Burdine, a high-scoring guard from Murray State, was selected by the Dakota Wizards in
the 2002 Continental Basketball
Association draft on Sept. 17.
Burdine, a 6-1 guard from Savan•
nah, Tenn., was selected in the 11th
round by the Wizards, the defending CBA champions.
ASO.,
Taken 40th overall, Burdine joins
guard John Lenehan (Providence),
center Jason Jenning (Arkansas
State), center Jamal Sampson (California)
and forward Chris Owens
Burdine
(Texas) as Dakota draft picks.
During his four-year career, Burdine started 34 of
110 games and averaged 10.9 points per game.
His hest season came last year when he averaged
a team-high 20.4 ppg to earn first-team All-Ohio
Valley Conference honors. He led the Racers to the
OVC Tournament championship in Louisville and a
berth in the NCAA Tournament.
He scored 1,209 career points to rank 21st on
MSU,'s all-time scoring list.

having a lot more. fun with this multiple
offense ... We run a lot of one-back and
two-back sets, and even some sets with
no backs at all."
Reese has a multitude of options —
both in the passing and running games.
Thirteen different ISU receivers have caught
passes this fall, including leader Tommy
Signars with 194 yards on eight catches.
Jake Shields follows with 132 yards on
five receptions.
Senior tailback Soso Dede is the
Sycamores top rusher with 207 yards on
49 attempts while scoring two touchdowns.
The Sycamores have also changed their
defensive scheme since facing the Racers, switching their alignment from a 44 (four down linemen and four linebackers) to a more conventional 4-3
arrangement (four down linemen and three
linebackers).
All-American candidate Richard Harris, an All-Gateway Conference standout
a year ago, anchors the ISU defensive
line.
"I think the most positive thing for us

has been the pressure we've gotten on
the opposing quarterback without having
to blitz. That really helps us out a lot,"
McGuire explained. "The other thing is
that we're tackling better this year than
we have in the past."
According to McGuire,sure tackling will
be a key against a potentially explosive
MSU offense.
With a stable of solid running backs
and a passing game that includes junior
quarterback Stewart Childress and transfer wide receiver Deandre Green, the Racers have big-play potential — even if it
hasn't always shown up on the field.
"Murray State has its own identity
offensively," said McGuire when trying
to compare the MSU unit to fellow OVC
member Eastern Illinois. "They have more
of a two-back system, and they want to
come right at you and hammer you. Murray's a lot more physical than Eastern
Illinois.
"They've got a lot of talent and a lot
of depth, so it's going to be a big challenge for us."

Cards catch D-backs
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Two fastballs in had places Wednesday
were the difference between a gem
by Curt Schilling and another lateseason
disappointment for
the Arizona Diamondbacks.
Schilling, a
23-game winner,
struck out 12
and was flawless
except for a lone walk in six of
his eight innings. But two-out:
three-run home runs by Scott Rolen
and J.D. Drew gave the St. Louis
Cardinals a 6-1 victory and a
sweep of the three-game series
that is a likely preview of the
first round of the playoffs
BIG STICK ... Just hours after
reportedly agreeing to an new
8-year. S90 million contract,
Scott Rolen blasted one of
two three-run homers for the
Cardinals in a 6-1 victory
over Arizona.

The sweep left the Diamondbacks and Cardinals with identical 94-64 records with four games
remaining in the regular season. The
record is important because the
teams appear destined for .a bestof-5, first-round playoff meeting.
and the team with the best record
gets home-field advantage. If they
remain tied, the Cardinals get the
nod based on their 4-2 season
series record against Arizona. That
would mean the first two games
and a fifth, if needed, in St. Louis
The Cardinals have won four
in a row, eight of nine, and 18
of their last 21. Arizona has lost
a season-worst six straight.
Garrett Stephenson (2-5) struggled to throw strikes — walking
live and striking out two, but gave
up just one hit in five innings.
He threw 96 pitches, just 51 of
them strikes.
Stephenson missed most of the
past two seasons with injuries, and
had been largely ineffective when
he did pitch this season, entering

the game with a 6.08 ERA. He
won 16 games for the Cardinals
in 2000 but is uncertain for the
playoff roster.
Schilling (23-7) was making his
final start of the regular season.
He has 315 strikeouts, second to
teammate Randy Johnson's 326, and
just 33 walks.
Schilling was 21-4 on Aug. 21.
But over his last seven starts, he
is 2-3 and has allowed 28 earned
runs in 50 1/3 innings. He gave
up a season-worst eight runs in 7
1/3 innings in his previous start,
a 9-4 loss at Colorado.
Arizona manager Bob Brenly
had planned to start right hander
Armando Reynoso because he wanted to prevent the Cardinals from
seeing his two Cy Young candidates — Schilling and Johnson,
also a 23-game winner — before
the postseason. But with homefield advantage at stake and with
San Francisco climbing to within
three games of the NL West lead,
Brenly went with Schilling.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••••••

Diversity absent as picks crew sticks together
We always strive for diversity'
when it comes to the Ledger &
Times picks contest.
But that was hardly the case
last week when the entire picks
crew was 90 percent uniform
across the
board — the
only exception
being Murray
High play-byplay man Jeremy Bell's
insistence that
our good
friends in
orange, the
Sidelines Marshall
County MarBy Scott
shals, would
Nanney
defeat Paducah
Sports
Tilghman.
Editor
Guess
again, Jeremy.
Final score: Tilghman 35,
Marshall 0.
It might be time to check
that crystal ball. I heard it's getting a little foggy. Just kidding!
We all might need to reexamine at least one pick from
last week. Each of our experts
were misguided in thinking Murray State would defeat Illinois
State. Our blue and gold-tinted
sunglasses shaded us from picking the Redbirds to defeat the
hometown Racers, thus costing
three of us a shot at a perfect
slate.
At any rate. Ledger colleague
Mike Ohstrom kept the lead inhouse by improving to 33-7 on
the year with an 9-1 scorecard.
Yours truly and Laker broadcast-

Rockets.
Lone Oak at Hop. Central
I'd really like to pick Lone
Oak
in an upset here, just to be
Game
Scott Nanney
Mike Ohstrom
Nathan Higdon
Jeremy Bell
different. But after seeing them
Calloway vs. Union Co.
Calloway
Calloway
Calloway
Calloway
in person. I just can't bring
myself to do it ... Storm.
Murray vs. Ballard Memorial
Ballard
Ballard
Ballard
Murray
Christian at Hopkinsville
There's some dissension on
Tilghman at Mayfield
Mayfield
Mayfield
Mayfield
Mayfield
the picks crew in this one as
half of the four horsemen are
Reidland at Fulton City
Fulton City
Fulton City
Fulton City
Fulton City
siding with the Colonels. However, I just can't go against
Crittenden Co. at Heath
Crittenden
Crittenden
Crittenden
Crittenden
Hoptown at the Stadium of
Champions
... Tigers.
Lone Oak at Hopkins Central
Hop. Central
Hop. Central
Hop. Central
Hop. Central
Murray State at
Indiana State
Christian Co. at Hopkinsville
Hopkinsville
Hopkinsville
Christian
Christian
The Racers will try to
rebound from blowing a big
Murray State at Indiana St.
Indiana State
Indiana State
Murray State
Murray State
lead in last week's loss at Illinois State. But ISU's impressive
Kentucky at Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida
Florida
performance against Ohio Valley
Conference favorite Eastern IlliLouisville vs. Florida St.
Florida St
Florida St.
Florida St.
Florida St.
nois — over 450 yards total
offense while allowing the highLast Week
Last Week
Last Week
Last Week
flying Panther offense just 26
9-1
9-1
9-1
8-2
points — sends up a red flag
Overall
Sycamores.
Overall
Overall
Overall
Kentucky at Florida
32-8
33-7
32-8
31-9
Is Florida ripe for an upset
after stunning the Vols on
er Nathan Higdon, also posted
bial hump last fall, upsetting the in its season opener. Look for
After a season-opening win
Rocky Top? I know the Wild9-1 finishes but remain tied in
Tigers at home for the first time Joe Stonecipher's crew to keep
over Lake County (Tenn.),. Fulcats
are a surprising 4-0, but it
the overall competition with
in recent memory. Murray is
rolling .„ Lakers.
ton City has been outscored 79won't happen this week ...
identical 32-8 marks. Jeremy,
suffering through a rebuilding
'Tilghman at Mayfield
6 in its last two games. MeanGators.
however, fell two games off the
year while Ballard still has one
This is the game of the week while, the Greyhounds are just
Florida State at Louisville
pace with last week's 8-2 record of the Arnold brothers (Letiz).
— and possibly the year — in
looking to score --period ...
Despite entering the season
that pushed his season total to
That should be enough. Make it
the First Region. The Blue TorBulldogs.
with
great expectations, the Car31-9.
two in a row for the ...
nado broke a six-game losing
Crittenden at Heath
dinals have been anything but
Look for a little more diverBombers.
streak to Mayfield last fall. winCrittenden Is coming off its
impressive in fashioning a 2-2
sity this week as we look
Union Co. at Calloway
ning 21-17 in Paducah. But
first loss of the season after
record. A victory over highlytoward the games!
Calloway has picked itself up
don't expect a new streak to
falling at Ballard Memorial. The
regarded Florida State would
Ballard at Murray High
off the deck pretty well after a
begin here ... Cardinals.
Pirates didn't even score against
erase that bad start, but don't
Ballard got over the proverhumbling loss to Trigg County
Reidland at Fulton City
The Bombers (27-0). 'Nuff said
count on it ... Seminoles.
•
•••••••••••
••••
•
•••
•
•
••••••••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
S.
•

This Week's Picks

Vikings' Moss out of jail, still in trouble after incident

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Randy Moss
whistled his way Out-Of-jail — and back
into the Minnesota Vikings' starting lineup.
Facing a possible felony for assault,
the star receiver was charged only with
two misdemeanors Wednesday for allegedly pushing a traffic officer a hay-block
with his car Tuesday.

He spent the night in jail and faces a
maximum penalty of 90 days in jail and
a $1,000 fine on each of the charges —
careless driving and failure to obey a
traffic officer. Deputy City Attorney Dana
Banwer said Moss will be arraigned Oct.
2.
Police spokeswoman Cyndi Barrington
said the officer stepped in front of Moss'

car to stop him from making an illegal
turn. Moss slowly pushed her along the
street, stopping when she fell.
Authorities considered charging Moss
with felony assault, but county attorney
Amy Klobuchar said there wasn't enough
evidence that Moss intended to hurt the
officer to support the charge.
Barrington said 27-year-old Amy Zac-

cardi — a city employee but not a police
officer — was not seriously hurt. One
witness called the situation "surreal."
Another said he didn't believe Moss
intended to hurt Zaccardi.
"I was really confused about what I
was supposed to do." Miss told the Star
Tribune as he left jail Wednesday.
Whistling as he walked thiough a pack

of reporters, he refused to discuss the
arrest further, saying, "You'll hear about
it later."
Robert Nelson, a witness, said, Moss
"was going really slow. Apparently, he
didn't want to hurt her. I think he was
just trying to frighten her into moving."
Police also said they found a small
quantity of marijuana in Moss' car.
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FOOTBALL
Beefy Lakers attempt to seal playoff berth
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
Considering the way that Calloway County has fashioned its
three-game winning streak, it is only
fitting that the Laker football team
will give away a lot of beef Friday at Jack D. Rose Stadium.
Behind a massive, seasoned
offensive line, senior tailback
Jimmy Bynum has rushed for 713
yards and 12 touchdowns in four
games via an average of 8.4 yards
per attempt as Calloway has moved
to 3-1 overall and 1-0 in the Class
3A First District standings with
Friday's 25-0 Homecoming romp
against Lone Oak.
In that meeting with the 1-3
Purple Flash, the Laker defense
allowed just 43 yards of total
offense — 40 of that coming on
tailback James Bowles' 14 carries
— and has helped Calloway outgain its opponents 1,257-696 on
the year.
Thus it only makes sense that
at halftime of Friday's district clash
with visiting Union County. CCHS
will hold a drawing for an 15cubic-foot freezer full of beef that
will be awarded to the Laker fan
holding the lucky raffle ticket.
"Our defense is playing super,"
said Laker head coach Joe Stonecipher. "We held Murray High to
60 yards on the (artificial turf at
Stewart Stadium), and to hold Lone
Oak to less than 50 is just phenomenal.
"Our offensive and defensive
lines are playing very well right
now...
While Bynum racked up three
more TDs and 149 yards on 27
touches on a sloppy night versus

lop
,141 46141t4,4‘

-VII

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

FOLLOW MY LEAD ... Calloway County senior tailback Jimmy Bynum (with ball) spots a
block by junior tight end Greg Ryan (40) during the Lakers' 25-0 Class 3A First District
home victory over Lone Oak Friday. Bynum rushed for 149 yards and three touchdowns
as CCHS celebrated Homecoming by holding the Purple Flash to 43 yards of total offense.
Lone Oak (1-3, 0-1 district), scor- tackles, a sack and a second tack- the 0-4 Braves, Stonecipher said
ing from 19, 11 and 3 yards out, le for loss while freshman line- the elements caused by Friday's
he also contributed defensively backer Peter Thackston and sen- rains kept the Lakers from exewith four tackles from his cor- ior defensive end Evan Lane made cuting the complete game plan
nerback position.
six stops apiece.
against Lone Oak.
Senior defensive tackle Shane
Junior defensive end Greg Ryan
Junior quarterback Brandon
Harper led the charge with eight tacked on five tackles, 1 1/2 sacks Steele did complete 4-of-8 passes
and a fumble for 118 yards with no interceprecovery against tions, finding junior wide receivthe Flash.
er Seth Barrow for a 51-yard strike
"Shane Harp- to set up Bynum's first TD run
er had a great before connecting with Bynum on
game at nose a 43-yard gain.
tackle, and Evan
However, while the messy footLane. Greg Ryan
ing and a wet, heavy ball conand Peter Thackspired to keep the Calloway passston also played
ing attack relatively grounded on
well," StoneciHomecoming, Stonecipher hopes
pher noted.
that his offense can become more
On the sea- well-rounded, beginning Friday verson, Thackston sus Union.
is atop the stop
"One thing we need to start doing
chart with 25 in order to beat the big boys is
tackles
while to start throwing the play-action
Lane is second pass," said Stonecipher. whose
with 20. Ryan squad visits Marshall County before
has 19 with 2 tangling with district foes Hop1/2 sacks while kinsville, Hopkins County Central
Harper is next and Paducah Tilghman following
with 16 tackles Friday's tilt with the Braves."When
and two sacks.
you have a back with 700 yards
While repli- in four games, you should be betcating that for- ter with the play-action pass.
mula' of
a
"(Friday's) field conditions for
staunch defense everybody in this area were just
and a running terrible. We did very well on
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo
game resembling defense under the conditions, but
WHEW! ... Calloway County senior right tackle Jeffrey Loftin (79) and sen- a
steamroller we bogged down offensively. The
ior offensive guard Brent Burchett catch their breath during the Lakers' 25- will be a. key for wet ball and slipping (on the
0 win over Lone Oak Friday at Jack D. Rose Stadium.
Calloway against muddy field) kept us from doing

the different things we wanted to,
but we did complete some passes early to Bynum and BarrOw
and the offensive line controlled
the game until the clock ran out.
"(Lone Oak head coach Allan)
Cox called me on Sunday and
told me that on a dry field, he
didn't think they could've kept us
from scoring."
The coming contests with se'enth-ranked Hoptown (2-2), No.
13 Hopkins Central (4-0) and No.
6 Tilghman (3-1) will be a lot
easier to play if the Lakers have
a playoff berth in their back pockets.
A victory over Union County
Friday would clinch Calloway's
spot in the postseason and garner
Stonecipher's club some retribution after last year's 37-22 road
loss to the Braves in which Steele
tore his anterior cruciate ligament
and was lost for the remainder of
a 4-6 season.
"We are just exactly where we
were last year when we went to
Union County and got beat," said
the Laker skipper. "This is the
most important week of the year
to this point because a win puts
in the playoffs, and then we have
to work our way up the playoff
tree."
To confirm its reservation for
the second season, Calloway must
defeat a Brave squad that has fallen on tough times since last yelr's
5-5 effort, the graduation of fullback Jabbar Frazier and the firing of former head coach Bill
Drage.
Coming off a bye week under
first-year mentor and former assistant Danny Bean, Union started
the 2002 campaign with three consecutive shutouts before a 41-12
loss at Crittenden County Sept.
13.

2002 I_AKER SCHEDULE
DIM
Aug. 24
Sept 6

Claanamai
L
at Trigg County
W
Murray
at Stewart Stadium, MSU
Sept 13
W
at Fulton County
Sept. 20
W
Lone Oak '
Sept. 27
Union County •
Oct. 4
at Marshall County
Oct. 11
at Hopkinsville •
Oct. 18
Hopkins Central
Oct. 25
Tilghman
Nov. 1
at Madisonville
'— Class 3.4 First District game

INikket

2002 DISTRICT STANDINGS
IOW
Hopkins Central
Cailoway County
Paducah Tilghman
Hop4unsville
Lone Oak
Union County

4-0
3-1
3-1
22
1-3
0-4

0-0
1-0
0-0
0-0
0-1
0-0

This week's games
Paducah Tilghman at Maybelcl
Lone Oak at Hopkins County Central
Christian County at Hoplunsville

Class 3A Rankings
BluegressProps.com
4 Hoplunsville 5 Paducah Tilghman
Associated Press
6 Tilghman 7 Hopkinsville
13. Hopkins County Central

2002 LAKER STATS
Calloway
Opponents
CCHS
161
894
19-47-2
363
1,257

40 26 20 36 - 122
14 26
7 15- 62
•••
Opp.
Rushes
87
Rushing Yards
349
Passing
31-75-5
Passing Yards
347
Total Yards
696
•••

,Neshing - Jimmy Bynum 85-713 12T0,
Jacob Voung 10-60, Chris McGraw 16-54
ETD, Mark Farmer 20-101 2T0, Devon
Winchester 7-20, Bobby Potts 5-14, Anton
Hammond 3-5, Team 4-(-8), Brandon Steele
10-(-69).
Passing - Steele 19-47-2 363 TO
Receiving. Seth Barrow 9-198, Greg Ryan
3-45 TO, Trent Travis 3-26, Bynum 2-54,
Josh Young 1-39. Tyler Boggess 1-1.

day's duel with a slight tear of
the meniscus in his right knee.
He is expected to be back in uniform for the trip to Marshall.
Stonecipher said the solution
Prior to that loss, the Braves for a Union team with just 32
were 21-0 victims at home ver- players on its roster is to contain
sus Webster County and were then the Braves' confusing Wing-T
blanked 64-0 at Christian County attack and wear down Union in
after a season-opening 73-0 rout the trenches on the offensive side
at Henderson County also claimed of the ball.
tailback-defensive back Avery
"They'll run their misdirection
George.
and do the stuff that they do, but
George, a 6-0, 173-pound sen- their numbers are down," said
ior who was expected to play a Stonecipher, explaining that keepmajor role in Bean's Wing-T offense ing things simple — and winning
and defensively from his free safe- — have allowed the Lakers to
ty spot, suffered a subdural gain momentum. "We're going to
hematoma against Henderson Coun- get lined up right and play good
ty. has sat out of action since and defense, and then we're going to
may miss the rest of the year.
use our offensive line to control
Bean said George — who sus- the ball.
tained a previous case of bleed"The kids are easy to coach;
ing on the brain either during sum- they do exactly what we ask them
mer camp or in a preseason scrim- to do, and their confidence has
mage — returned to class Sept. improved. It seems like we've
18 after receiving a good report worked more on basic fundamenfrom his doctor two days earlier. tals than we have in recent years,
However, the best prognosis for and that's probably helped us more
George's return to the gridiron is than anything. Sometimes, you get
with the next 2-3 weeks.
too caught up in (designing and
CCHS has some injury news breaking down)schemes when footof its own as senior wide receiv- ball still comes down to blocking
er Trent Travis will sit out Fri- and tackling."

Start today and you can design the body
you've always wanted...Kyle Selby of Murray did!

404 N. 4th St. Unit C • Murray, KY 42071

Firearms Safety & Servic
0- 59-0867

OFF
204 5 lbs
31 5°0 Body Fat

Total Loss
36.5 Lbs.
13% Body Fat
168 lbs
18.5% Bo(i\ rn.

SOUR WORKOUTS ARE A GREAT WAY TO GET IN SHAPE
•OUR CLASSES RELIEVE STRESS
'OUR CLASSROOM PRACTICE SESSIONS GIVE YOU
CONFIDENCE
sOUR WORKOUTS HELP BUILD TEAM SPIRIT

CALL
TODAY!

753-6111

1413 Olive

Blvd.

Murray, KY
www dinhrrtas com

"VVE L

VE TO SEE VOU FIT"
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_.. SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency
Lindy Suiter

Nato &Rs
ilt*Stitertee

Nobody can protect your Aurs2
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

NATIONAL LEAGUE - East Division
W
L
Pct.
GB
y-Atlanta
628
98 58
Montreal
79 79
20
500
79 79
Philadelphia
500
20
Florida
77 81
487
22
New York
74 83
471 24 5
Central Division
y-St Louts
595
94 64
Houston
84 75
528 10.5
Cincinnati
77 81
487
17
Pittsburgh
71 87
449
23
Chicago
411
65 93
29
Milwaukee
55 103 348
39
West Division
x-Arizona
94 64
595
San Francisco
92 66
2
582
Los Angeles
89 69
563
5
Colorado
73 85
462
21
San Diego
411
65 93
29
x-clinched playoff spot
y-clincned division
Wednesday's Games
St Louis 6. Arizona 1
Florida 10. Montreal 2
Pittsburgh 4. N Y Mets 3
Atlanta 7, Philadelphia 1
Cincinnati 8, Chicago Cubs 2
Houston 7, Milwaukee 5
Los Angeles 3. Colorado 2
San Francisco 6. San Diego 0
Today's Games
Cincinnati (Graves 6-3) at Chicago Cubs
(C Zambrano 4-7), 120 p.m.
Florida (Penny 8-6) at Montreal (Armas Jr.
11-12), 605 p.m.
N Y Mets (Thomson 9-13) at Pittsburgh
(Torres 1-1), 6.05 p.m.
Atlanta (Millwood 17-8) at Philadelphia (Roa
4-4), 605 pm.
Milwaukee (Diggins 0-3) at St Louis (Morris 16-9), 7 10 p.m
Colorado (Flores 0-1) at Arizona (Johnson
23-5), 835 p.m.
San Diego (Tomko 10-10) at Los Angeles
(Nomo 16-6), 910 p.m.

AMERICAN LEAGUE - East Division
W
L
Pct.
GB
y-New York
100 58
633
Boston
576
91 67
9
74 84
Toronto
468
26
424
67 91
33
Baltimore
Tampa Bay
54 104 342
46
Central Division
y-Minnesota
580 91 66
Chicago
506 11 5
80 78
70 88
Cleveland
443 21.5
Kansas City
386 30.5
61 97
Detroit
55 102 350
36
West Division
x-Oakland
.627
99 59
Anaheim
96 62
608
3
7
SeMile
582
92 66
27
Texas
456
72 86
x-clinched playoff spot
y-clinched division
•
Wednesday's Games
Toronto 3, Baltimore 2
N V Yankees 4, Tampa Bay 3
Texas 4, Anaheim 3
Minnesota 7, Cleveland 5. 12 innings
Chicago White Sox 7, Boston 2
Detroit 7, Kansas City 6, 12 innings
Seattle 3, Oakland 2

Cards have big chance vs. 'Noles
By CHRIS DUNCAN
Louisville vs. Florida State
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - The Louisville Site: Papa John s Cardinal Ski
urn. Lounsvele. Ky
Cardinals aren't where they thought they would Kickoff: 6:45 p m CDT today
be heading into one of their biggest home Records: Florida State (4-0).
Louisville (2-2)
games ever.
Florida State leads 12-1
Unranked and a disappointing 2-2, the two- Series:
Last Meeting: Florida State 31,
time defending Conference USA champions Louisville 0, Sept 23, 2000. in
host fourth-ranked Florida State .(4-0) tonight. Tallahassee. Fla
"We didn't prepare to be 2-2 at this stage. Coaches: Bobby Bowden (254-59-4, 2710 season 32791-4, 38th season overall), Florida State, John L Smith
A lot of us expected to be 4-0," said Lotlisville (36-17, fifth season, 105-56. 14th season overall),
quarterback Dave Ragone.
Louisville
Louisville has been pointing to this game Radioffeisvislon: ESPN, with Mike TifICO Kirk Herbstreit
Lee Corso, University of Louisville Radio Network,
since a 31-0 loss to the Seminoles in Talla- and
with Paul Rogers, Craig Swabek and Jett Brohm
hassee in 2000. The Cardinals went 11-2 in
"If we win, we'll be the talk of the town
2001 and came into this season hungry for
the rematch to show how much progress their again."
The preseason optimism around Louisville
program has made.
Their slow start has made them desperate faded with losses to Kentucky and Colorado
State. Even in wins over Duke and Army, the
for a good showing.
"This is the last game where we're going Cardinals were plagued by a shaky offensive
to be able to prove to the nation that we're line, a dormant running game and a rash of
a good team," said defensive end Dewayne penalties.
As a result, Ragone has struggled. A preWhite. "We're going to play some conference
teams that aren't going to be ranked, so this season Heisman Trophy candidate, the 6-foot'4, 250-pound left-hander has been sacked 10
is the big game on our schedule.

Hedley 20th at
Cardinal Cup

Today's Games
Boston (Hancock 0-0) at Chicago White
Sox (D. Wright 13-12). 1 .05 p.m.
Anaheim (Lackey 8-4) at Texas (Lewis 12), 2:05 p.m
Oakland (Lidle 8-10) at Seattle (Pineiro 147), 5135 p.m.
Baltimore (Hentgen 0-31 at Toronto (Loalza
8-10), 6:05 P.rn•
Tampa Bay (Kennedy 8-11) at N.Y. YanKees (Pettitte 12-5). 6.05 pm
Cleveland (Drese 9-91 at Minnesota (Radke
9-5), 705 p m
Detroit (Cornejo 1-4) at Kansas City (Suppan 8-16), 705 p.m.

Calloway Schools Photo

SportsBriefs
Martial arts film actor and kickboxing champion Don "The Dragon" Wilson
will give a presentation Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the Curris Center ballroom on
the campus of Murray State University.
Wilson, the only kickboxer to win 11 world titles in three weight classes for
six different sanctioning organizations, will talk about kickboxing and self-defense
and about how his film career got started. For more information, call Martial
Arts America at 753-6111.
The Calloway County High School Touchdown Club and Laker football players are selling raffle tickets for a 15-cubic-foot freezer full of beef
Tickets are $5 each and the drawing will be held Friday at halftime of
CCHS' game versus Union County at Jack D. Rose Stadium. Proceeds from
the fundraiser will benefit the Calloway football team.
For more information or to purchase tickets. call 753-2793.
Signups for the Calloway County Girls Basketball Little League will be held
beginning this Saturday from 9-11 a.m. at CCHS' Jeffrey Gymnasium. Additional
registration dates for girls in grades 3-6 are Oct. 5 and Oct.12.
The entry fee is $40 per player or $75 for siblings. Applications are available at all area schools. For more information, call Scott Sivills at 762-7374
ext. 210.
The Calloway County High School boys' basketball program will hold signups
for this season's Little League Saturday and Oct 5 from 9 a.m to noon at
Jeffrey Gymnasium.
The Little League is open to boys in grades 3-6. The registration fee is
$50 per player or $90 for siblings. For more information, call the Laker basketball office at 762-7374 ext. 109.
The Murray High School Backboard Club is sponsoring the Murray High
Lady Tigers/Tigers Four-Person Scramble golf tournament Oct. 9 at 1 p.m. at
Murray Country Club.
The cost to enter is $50 per person or $200 per team Mulligans and skins
will be sold, and prizes will be awarded to the winners of each flight and winners of the closest-to-the-pin contests.
For more information or,to pick up an entry form, call MHS girls' basketball head coach Rechelle Cadwell Turner at 753-5202 or 767-0358. Entries are
due by Oct. 4
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PUT ME DOWN! ... Former member of the Power Team
and motivational speaker Clarence Lee uses Calloway County Middle School student Casey Austin as a "hands-on"
example while speaking to students last week.

Speaker inspires
CCMS students
Special to the Ledger
Although he can bend bars with
his teeth and rip phone books in
half, Clarence Lee travels around
the country, not to show off his
strength, but .to encourage young
people.
"The truth is, I don't enjoy
bending bars with my teeth and
ripping phone books in half, but
we have a society that's into athletics," Lee said. "Athletics capture our attention, and it's good
to use that in a positive way as
an object lesson."
Lee is a former member of the
Power Team and currently a member of Solid Rock International.
He travels around the world using
his strength to get the attention
of young people.
Lee spoke with students at Calloway County Middle School last
Thursday. He relived a story from
when he was 12 years old, telling
of a skinny kid who could only
lift 95 pounds but wanted to play

football. However, after two years
of hard work. Lee went from lifting,95 pounds to lifting more than
300 pounds.
"You can't get strong until you
admit that you're weak," Lee said.
Lee used the story to display
the importance of a strong character. He told the middle school
students that his can-do attitude
and strong character is the only
reason he went from a scrawny
teenager to playing college football at Florida State.
"I'm an athlete and a weighttrainer," Lee said. -I've been lifting for a lot of years, but the
truth is there's going to come a
time when I can only get so strong
and it's going to come back down
with age. My character. however,
I can build that for the rest of
my life."
Lee told the students to work
hard, be an encouragement to each
other and to never give up on
their dreams.
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times and thrown tour interceptions alter throwing eight all of last season.
Still, Louisville coach John L. Smith said
his offense will take risks against Florida
State's defense, which is allowing 261 passing yards per game.
"We're going to take some chances. We're
going to throw it. That gives us an opportunity to win," Smith said. "We're excited because
we feel like we can do some things."
Ragone isn't so sure. The Seminoles may
not have the flashy cornerbacks of their past,
but Ragone said their secondary looks as fast
and as talented as ever on film.
"They're about the best corners I'll face. 1
really haven't seen them play bad," he said.
"They're the most physically gifted defense we'll
play all year."
The Seminoles have cruised to three easy
wins after nearly blowing a big lead in their
opener against Iowa State.
The offense is ranked fourth in the nation,
averaging 489 yards per game but will face
its toughest test yet. The Cardinals' defense
has 10 starters back from a unit that ranked
10th nationally in points allowed last season.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
SIMPSONVILLE, Ky. - Murray State women's golfer Cuyler
Hedley finished with a pair of 76s
in the final two rounds to post a
top-20 finish in the prestigious
Louisville Cardinal Cup on Monday and Tuesday.
Playing at the Cardinal Club,
host Louisville won the 14-teani
tournament. The field included 81
golfers from schools such as Memphis, Arkansas, Southern Mississippi, Central Florida and Alabama-Birmingham.
Hedley, a junior from Cobourg,
Ontario, Canada who was last year's
Ohio Valley Conference Women's
Golfer of the Year, shot a 236
(84-76-76) to earn the tie for 20th.
Sophomore Santie Koch of South
Africa shot a 244 (86-78-80) to
finish in the upper half of the
final standings at 35th.
Also turning in a strong performance
was
Lady
Racer
Stephanie Baskey. The senior from
Mount Sterling shot a 247 (8873-86) to finish tied for 41st.

Murray State's I 1 th-place finish was lops among OVC schools,
as Eastern Kentucky and Austin
Peay finished behind the Lady
Racers.
Women's Rowing
MILWAUKEE - Murray State
opened its fourth varsity season
with its first-ever trip to the Milwaukee River Challenge Saturday.
Murray State brought just an
eight-person team and placed 17th
out of 22 crews over the 4.4-mile
course with a time of 25 minutes,
25,47 seconds, finishing 1.31 seconds ahead of Lawrence and 46.3
seconds behind St. Thomas.
Iowa won the event with a time
of 21:51.3 in the 2.2-mile race down
the Milwaukee River.
MSU'vight-person varsity crew
was seniors Jackie Kortz and Sharlene Beckett, juniors Elizabeth
Skees and Natalie Wendt, sophomores Nicole Brandt, Rachel
Brown, Lensey Edwards and Kristin
Slater and freshman Natalie Heist.
Murray State will next compete at the Head of the Tennessee
Oct. 19 in Knoxville, Tenn.
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FOOTBALL r
Rewired Tigers face biggest challenge
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
Having amassed just 262 yards
rushing through its first three outings, the Murray High football
team found a major part of the
solution to its offensive woes Friday in Russellville.
Permanently placing senior allpurpose back Nathan Williams at
tailback behind senior fullback
Lorne Stanfa prodsced a combined
274 yards and three touchdowns
on the rain-soaked ground at Rhea
Stadium.
That land assault, along with
two blocked punts and a well-executed pass play, helped the Tigers
produce a 35-21 victory over the
host Panthers (1-4), a possible
playoff foe for Murray out of the
Class A Second District.
Williams' first offensive touch
yielded a 53-yard TD gallop en
route to a 150-yard night on 15
carries while Stanfa reached the
end zone twice on runs of 2 and
27 yards before settling for 82
yards on 10 attempts.
The decision to reshuffle the
deck came up aces for MHS (22), which overcame 15 penalties
for 83 yards and eight fumbles
— four of which were recovered
by Russellville — by turning
Williams' block of a Kwesi Neblett
punt into a score as sophomore
linebacker Bryan Nixon scooped
up the loose ball and dashed 20
yards to paydirt for a 14-0 firstquarter lead.
Senior defensive end Brandon
Thurmond then got his hand on
Neblett's second-peripd kick to put
the Tigers in business, and soph-

MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo

from our game plan a little bit to
try to attack their weaknesses. We
just happened to be hitting that
side quite a bit."
However, Zirbel will play with
a dislocated left shoulder sustained
versus the Panthers, and Fisher
wants to achieve some balance in
his attack from the player that
swapped positions with Williams,
junior wide receiver Steven Rutledge.
In addition, Boles may share time
under center with freshman quarterback Hugh Rollins, a 6-2, 170pounder whose size and athleticism complement the passing accuracy of the 6-1, 180-pound Boles.
"(McGregor) has nailed down
that linebacker spot and they're really big up front, and (Ballard) did
a good. job last year of shutting
us down," Fisher said. "I've been
trying to tell Steve all week long
that he's got to step up and start
making plays for us; he's a factor in our passing game and we've
got to make some plays when we
throw the ball if we're going to
win.
"(Boles and Rollins) are both
coming along and working real
hard, so we may play both of
them a little bit this Friday night.
Our quarterbacks have got to do
their job and get our (receivers)
the ball."
Helping the Bombers advance
the pigskin on the ground and
through the air has been senior
tailback Letiz Arnold, who has
already eclipsed the 1,000-yard
plateau to lead the state in rushing through Week 4.
While older brother Lawrence
Arnold is now playing wide receiver at Murray State and quarterback Tyler Pittman signed a baseball scholarship with Kentucky,
Letiz Arnold — following the suggestion made by Ballard head coach
Jack Haskins — has developed
his skills as a pass-catcher to make
him more of a threat as senior
quarterback Jason Hurt, junior fullback Donald Caldwell and senior
wideout Aaron Potter took their
places in the Bomber offense.
"They look like they haven't
skipped a beat," Fisher said.
"They're moving (Arnold) around
so you can't find him, but he's
still going to touch the ball 90
percent of the time. I don't know
if you can ever stop him completely, but you've got to try to
contain him as best as possible.
"He has the ability to go 80
yards on any given play, so he's
somebody that you really have to
stay focused on and know where
he is all night long. They're also
just as sound as they were last
year with the other pieces of the
puzzle."

TIP DRILL? ... Murray High senior defensive end Brandon Thurmond (14) almost gets a
hand on this pass by Russellville quarterback Demetrius Whitford during the Tigers' 3521 win over the host Panthers Friday at Rhea Stadium. Thurmond blocked a punt and
ran in a two-point conversion off a, bad snap on an extra-point kick attempt.
omore quarterback Alex Boles led to Thurmond's two-point con- tion who would be in position to
closed the deal with a 28-yard TD version run, about the only dis- avoid No. 2 Mayfield (4-0) until
pass to junior tight end Blake couraging thing Murray head coach the third round when the CardiHoover.
Rick Fisher could find in Friday's nals would probably host the First
Besides two missed extra points win was the Tigers' inability to Region championship game.
and a poor snap on a third that knock out the Panthers.
Ballard, which has outscored its
The visitors were unable to main- opponents 147-57 this year, has won
tain a three-TD lead on three sep- four straight games and has allowed
arate occasions, beginning with just 25 points since dropping its
David Dickerson's 85-yard kick- season-opener 32-26 to Glasgow
off return for a score directly fol- at the Paducah Tilghman Charity
lowing Hoover's reception that put Bowl Aug. 24.
the Tigers on top 22-0.
In order to move the ball against
. "We did a lot better in our runa Ballard defense led by junior
ning game," said Fisher regarding
linebacker P.J. McGregor and a
the Russellville tilt. "That's what
stout line of senior nose guard
we want to do, and making those
Jacque Jones, senior tackle Glenn
switches helped us out quite a bit.
Otey,junior tackle Brandon FitzgerWe just gotta get better at it.
ald and senior ends Chris Stigall
"The thing we have to improve
and Jonathan Kidd, Murray will
is that when we get somebody
probably ask for another helping
down, we're so young that we
of Williams and Stanfa.
don't know how to put anybody
The duo received plenty of help
away; we kept letting them get
from senior right guard Chase
back in the ballgame on us. It's
Lambert, senior left tackle Grant
never easy — it seems like it's
Burton, junior left guard Sean
always a struggle, but maybe things
McElrath, sophomore right tackle
will start getting better in the secCory Zirbel and junior center
ond half of the season."
Dominique Hudspeth against RusThe first half of Murray's 2002 sellville.
campaign will close with a home
"Both guys did a good job of
game versus Class A .First Dis- running (Friday)," said Fisher, who
trict rival Ballard Memorial Fri- noted that the Tigers routinely got
day at Ty Holland Field.
a good push from Burton and
pivotal meeting between McElrath on the left side while
The
MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo
the 15th-ranked Tigers and the No. Lambert graded out as the offenWET TRACK ... Murray High senior tailback Nathan Williams
7 Bombers (4-1) will likely decide sive lineman of the week.
Junior nose tackle Anthony
(13) churned up the mud and Russellville defensive back the league's second seed and home"We kind of went by some of Schneider (torn medial collateral
Chris Hampton for 150 yards rushing and a touchdown in field advantage for the opening the things (Russellville was) giv- ligament) is still about a week
the Tigers' 35-21 road win Friday.
round of the playoffs, not to men- ing us, and we kind of deviated away from returning to the Murgm
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2002 TIGER SCHEDULE
ads
OsiRanant
Aug 30
Sept 6

at Madisonville
Calloway County
at Stewart Stadium, MSU
Sept 13
L
Massac Co (Ill.)
Sept. 20
W
at Russellville
Sept. 27
Ballard Memorial'
Oct. 4
at Hancock County
Oct. II
Fulton City •
Oct. 18
at Mayfield •
at Fulton County •
Oct. 25
Nov. 1
Lone Oak
• — Class A First District game

2002 DISTRICT STANDINGS
loam
Mayfield
Ballard Memorial
Fulton City
Murray
Fulton County

Overall
4-0
4-1
1-2
2-2
0-4

Oistriot
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

This week's games
Paducah Tilghman at Mayfield
Reidland at Fulton City
East Praine (Mo.) at Fulton County

Class A Rankings
BluegrassPreps.com
1 Mayfield 7. Ballard Memorial
Associated Press
2. Mayfield 7 Ballard 15 Murray

2002 TIGER STATS
Murray
Clmonents
AttiS
124
536
31-59-5
355
891

27 14 18 34 - 93
14 21 21 35 - 91
•••
Opp.
Rushes
134
Rushing Yards
480
Passing
24-55-2
Passing Yards
392
Total Yards
872

Rushing - Lome Stanfa 31-218 310,
Nathan Williams 20-155 2TD, Steven Rutledge 33-110 TO, Seth Damell 8-43, Rashad
Troup 3-24, Antonio Kendall 1-22 TO Hugh
Rollins 6-7, Mark Browning 4-(-1). Brandon Wells 3-(-4), Team 7+16), Alex Boles
8-(-22)
Passing - Boles 29-54-5 327 4TD, Rollins
2-5-0 28
Receiving - Williams 18-242 310, Rutledge 6-47, Brandon Thurmond 3-19. Blake
Hoover 2-39 TD, Chris Neal 2-4, Taylor Houston 1-4

ray lineup. hut Fisher was pleased
with his defense's performance
against Russellville, as the Tigers
granted the Panthers just 146 yards
of total offense.
Still, the MHS mentor sees plenty of room for improvement ip
the kicking guile, an area that
could prove pivotal in such an
important contest as Friday's clash
with Ballard.
"Their passing game was hurt
because of the weather conditions,
but our defensive schemes worked
very well and we did a good job
adjusting to (Russellville's) formations," said Fisher, whose stop
troops surrendered five completions for 55 yards versus the Panthers.
"Our special teams played a
big part early in the game (Friday), and it should be a big part
in this week's game: we've got
to win the special teams battle.
We've been very disappointed in
our kickoff coverage, so we need
to beef that up and get a little
better there, and we've really struggled with our extra-point team.
The kids just have to take a lot
of pride in what they do when
they get out there and do the job."
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Concerns raised that power plant will
pollute skies over Mammoth Cave
By DYLAN T. LOVAN
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Environmentalists who ranked
Mammoth Cave among national
parks with the dirtiest air fear a proposed coal-fired power plant nearby
would further pollute its skies.
Mammoth Cavs,was third on the
list of the nation's most polluted
parks, compiled by the nonprofit
National
Parks
Conservation
Association.
But with a 1,500-megawatt
power plant expected to start generating power in 2008 — just 50 miles
west of the park — environmentalists say the skies above Mammoth
Cave will only get hazier.
"There's already an existing
problem," said Jill Stephens,
spokeswoman for the parks association's southeast office. "Any additional pollutional increment will
only worsen the situation."
The parks association and two
other
environmental
groups,
Appalachian Voices and Our
Children's Earth, used park service
data in the study, released Monday.
Stephens said the hazy pollution

that hangs above the park now ruins
visibility and air quality.
Officials with Peabody Energy,
which is developing the plant in
Muhlenberg County, say the facility
would use state-of-the-an technology that wouldn't contribute to air
pollution problems in the region.
The Thoroughbred energy plant
would be the merchant type, generating power and then selling it on
the open market. The energy may or
may not be used in Kentucky.
"The simplest way to say it is that
our modeling results show that the
Thoroughbred plant will have no
visible impacts at Mammoth Cave
or anywhere in the region," said
Beth Sutton, a spokeswoman for
Peabody Energy. She said the results
were based on a three-year study of
sulfur dioxide emissions, the main
contributor to haze.
"It will be one of the cleanest
major coal plants east of the
Mississippi." Sutton said:
A study by the National Park
Service, also released on Monday,
says visibility at Mammoth Cave is
among the worst in the country. That
study also found that air quality has

improved or not worsened in more
than half of 32 monitored parks
since 1990.
Bob Carson, an air quality specialist at Mammoth Cave, said coalburning plants contribute to the
problem.
"A lot of the sulfates originate
from coal being burned in power
plants and other facilities," Carson
said. "That's a problem just about
everywhere east of the Mississippi
River."
The plant is still in its early
stages, and Peabody must acquire an
air quality permit from the state,
Sutton said. She said the plant
would create about 450 jobs.
The parks association, a nonprofit organization dedicated to protecting national parks, said in its survey
that visibility at Mammoth Cave is
reduced to about 14 miles from June
to August. Estimated average natural visibility there is about 113
miles, the survey said.
The survey said the Great Smoky
Mountains is the nation's most polluted national park, and Shenandoah
National Park in Virginia was rated
second.

9th Annual
Gas Log Sale
2 days ONLY
.Nneir
Fri. 8 Sat. Sept. 27 8 28

MINESSEN
Unvented Gas Logs
& Fireplaces

MCCH launches 'Speak Up' campaign
During March, the Joint Commission on
Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO)
launched its Speak Up campaign to encourage patients
to become active, involved, and informed participants
of their health care team. Beginning in October,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a Joint
Commission accredited health care organization, will
initiate this program, encouraging patients to get
involved in their medical care and to "speak up.
Everyone has a role in making health care safe and
MCCH wants to ensure that safety comes first. The
best way to do this is to help improve the public's
awareness of safety issues in the hospital. Research
shows that patients who take part in decisions about
their health care are more likely to have better outcomes.
As part of the Speak Up campaign initiative,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will distribute
brochures that provide simple advice on how patients
can make their care a positive experience. Posters with
the simple advice will be located in various areas of the
hospital to help better inform patients and visitors as
well.
Employees at MCCH will receive information on

Ky. youth made education gains
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's younger adults made
significant gains in educational
attainment during the 1990s,
according to census figures released
Wednesday.
Kentucky still ranks next to last,
leading only Mississippi, in the education level of all residents 25 and
older. But among those 25 to 34
years old, the proportion with at
least a high school education
increased to 84.2 percent, up from
79 percent a decade earlier.
That ranked 35th among the
states, according to an analysis of
data for all 50 states by the
Kentucky State Data Center and the
Kentucky Workforce Development
Cabinet. It also exceeded the national average for the 25-34 age group,
83.9 percent. States trailing
Kentucky in that category included
the nation's three most populous —
California, Texas and New York.
"We're not moving to the head of
the class, but if this continues, we'll
no longer have to say 'Thank God
for Mississippi," said Ron Crouch,
the data center's executive director.
Previously released census figures showed that Kentucky through

LOOK INTO OUR
NEW
PHOTO REPRINTS!

1

the campaign that helps them to encourage patients to
"speak up" about their health care.
"AT MCCH, patient and resident safety is a top priority," said Sally Davenport, Vice President of Patient
Care Services. "Thts campaign will help members of
the public to understand how they can help to make
their health care safe."
To kick off the campaign,employees participated in
a contest entitled "The ABCs of Guest and Resident
Safety."
This contest involved simple advice to employees
in ways to ensure patients receive safe care during their (
stay.
•
This campaign has received enormous response
from JCAHO accredited organizations, as well as other
organizations concerned about health-related issues.
Speak Up has received national television and radio
coverage as well as newspaper coverage by such
papers as USA Today and LA Times.
For more information on the Speak Up campaign,
see the JCAHO website at www.jcatio.org or contact
Mary Sue Hubbard, Chair of the Patient/Resident
Safety Committee at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, at 270-762-1391.

www.murrayledger.com
Click on the button
for more details!
Powered By

the '90s had the greatest increase in
the nation in percentage of total residents with a high school education.
But it was a moving target, and
other states made strides as well, so
Kentucky's overall national standing remained 49th.'
The new figures were broken
into more age categories, and the
gap in education between younger
and older adults was wider in
Kentucky than in any other state.
The high school diploma rate
dropped by nine percentage points,
from 84.2 percent for adults 25-34
to 75.2 percent for adults 45-64.
"The younger we get, the better
educated Kentucky is," Crouch said.
"That suggests that as our population ages and our older residents
ease into retirement, we're going to
have a more competitive population."
Kentucky was among the bottom
five states in percentage of residents
with bachelor's degrees but ranked
30th for residents 25-34 with graduate or professional degrees.
"I think it bodes well for higher
education, which is the key to getting a skilled workforce in
Kentucky," said Sue Hodges Moore,

interim president of the Council on
Postsecondary Education.
Bob Sexton, executive director
of the Prichard Committee for
Academic Excellence, an advocacy
group, said the new figures were "a
sign that we may have broken our
people's historic lack of interest in
education."
"The growth i not the result of
one specific thing; it's the result of a
change in the culture and values
around education," Sexton said.
Some said the figures also bode
well for business. A supply of educated young workers is crucial when
the overall workforce is expected to
shrink. At the same time, business
and industry need to fill jobs that
increasingly demand more education, Crouch and business leaders
said.
It's "a positive for the economy
of Kentucky in many ways," said
Eileen Pickett, vice president of
workforce services for Greater
Louisville Inc.. the Louisville-area
chamber of commerce.
"Always one of the top criteria of
any company as they're looking at
expanding or relocating is the ability to find talent," she said.

Lawsuit groundwork presented
in Blue Grass Airport crash
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The
son of a woman who died in the
crash of a Learjet last month is trying to record the testimony of his
father who was hurt in the crash,
possibly laying the groundwork for
a lawsuit against Blue Grass
Airport.
Mitch Blumenfeld's mother,
Louise Babb, died Aug. 30, when
the plane she was in shot across
Versailles Road after skidded off the
end of the airport runway.
In a petition filed last week,

lung Hills
ttrser

Blumenfeld asked the court for permission to preserve the testimony of
his father, John R. "Jack" Babb, 76.
He was hospitalized at the
University of Kentucky Medical
Center until Sept. 17.
Blumenfeld wants the testimony
on videotape in case his 76-year-old
father is unable to be interviewed
later, said Blumenfeld's attorney,
Robert C. Ewald of Louisville.
Airport spokesman Tom Tyra
said airport officials could not talk
about litigation.

HWY.641 N.
MURRAY
753-1725
800-472-8852

& Gifts

FALL HARVEST
Saturday, September 28
Hourly Sales
(Reg.)
9-10 am
10-11 am

Friday, September 27th

fill a 5-gallon bucket with

ACE
Hardware

products & get an extra

00/0 OFF entire bucket

1

1

SUPPLY COMPANY
Che-ka ord .1x-darc ,,rioner.ak

Inc•

200-206 E. Main•753-3361

11 am-12 pm
12-1 pm
1-2 pm
2-3 pm
3-4 pm
4-5 pm

Burning Bush
Dwarf Holly
Doublefile Viburnum
Stella Daylillies
Foster Holly
Azaleas
Red Maple
Red Barberry

PUMPKIA/ DECORATIN

52500

520'
53000
700
545'
'18°'
'45'

RORESNMENTS

Open Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

(SALE)

9/2
"

.10.0
.1000
$.0
s2ocm
.9.0
52000
.10.0

DOOR PRIM'

s
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Ole Miss student sena
P te repeals 40-year-old censure
OXFORD, Miss.(AP) — Sidna
Brower was censured by the
University of Mississippi student
senate 40 years ago when, as campus newspaper editor, she spoke
out against violence surrounding
the admission of the school's first
black student.
That censure stands no more.
The current Associated Student
Body senate unanimously repealed
the old resolution Tuesday night.
The action was taken as the university approaches a yearlong focus
on its integration.
A new resolution cites the jour-

nalist's courage.
"I can't tell you how much this
resolution means to me. I am really touched," said the former editor,
now Sidna Brower Mitchell.
Mitchell, who lives in New
Jersey, plans to be on the Ole Miss

vt:Q:

campus next week for the observance of the school's integration.
On Oct. 1, the university marks
the 40th anniversary of the admission of James Meredith. Speakers.
exhibits and forums for the observance, dubbed "Open Doors," cul

minate on campus next September
with an international conference on
race.
The
resolution
approved
Tuesday night called for the repeal
of a Dec. 4, 1962. document that
said the editor "failed in time of

grave crisis to represent and
uphold the rights of her fellow students."
It also says Mitchell is to be
"commended for the outstanding
journalistic courage she displayed
throughout her tenure as editor of

xgoogogoosxxxogooxsoseoorog000xxxxxxgoon
Special Thanks to our Ballot Counters
•••Ai

YOU'RE #1 IN OUR
BOOK!

55.

Toogood
gets brief
visit with
.daughter
SOUTH BEND, Ind.(AP) — A
woman caught on a department
store surveillance tape repeatedly
striking her 4-year-old daughter visited with the girl for about 95 minutes
on
Wednesday.
The visit was
Madelyne
Gorman
Toogood's first
chance to see
her daughter,
Martha, since
the girl was
Toogood
placed in foster
care
after
Toogood was charged Saturday
with battery of a child. A scheduled
visit Tuesday was canceled because
Martha was ill.
Toogood and her husband, John,
visited Martha together Wednesday.
She was teary-eyed as she left afterward. "Yeah, she looked good," John
Toogood said as he got into his car
outside the Thomas N. Frederick
Juvenile Justice Center. His wife
did not say anything, other than to
urge her husband not to talk with
reporters.
_ Some people standing outside
the center recognized the couple
and began shouting.
•
"Someone ought to beat you,"
one woman yelled.
The videotape of Toogood hitting her daughter on Sept. 13 has
been shown repeatedly by television stations around the nation.
Toogood, 25, has said she hit her
daughter in the head and back and
pulled her hair but did not punch
her. She has pleaded innocent to
felony battery of a child, though her
attorney says he is hoping a plea
agreement can be reached..
Toogood. who also has two
young sons, remains free on a
$5,000 bond and is scheduled to
appear in court Oct. 7.
If convicted, Toogood faces up
to three years in prison. She is seeking to have Martha placed in the
care of a relative while she tries to
regain permanent custody.

WE APPRECIATE
ALL YOUR HARD
WORK
WE COULDN'T
HAVE DONE IT
WITHOUT YOU!

urnunti
Independent ballot counters who tallied the votes for the Best of Calloway County
Contest are from left to right Lana Russell, Rosemary Graham and Vicky Holton.
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Teens most
likely to have
sex at home
WASHINGTON (AP)— Parents
wondering if their teenagers are having sex might look upstairs or down
the hall. New research finds most
sexually active teens first had sex in
their parents' homes, typically late at
night.
The findings, being released
Thursday. should dispel myths that
teens are most often having sex after
school, when parents are still at
work, researchers said. The message
for parents, experts say, is nothing
new: Be aware of what your kids are
up to.
"Kids no longer need to drive to
lookout point to have sex," said
Sarah Brown, director of the
National Campaign to Prevent Teen
Pregnancy. "The data suggest the
adults may be in the house."
By the time students arc in the
ninth grade, 34 percent have had
sexual intercourse. That rises to 60
percent by 12th grade.
The report. by researchers at
Child Trends, is based on a national
teen survey that has been tracking
about 8,000 teens since 1997. The
ages of the teens ranged from 12-16
when the survey began, and
researchers have interviewed the
same group every year since then
This report looks specifically at the
664 teens who reported having sex
for the first time between 1999 and
2000

The Daily Mississippian."
"I have never been as excited
about a resolution as this one," said
Will Bardwell of Oxford, a senior
journalism major who helped write
the document honoring the former
editor

Some People have 31 600d
Reason Co Stay tip Jill night.
You Don t

More than 100 million Americans

•

have about as much chance for a good

Specially trained in sleep studies,

Dr. Hollis Clark and Dr. Jon Gustafson

night's sleep as Count Dracula. And that's dangerous.
Doctors have discovered at least 84 sleeping

use the latest sleep medicine techniques and state-ofthe-art equipmgnt to help patients with sleep apnea,

disorders that affect personal health, the quality of

nocturnal seizures, restless leg syndrome, narcolepsy

life and may even be potentially fatal.

and other sleep disorders.

The simple fact is, your body needs sleep. And

So if your physician recommends you see a sleep

if it's not getting it, you need the

specialist, give us a call. Because
..,

t

Center for Sleep Studies at Murray-

MURRAY-CALLOWAY

Calloway County Hospital.

COUNTY

HOSPITAL

good days start with good nights.
And good nights start here.

Center for Sleep Studies
105 South Eighth Street • Murray • (270) 762-1171. www.murrayhospital.org
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Dangers faced by mission schools in MIL
Ivory Coast, Pakistan are aberrations
BY RICHARD N. OSTLING
AP Religion Writer
Foreign missionaries often face
peril, but it's rare for schools serving the children of those
Westerners to get caught up in violence as institutions in Pakistan and
Ivory Coast have in recent weeks,
an official with an international
group to which both schools belong
said Wednesday.
Such schools are purposely
placed in locations that are thought
to be safe, said Daniel Egeler,
Europe and Africa director for the
Association of Christian Schools
International in Colorado Springs,
Colo.
French troops safely evacuated
nearly 200 students and staff members. largely U.S. and Canadian cit-

izens, from the International
Christian Academy in Bouake,
Ivory Coast, on Wednesday. The
school had been caught in the
crossfire between government and
rebel forces.
On Aug. 5 in Pakistan, militant
Muslims attacked Murree Christian
School and killed six staff members, all of them local citizens.
About 150 students, largely from
the United States and other foreign
countries, escaped unharmed.
Egeler does not believe the situations constitute a trend.
-This year is highly unusual,"
said Egeler. "It doesn't fit a pattern." The last such overseas
school threat he could recall happened during Vietnam War.
Missionaries may work "in hos-

tile locations, but their children
will be educated in an oasis, a safe
location," Egeler said. "Mission
agencies and parents through the
years have looked for the
Switzerlands of the world as locations, and have looked for locations
within such countries-that are considered secure."
Ted Barnett, U.S. director for
the Africa Inland Mission, said no
threats have been made against its
schools and other institutions, but
contingency and evacuation plans
have been developed over the past
five years, just in case.
Egeler said 135 of his association's 5,671 member schools educate significant numbers of missionary
children,
including
International Christian and Murree.

I
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KR1STY HOPPER/Ledger & Times photo

GIVING BACK TO THE WORLD ... Employees of Tr -Rinse Inc. in St. Louis, Mo. and individuals in the Calloway County jail work program use their time Wednesday afternoon recycling
used plastic containers at Hamilton-Ryker. Organized by the Kentucky Department of
Agriculture, the program recycles containers used by farmers for crop protection. This helps
reduce landfill space.

Medicare must change service as health plans leave program
WASHINGTON (AP) — Nearly
200,000 elderly Americans will
have to change their health plans
because 33 managed care plans are
either withdrawing from Medicare
or reducing their service areas, the
government said Wednesday.
The announcement from the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
was not unexpected. Earlier this
month, the American Association of
Health Plans said a member survey
had indicated more HMOs planned
to pull out of Medicare's managed

care
program,
known
as
Medicare+Choice. Health plans
have said they are not getting
enough money amid rising health
care costs.
"We are disappointed to hear
about any beneficiaries losing a
health plan option, but the results
are far better than expected," said
Medicare administrator Tom Scully.
This year's exodus was smaller than,
the last two years, he said.
Scully urged Congress to pass
legislation sending more money to

plans participating in the program or
"even more seniors and disabled
Americans will continue to lose
their existing prescription drugs and
other medical services."
HMOs are required to inform the
government each year whether they
intend to continue participating in
the program.
Nine plans notified the agency
that they are withdrawing from the
program for the coming year, Scully
said. Twenty-four others are reducing their service areas.

The change affects four percent,
or 198,315, of the five million senior citizens now enrolled in HMOs
through Medicare. Many joined
because HMOs offer benefits traditional Medicare does not, such as
prescription drug coverage.
Medicare recipients affected by
the changes will receive a letter by
Oct. 2 explaining their options.
Some will be able to join other
health plans while others will need
to return to the traditional Medicare
program.
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NTEREST:
TILL 2005!
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Tremendous Savings Throughout The Store!
SAVE ON BEDROOMS!
ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS!

SAVE ON DINING ROOMS! 1.Lr
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Bedding Sets!
Twin, Full,
Queen &
King Sets
Available

4 '9
SAVE ON LIVING ROOMS!
HOME OFFICE FURNITURE!

Que,AfFeg.
Starting At

$297

HERE'S YOUR LANE INSTANT
ADDITIONAL SAVINGS COUPONS!

Reg, Price 5699.99
Less Coupon -s50.00
SALE PRICE $649.99
W REBATE

Gel an Additional '100 OFF Select
Lane' leather Sofas & lane' Motion Sectionals
v Wm 9 0, 02 INNS 300? on Set•cted St tlet

000
$750
00
ElLane

Less Coupon -s50.00
SALE PRICE 5449.99
W REBATE

Get an Additional '75 OFF Select
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& Motion Soles
Wad 9 01 112 en C3092

Reg. Price '849.99
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1,999.99
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SALE PRICE

W!REBATE

Reg. Price 51,099.98
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Open
Sunday
5

SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinkleville Road
Miehway 60 • A Mall Nile East of I 24
Paducah. KY 442 4455 • I 600 756 6224
Opes Oady 10.7 • Saindey1•5 • Fridley 104

305 North Main Street 13•nion. KY
527 3481 • 1 800 599 6224

W51-4-4
06,6.4.,. of Kahn Wiest** Furniture. Inc
Vie& us at movistr.Norninclurniture corn

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday. Sept.
27. 2002:
Follow your instincts. Lady Luck heads
your way, making nearly everything and
anything possible. Go for what you really want, letting others know your intentions. As a result, you will have a full fan
club cheerT4 you on. You succeed
because of your great personality and
ability to work with others. Continue to
learn new approaches and perhaps
change direction. Travel also becomes a
possibility. You're likely to purchase a
new car or computer this year. If you are
single, what could start out as a difficult
interaction will turn into an excellent
connection or relationship. You could
meet that special person any day. If
you're attached, your relationship will
blossom to a new level. Share more of
yourself. GEMINI understands you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive:
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Don't hold back. Spontaneity
gets the results you desire. Others clearly
have answers, too. Dialoguing and opening up issues develops into an extremely
rewarding interchange. Adapt plans to
new information that heads your way.
Tonight: Whirl right into your weekend.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** FiraneTil concerns star in your
day. You move past worry once you look
over the pros and cons. Develop stronger
money-management skills. Also, learn to
say "no.- not only to yourself hut to others, if need be. Tonight: Do something
special for a loved one.
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
***** You naturally say the right
thing at the appropriate moment. Learn
to trust your judgment and zero in on
yourneeds. Your personality helps others
feel more comfortable. Use timing and
go for what you want. Tonight: Allow
another to let off steam.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Knowing when to sit back could
be instrumental to your well-being. Your
mind could be going on overload, but
pick your company and the occasion to
express what is occupying your thought.
Be careful with an associate who often
twists words around. Tonight: Get a good
night's sleep.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Understand that you and others do need to act as a team rather than
individuals. Share ideas. Use a sounding

board. Express your deeper feelings.
Your group, team or supporters design an
unbeatable idea Do some reality testing.
Tonight: Take off for the weekend.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 221
*** Your instincts help you this year.
Listen well to others and their suggestions. A boss comes up with a close-tounbeatable idea. A family member might
be out of sorts because of. your present
focus. Tonight: Work as late as need be.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Aim high. Those in a position of authority are only too glad to fulfill a key request. Keep asking, and you
shall receive what you want. Active feedback on your part helps associates feel
your general openness. Tonight: A
change in plans might not please you.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** A boss trusts your decision and
adds more work and authority to your
immediate position. Ask for the financial
remuneration appropriate to your new
responsibilities. You don't need to share
your inner needs. Tonight: Enjoy that
special person.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You reverse your position out
of the blue. Consider what might be
going on on a deeper level with a partner.
Understanding brings you further into
the inner circle, where you feel more
comfortable. Share more ideas. Make
fewer judgments. Tonight: Swing with
the winds of change.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Be careful with an authority figure who might talk way too much while
trying to make his or her position clear.
Laughter and direction draw the achievements you want. Carefully consider an
opportunity that involves an associate.
Tonight: Join a co-worker for munchies.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Consider options that surround a close relationship more carefully.
Your perspective could change because
of news or information. Check out all
facts through your resources. Others
delight in having you work with them.
Tonight: Do your Friday-night thing!
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20,
*** A boss knows how to pressure
you. Unfortunately, you will react.
Follow your inner voice. Stay calm, giving 125 percent. A co-worker pitches in,
making your situation far less difficult.
Know that you're about to enter the
weekend. Do what you need to do.
Tonight: Relax in your favorite chair.
BORN TODAY
Baseball player Mike Schmidt (1949),
film director Arthur Penn (1922), musician Meat Loaf(1951)

Johnny W. Williams, M.D.

CrUfSel"
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MURRAY
660 N. 12th St.
Behind Cracker Barrel
12701753-6272

MAYFIELD
Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
1270)251-4545

Office Hours By Appointment
1-800-272-9477

SiOexial VA.

Get an Additional '50 OFF Select
Lane' Recliners, Snugglers &
Motion loveseats
Vaal 01 CO 1mi 1 30 02 on 1444404 110.•

Less Coupon •s50.00
SALE PRICE 5799,99
w REBATE

Reg, Price

Horoscopes

Ophthalmologist, Eye Care Specialist

Reg. Price 549999
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-
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Follow The Blue Birds To
Secure Your Future!
Marten Transport, Ltd.
1 Year T/T Exp. Class A CDL Req'd
Great Miles! Great Equipment!
Great People! Great Opportunities!

MARTEN 800-395-3331
Richard Alexander
Nupertunkr, Hat 68

PAIR oh. Ky,

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

10-010 914.95'
(*On most cars & trucks - house of) only)

We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street • 753-5606
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Business delegates Revenue extends hours nearing end of amnesty
from China visit
Louisville area
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Trade
groups
representing
Kentucky and China signed a
cooperation
agreement
in
Louisville on Monday - just
weeks before a Chinese business
delegation us scheduled to visit
the state.
The agreement, which calls for
joint business ventures, an
exchange of trade missions and
educational projects, further
cements Kentucky's relationship
with the world's largest emerging
consumer economy - a rapidly
Westernizing nation of 1.3 billion
potential customers.
"The most high-level business
delegation from China ever to visit
the United States will be visiting
Kentucky Oct. 17 in Lexington,"
said Jay Tannon, chairman of the
Kentucky World Trade Center and
an attorney with Frost, Brown,
Todd. About 40 Chinese business
leaders in aviation, the petrochemical industry, off-shore oil, insurance and ocean shipping are
among those expected.
"This is really an unprecedented opportunity for Kentucky companies to establish meaningful
business relations with some of
the most significant businesses in
China,- Tannon said.
A trade show at Lexington's
Radisson Hotel on Oct. 17 will be
open to interested Kentucky companies. Afterward, the Chinese
delegation will attend private
events at Keeneland Race Course
and the Labrot & Graham
Distillery

The Chinese business delegation is traveling with China's president, Jiang Zemin, during his
state visit with President Bush.
The business group will also stop
in Texas and Washington, D.C.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
The Kentucky
Revenue Cabinet will extend office hours at its
nine service centers until the tax amnesty program ends next week.
The cabinet said jt will have office hours
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. local time and
stay open until 7 p.m. local time on Monday,
Sept. 30, the last day of the amnesty program.
Revenue Secretary Dana Mayton said the
amnesty will end at midnight Monday, despite
some reports to the contrary.
Mayton said cabinet employees will assist,
but taxpayers should bring their supporting doe-

uments, such as W-2 forms or federal returns.
Tax amnesty applications that are mailed
must be postmarked by midnight Sept. 30.
Just about everything collected by the
Revenue' Cabinet, from personal and corporate
income taxes to levies on coal and cigarettes. is
included in the amnesty. People who owe taxes
to the state can settle up without prosecution,
penalty or interest.
Property taxes on real estate, motor vehicles
and other levies that are payable to local officials are not eligible for amnesty. Nevertheless,
some taxes that have local components have

A Smart
Investment
Home Improvement Warehouse

The Choice is Clear!
r1TOP CHOICE
LUMBER PRODUCTS

Only premium quality Top Choice' lumber meets the
high standards of Severe Weather' water repellent
treated wood. High pressure, factory applied water
repellent offers the added advantage of lower upkeep
and maintenance when compared to standard pressure
treated wood.
Top Choice- TREATED Lumber
12'
16'
5/41(6

Find Everything
You Need Here
*News *Sports
*Community
*Sales
*Employment
It's All In The
Ledger & Times
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Johnson named
Youth Chairman
for McConnell
U.S. Senator Mitch McConnell
has announced his "Young Leaders
for McConnell" organization, a
statewide group of young people
working to re-elect Senator
McConnell to a fourth term in the
Senate.
Sarah
Johnson
has
been
named
Youth
Chairman for
Calloway
County.'
"I am honOred to have
McConnell such a bright,
young
talent
like Sarah join my campaign,"
McConnell said. "This group of
young people represents the next
generation of Kentucky leaders.
and I am grateful they have decided to work on my behalf."
As a member of "Young
Leaders for McConnell," Johnson
helps the McConnell campaign
organize events and volunteers.
and distribute campaign materials
in Calloway County.
Like the members of his
"Young
Leaders" coalition,
McConnell got involved in politics
at an early age, serving as student
body president in high school, student body president of the College
of Arts and Sciences at the
University of Louisville, and as
student bar association president at
the University of Kentucky Law.
School.
McConnell is seeking a fourth
lean in the U.S. Senate. He was
first elected to the Senate in 1984
and subsequently won reelection
in 1990 and 1996.

also been collected. which-will mean some payments to school districts and local governments.
The amnesty program appears well ahead of
schedule for raising money.
Early Tuesday. the state had collected about
$ I 3 million. The cabinet had estimated it would
raise $20 million, and experience in Kentucky
during its previous amnesty and in other states
shows the majority of the money comes in during the final week.
Applications for amnesty are available
through the cabinet. its Web site and county
property valuation administrator offices.
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Pre-Cut Studs
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Precision end trimmed
• Lightweight •Straight •Easy to cut and nail
• Eased edges •4 sides surfaced • For interior use
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Double 5" White
Vinyl Siding

1349

83/4" Thick x 16" Wide R-25
Unfaced Insulation Roll

Double 4" White $3 20

•33 33 sq ft roll •Great for attics • Doesn't itch like
regular fiberglass insulation •Comfortable to the touch
#13354

Maintenance Free Vinyl Siding
• Lifetime limited factory warranty
• Never Needs Painting
• Won't decay, chip, peel or flake

20 Year 3-Tab Shingle
•33

sq.ft per bundle • Class A wind and fire
weather protection
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00*

5 Gallon

x 4' x 12'
'ex 4'x 8'
54" x 4' x 8' FS
x 4' x 12' FS
%S" x 4' x 8' MR

#11732
#11725
#11737
#11738
#11718

$7.44
$4.97
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$9.95
$7.64

Concrete Mix

rating

• Fiberglasiiti' mat for added
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ANN If 0111111,..4116
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Fibered
Asphalt
Roof
Coating
02023

$21980 Lb.

•Original contractor's choice • 4000 average psi • Just
odd water • A blend of cement, sand and grovel • Use for
all structural concrete work #10385

Wet or Dry
Plastic
Roof
Cement
#12012

NE Corner of Hwy. 121N & Hwy. 641
(Across From IV1SU Regional Event Center)
(270) 753-9099
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 26, 200.

Classifieds
riI.1

ADJUSTMENTS

ledger & Tunes

Hoinane .4c1 %.4.4k-a

real estate asisentsed herein is sutlect to the Federal Fair
on Au Shi,h Makes a illegal to advertise aro pretcrencc.
dation of Jririsrr.g,oii baaed on (KC ,olog religion set,
Joip .1111411.11 'Lath Of natkinal Origin. or intention to make
,udr prelereni.es limitatioas or dis.rinunation

AcNerlisers are requested to check the first
mertion of their ads tor any end( Murray
Ledger & Tines cC be responsibie tor only one
inconeo insertion Any error should be report
ect immediately so corrections can be mac*

iie laws forbid dis.nnuriation in the sale. rental or elvenising ot
hared 01 lactor, In asidition to those rthstes led undcf fed
as

AD DEADLINES
Fri. 11 a.m
Tuesday
Mon. 11 a.m
Wednesday
Mon. 5 p.m
Thursday
Wed. 11 a m
Friday
Wed. 5 p.m
Saturday.
Thur. 12 p.m
Monday

• ...ill n.,1 Otos ingl) a.i..ept an Jiherthing tie re,.
01 the law All persons or hercte,
...Um?. advertised are available on an NUJ
Isettuntv hams
further assistame with Fair Housing /
1
.41v ertising
\ A A Counsel Rene P Mum
.

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent Of Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$7.25 Column Inch,60"i Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 DUN, Pentxi
$2.60 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guido
LINE Al)ti
88.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.40 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
t1.60 extra for Shopper !Mon. Classifies:1. go into Shopping
ad,
The publisher maintains the right to
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

Happy Birthday
srotttsrvyts f---- a•
Go By
Ken lake And
Wish This
Pretty Little
Hostess

Happy
24th
Birthday
fr)

(us

t
(US

010

t6
44
)

-46

Me

060

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITY AVAILABLE
Now accepting applications for apartment manager.
Full or part-time. Starting pay $7/hour (non-negotiable until skills are proven). Rent-free apt. provided on-site if needed. Duties will include heavy
paperwork, public relations, personnel supervision.
Criminal,credit and employment history will be
checked. Must be organized and self-motivated.
Good grammar, appearance and attitude a must. Paid
vacation, sick time and health insurance available
with full-time employment. EOE Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040G, Murray, KY 42071.

010
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

NOTICE
Northwood Storage
The following units are in default and
property contained within will be sold to
satisfy an operators lien on each. Sale
will be conducted at storage units on
October 2, 2002 at 10:00 a.m.
Unit 2 - Marcus Russell
Unit 6- Mark Winstead
020

020
Notice

Notice

WALLIS FARM MUMS Wholesale or Retail
SELLING AT 3 LOCATIONS!
•Corner of South 12th & Glendale
'Between Lowe's & Wal-Mart
behind Brandon Auto World
'Wallis Farm on Butterworth Rd.
near Stella off Hwy, 121 North

1-270-489-2462
FREE DISH.
FREE INSTALLATION.
$22.99 per month
800-555-6002
Technology Group,
Paducah
Restrictions apply.

Lost and Found

LOST Mix Beagle & Bas
set hound, answers to the
name Rosco.Dark brown,
whote on chest, orange
Harley Davidson collar.
Hunters Paradise Wildlife Lost at 5 points, Childs
Refuge 300 Acres groups pet 841-2359 100 Coldwelcome 270-489-2116 If water rd
no answer leave message
060
MUMS MUMS MUMS
Help Wanted
Over 90 different varieties
U-dig or potted
2 Open Positions - PartPumpkins. gords. straw time accountant and
Wholesale-Retail.
Part-time Tech Support.
Joe Bob's 1147 HWY 95. Submit resume to
eric powerclaim.com or
Calvert City. KY
Hawkins Research Inc.,
(270)395-5285 or
1304 Chestnut Street,
(270) 210-8870
Suite E. Murray. KY
42071
270-753-7001
NOW Open
METAL Stud Carpenters
Lit Dee's Farm
Finish CarpentersMums and lots more
OW Finishers
Country baked goods
Local construction comparegular & sugar-free
ny seeks carpenters and
2 miles past Tr -city
finishers for malliretail
on 94 Hwy
Hours 10.00 to 5:30. store contracts Wages
and benefits based on
Phone:382-2399
experience and work ethic
Rapid promotion to
Foreman and Supt available based on performance
Must be able to travel for
up to 2 weeks and work
extended hours Employees subject to drug testing
If you are willing to work
the year around and want
to grow with a growing
company. call (270) 251121 N.
(Graves/ 3667. leave message and
Calloway an interview will be schedCo. Line) uled
ONCOLOGY
practice
seeking registered nurse.
With oncology experience
Benefits Send resume to
RO Box 630. Murray. Ky
42071
PAINTERS Needed
Local painting contractor is
recruiting experience professional painters Must
050
have at least 4yrs painting
Lost and Found
experience. Please call
753-6895 and leave mesLOST 2 year old Choc sage
Lab. Missing since Saturday. Sept 21st around PART-TIME Ground KeepSouthwest School area er,' Maintenance helper
immediately.
753-1361 or 753-7412
needed
serious inhour.
per
00
$6
around
FOUND: 9/21/02
Dudley Drive area, male quiries only Apply at Live
Apartments
906
light brown dog. has collar Oak
436-2424
Broad Street Ext

Fall Decorations
Mums, Pumpkins,
Gourds. Straws,

County Line
Pumpkin Patch

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

REGISTERED NURSES
Henry County Medical Center is seeking RNs
for the following areas. Both fulltime & parttime positions are available.
ER.7p-7a
Outpatient Surgery

- 3p-llp
Med/Surg. - 7p-7a & 3p-11 p
House Supervisor - 7p-7a
CCU - 7p-7a
Sign on bonus. Excellent benefits and salary.
Interested candidates should send resume or
apply in person.
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris,TN 38242
731-644-8472

090
Domestic & Childcare
DAYCARE in home. Lots
of experience with children Mother of two. Excellent references, Day or
Night. Occasional overnights, weekends. 7593052
ENROLLMENT OPENINGS! Kid's Knew Day
Care Inc
6 weeks to Pre-K.
759-3333
WE do housecleaning
and other odd lobs
436-2135 or 436-2122
436-2049
WILL do house cleaning
753-1016
100
Business
Opportunity
KETTLE Korn set up Do
to health reasons we are
selling our Kettle Korn set
up. We will be in the Kentucky area the 3rd weekend in October. For more
information call 660-9483471.
Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556
140
Want to Buy

150
Articles
For Sale
TUPPERWARE
Great gift ideas
for
Christmas
Call 435-4377
M J Cooper.
Leave message

Apartments For Rent

Apartments For Rent

HILLDALE APARTMENTS
is now taking applications for

1 & 2 bedroom apartments.
Fully carpeted, lots of closet space,
24 hour maintenance, playground. You may
apply at the rental office in Hardin, KY

Appliances
MAYTAG Washer & Gas
Dryer,
Almond,
$250.00/set. 759-9736.
160
Home Furnishings

VISA

Storage Rentals

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853
Pets & Supplies

(270)437-4113
TDD #1-800-545-1833 1:21
ext. 287

Katalicaa
acc•saa,w

Apartments For Rent
BEAUTIFUL antique Walnut dining table, 6 chairs
with leaf and pad included,
with matching china cabinet. $1,200.00 firm, 7531841.

reject or edit

1 Bedroom apartment, fur
fished, near KY lake, extra clean 436-6105 leave
message

1 OR 2br apts near downCHINA Cabinet, like new, town Murray starting
at
Maple. $400.00. 753-2504 S.200/m 753-4109
ETHAN Allen Early Ameri1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
can dining room suite.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
759-2151.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
KING size mattress and
Wednesday, Friday.
box springs, like new,
Phone 759-4984.
$150.00. Call (270) 994Equal Housing
.5283 cell.)
Opportunity
TOO 111-800-648-6056

340
Houses For Rent

AKC White & Yellow Labs,
MH & Field Champion,
$300 & $350 554-1339
D'Lan's K-9 Training
Dog Obedience
753-1788
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858

•1 Bedroom house, C/H/A,
stove and refrigerator, furnished, in town. $300.00
Livestock & Supplies
month
•3 Bedroom. 1 Bath, Cen
tral heat, stove and refrig- HORSES & Horse Trailer.
erator, furnished, walking Three good trail horses,
distance to MSU $375.00 saddle, tack, and four
horse slant goose neck
month. 759-1070.
trailer. All for $5,000.00.
2 Bedroom, 1 Bath in
Call 753-1036 Night. 767Panorama
Shores 0101 Days. Will sell hors$250.00 month+deposit es separate w/saddles for
753-9826
$1,000.00 each.
2 Bedroom. 1 Bath 4354645

Real Estate

1-2, 3br apts. furnished: -28:3 -Bedroom houses for
BEAUTIFUL full size Cello, near MSU. 753-1252 or rent Coleman RE 759Equal Opportunity Employer
CAMPBELL REALTY
like new. $225 00 OBO 753-0606
4118
PROPERTY
1BR apt available, all ap759-3782
MANAGEMENT
bedroom,
HAZEL
C/H/A,
3
pliances furnished. Mur270
$400.00 month rent + de- When you decided to rent
Cal Realty 753-4444
Mobile Homes For Sale
posit, lease and referen- or lease your property you
1BR Apt. $225.
ANTIQUES
didn't think you needed a
ces.
492-8526.
Small pets okay.
Old toys, advertising
partner! We provide 2414X60 Nice mobile home
A member of cittgroup
Coleman RE
items, antique furniture
*LARGE 2 bedroom, newly hour professional property
2 bedroom, central air,
759-4118
and primitives.
remodeled. 1604 Miller. management that includes
M.NANCE & ASSOCIATES
must
moved
be
We are an international company expanding in
2BR duplex, stove and re- lease +deposit.
We buy 1 or all!
pre-qualifying tenants, bi$3,000.00.
474-8027.
Western Kentucky. SCREENING INTERVIEWS are now
frigerator. $300. month, •1 bedroom apartment par- annual inspections, preCall 753-3633 ask
being scheduled Interested persons should call
1993 Buccaneer 16x80 3 $300 deposit. 1517 1/2 tially furnished. 1606 Millfor Larry.
ventive as well as emerMichael Nance © (270) 527-4515
bedroom, 2 baths, newly Henry St. Call 435-4125
er. 753-0932 or 519-2699. gency maintenance and
Immediate opportunities in Sales Management
CASH paid for
remodeled
$16,300.00
the peace of mind of
Qualify to open your own Regional Office
2BR Duplexes in Murray, MSU Walk to campus,
good, used guns.
759-4599.
WE OFFER THE OPPORTUNITY
appliances
furnished, 2 Bedroom 436-5085 or knowing your inerests are
Benson Sporting Goods,
1996 Fleetwood 14x50 $350.00 month. 759-4406.
To be you own boss. To grow with a leading company
being well served.
559-5943
519 S. 12th, Murray.
To build with a leading company
2br. 1 bath, must move
If you want to take the
2BR
NEAR
MSU
Full-Time or Part-Time
NICE 2 bedroom brick with headache out of income
ELECTRIC heaters, air Call 753-7775 or 753-9941
Coleman RE 759-4118
family and dining rooms, producing property, call us
conditioners, used carpet- 94 Clayton 14x65, 2 bed2BR, Duplex C/H/A
plus carport and detached at 759-8780 to gchedule
ing, refrigerators and room, 1 bath, C/H/A,
Coleman RE 759-4118
garage, no pets. S425.00 an appointment with a
stoves 753-4109
stove, refrigerator, deck,
200 amp power pole, good 3 BR, Apt. C/H/A. Newly plus deposit. Almo area. property- leasing special150
condition. $7,500.00. 759- redecorated. Located on 437-4386.
ist
Articles
campus, $400.00 month (2
8388.
For Sale
NICE
3br
2 bath home in DO you have a lake front
CHECK us out. Keith Bak- people) $435.00 month (3 Sherwood Forrest on 21 home on main lake with
ANTIQUE Piano, Holiday er Homes, Inc. Paris loca- people) includes water, Nottingham. Call
Mur-Cal private dock? Our buyer
Barbie Collection. 759- tion for new, pre-owned & sewage and trash. 435Realty. 763-4444
will pay up to $500,000....
4144.
bank repo homes. Large 4632 or 559-8510.
Call Century 21 at 753SMALL one bedroom 1492
APARTMENTS for rent
selection of doublewides &
BRIDAL GIFTS
house, quiet area, close to
437-4113
singlewides. 5% Down
HALEY Professional
www.mytupperware.com/
payment, no money down FORREST View Apart- Aurora. $250.00 rent/
Appraising.
JORETTA RANDOLPH.
Full and Part Time Applicants
with land. Trade ins wel- ments 1213 N. 16th St., $250.00 deposit + utilities,
270-759-4218
BROWN
sectional
couch.
354-6040.
pets.
(270)
come, with approved cred- now accepting applications no
Welcome
"For What It's Worth"
Good condition. $100.00. it. 1999 Fleetwood 16x70 for 2br townhouses, basic
HUNTING land. 28+ acres
767-0812.
2 Bedroom, 2 Baths, great rent $325/ month. Call
Storage Rentals
in Southeast Calloway
We Offer:
COMPUTER with color floor plan, Includes deliv- 753-1970, Leave MesCounty near Kentucky
ery,
set
up,
Central A/C. sage. Equal Housing Op- 20FT x 50 FT storage lake. $600.00 per acre.
printer. $100.00 firm 489Full Training
skirting. Refrig. & Range portunity
2996
building located off North Owner/Agent (270) 753Flexible Scheduling
Excellent condition, Lady GREAT 2br townhouse. 4th Street behind Beasley
8251 or (270) 559-3272
DISH NETWORK
0
/
Employee Incentives
driven, 5 Down, Approx. dead end street, applian- Antenna and Satellite Call
INVESTMENT Property,
Free Satellite system, free
payment $250.00 per ces furnished. screened in 759-0901
Weekly Contests
Houses. Apartments. and
installation. 50 channels
month. W.A.C. (731) 644- porch. 2 level. 753-2062
Duplexes 753-4109
plus 8 channels of HBO
0012 or 800-533-3568.
during days, 437-4833 af- CREEKVIEW STORAGEonly
$36.98
month.
per
WANTED. To purchase or
If Interested Come By The Restaurant
520-$40 On Center Drive
Before getting a satellite SINGLE trailer $4,000.00 ter 4pm and weekends
Professional office
lease
Behind
Tom's
Grille
And Fill Out An Application During
RED OAKS APTS.
system, check out our Neg. 556-7557 Call anyspace or lot suitable for
759-4081
Special
Regular Business Hours Monday
service department. Come time.
Approximately
building
$100 Deposit
MURRAY Store and Lock 2000 S Ft 759-3175
by Beasley's at 400 N. 4th VERY nice 91 Fleet wood
Through Friday.
1BR
From
$280
presently has units availa- WE at Century 21 (753Street or call 759-0901 to 14x64 2 bedroom. 1 bath,
2BR From $325
split plan. cathedral ceilble 753-2905 or 753- 1492) need a property in
schedule your installation.
Calf Today!
ings. C/H/A, under pend7536
070
the Hazel area up to
LADIES Clothing Size 18- ing and decks
753-8668.
included.
$60,000 Please call.
Position Wanted
24 XL, Skirts. Tops. Dress $11,800.00
Call 753For Full & Part Time
410
410
410
& Casual pants 753-6165.
2905.
Public Sale
Public Sale
Public Sale
Positions:
EXPERIENCED Car Clean MOTORCYCLE helmets,
Managers,
shields, saddle bags, jackMobile Homes For Rent
-up & Detail man. 15 years
Dining Room
experience Needs work! ets and boots. Jerry's
Call (270) 753-3239. Sporting Goods.Mayfield, 2 bedroom with nice deck
& Cooks
KY. (270) 247-4704
Leave message. will return
storage building, no pets
Great Benefits
MUST sacrifice condo Almo area $225 00 437
your call
Apply in person at
rental one mile from OR- 4386
090
5,
LANDO DISNEY. 2 Brd, 2
Domestic & Childcare
2 bedroom, 8 miles North
703 Story St., Murray, KY
Ba, at Westgate Villas
$235 00 + deposit 753(Just off S. 9th Street, next to Grace Baptist Church)
from
Oct
Oct
12.
5
thru
BUSY Bee's child care
8582
A choice piece of property just waiting for your building desires!
now has openings for in- Rents for $900/ Week will 2BR , mobile home 12
fant-school age Mon-Sat rent this week for $400. miles east on Hwy 497
SIZAFAXW)
Full kitchen, washer/dryer,
530 am - 12 30 a m 753Private location in the city! This lot, just over 1/4 acre, is situated within
and activities for children $250 a month
2-5 p.m.
5050
the city limits but with plenty of privacy. Residentially zoned with paved.
270-474-8114
and adults Beautiful comcircular driveway.
CHILD care providers
plex Call 753-2215 or 270-474-8095
wanted
•VERY busy automotive
2BR Rent to own 14x70
753-6327 asks for Jeri
Lot measures 76.75' across back side, 164.67' across West side, 77.72'
Must have CDA in
repair shop needs experiColeman RE 759-4118
across East side and approximately 75' across the front.
PRIVATE
Collection
preschool
infant/toddler
or
enced auto technicians
Dept 56 Dickens Village
Pay starts at $7.00 per
Send resume to 408 North
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Call Wayne Wilson at(270) 753-5086 or Roger Stubblefield at(270)339Snow Village
4th Street Murray
hour w/opportunity to lop
6865 for more information or to view this property prior to sale date
Houses
Retired
out at $1000 in 3 years
NICE quiet mobile home
PIANIST- Full-time or PartBelow Market Value
Benefits:
'Sale Terms- 15', down day of sale settlement withon 30 days Not responsible So'
lot Ready with trees, gatime. Reidland (Paducah
(270)519-9443
2 wk paid vacation
Announcements day of sale take precedence over printed matenet
rage. septic and well Two
area) church. Call 898Berivment Pkg.
STEEL BUILDINGS
miles north or Murray Call
2114 for further informa5 paid sick days.
All sizes for all uses
atter 8 30 Evens
7 -1
tion and possible interInvestment opportunity
(270) 642-2667
view/audition.
(Smith Barney Investment
Roger Stubblefield, Auctioneer
STRAW for sale
Center)
I went from a size 16 to 10
Wayne Wilson, Real Estate Broker (270)753-5086
$2 00 bale
Apply @ Ms. Angles
in 4 weeks You can too
540 Phelps Rd. Benton, KY 42025
759-4718 Night
4br, Diuguid Drive. Cole
SWIC or Call 759Call Tonya 753-9896 or
270-527-2931 OR 270-339-6865
753-4582 Day
man RE 759-4118
0109
www takeitoffez corn

Am.
PRIMERICA J

TA

C
AN
CATTLE CO.PIE
STEAKS•RIBS•SPIRITS

Is Now Hiring Servers

Now Hiring

Absolute Real Estate Auction
SATURDAY, Oct.

2002• 2 p.m.

COMPLETE AUCTION SERVICE

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
410

410
Public Sale

Public Sale

110
Public Sale

PUBLIC AUCTION
Fri., Sept 27•5 p.m.
605 Maple Street, Murray, KY
This nice commercial building has been an auto pans store for many
years. This building is 50'x 110' and has a lot of storage space. It now has
an archery range in it.
-"war

I,I

Hs

sit
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THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 26 2002

day of auction 11.11 in 30 Jays v./passing of dec,i

For more information call

Paschall Real Estate- Terry D. Paschall, Broker 767-9223
or Dan Miller - Auctioneer & Associate 435-4144
Darrell Beane - Associate & Auctioneer

Public Sale

Pubtie Sale

Public Sale

Public Sale

PUBLIC kUCTION
UTE

Tues., Oct. 1•10 a.m.

LAND AUCTION

At the Dan Miller Auction Barn Lynn Grove, KY. From Mayfield,
Ky. take Hwy. 121 S. through Coldwater. Turn south onto Hwy. 1836
follow to auction. From Murray, Ky. take Hwy. 94 West to Lynn
Grove. Turn onto Hwy. Follow to auction. Watch for auction signs.
3 piece bedroom suit - set of twin beds - unusual maple chest - Duncan Phyfe drop
leat table & chairs - corner cabinet - 2 matching recliners - maple step lamp tables
riaple coffee table - odd bed & chest - wood coat rack - color iv. - wall mirror
rill brass bed - nice lamps - hide-a-bed sofa - knee hole desk - Duncan Phyfe
:top table- iron table & chairs - electric sewing machine - electric treadmill
- pie.'es & frames - microwave & stand - coat rack w/turned wood stem - used carpet - chandelier - glass jar w/rack - file cabinet - good old glass & china - blan
kets. bedspreads, linens - 10- Craftsman table saw - lot good wrenches & tool,
truck tool box - push mower - gas operated small air compressor - R&D shredkic:
mechanic books - bicycle - old wood spice chest - card tables &c chairs - cast
.rn pieces - and much more.

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2002• 10:00 A.M.
LOCATION: Mitchell Story Road in N1urray, KY
Front Murray. KY take 94 West 3.7 miles to Hwy. 783 south turn left. proceed 3.4 miles to Hwy. 1828 West. turn right then 1.5 miles to property on
Mitchell Story Road...From Hwy. 641 South at Midway take 1828 W. 5.2
miles to property...From Crossland take 893 North 3.5 miles to Hwy. 1828
West then left 1.5 Miles to Mitchell Story Road. Signs posted! Near
Murray -Crossland-Harris Gros e. KY & Paris, TN.
AUCTION WILL BE HELD ON MITCHELL STORY ROAD.
ATTENTION: INVESTORS. FARMERS. DEVELOPERS, LAND
BUYERS.

OUTSTANDING CALLOWAY COUNTY
MINITRACTS

.-1111 da, auction. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.

For more information & your auction needs
Phone 435-4144

TWO ROAD FRONTAGE. MITCHELL STORY RD AND GARGUS LANE

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Joseph W.Thomason - Appt. Auctioneer

IN 8 TRACTS AND COMBINATIONS

139.46 ACRES

Licensed & Bonded in KN. & Tenn. #12111 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Sat., Sept. 28•10 a.m.
At 519 South 11th Street, Murray, KY

Public Sale

Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333

"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

This 3 bedroom

REAL ESTATE: Tract 1 * 14.95 Acres. Tract 2 * 9.54 Acres. Tract
3 * 9.55
Acres. Tract 4 * 9.56 Acres, Tract 5 * 14.30 Acres. Tract 6 * 11
Acres and
Barn. Tract 7 * 0.81 Acres with tobacco barn. Tract 8 * 69.74
Acres ot
remarkable highly tillable bottom ground. Calloway County Farm
Service
Agency Farm #58I7. Tract #1861
tracts I'S' are likated on Mitchell Story Road with beautiful building sites, paved road,
and pro
ductive farmland Tracts b-tr• are located on Gargus Lane just off Hub-Erwin Roali,
these tract.
,iffer highl!, tillable farmland timber/woods. and tobacco hams This is an excellent opportunityii
rut your money to v.ork us sib over 90 ares ot tillable farmland under management
of GPS Farm
I e,:hnologs land the wise insestmeni

brick - I bath - dining room - kitchen- living room - utility room - large den w/fireplace setting on large lot 126'x150'. This house
needs some repair. Will be
glad to show this house it
will be sold as is and you set
the price. Also to be sold a
large portable building.
Cash on the portable building day of auction.

SATURDAY, SEPT. 28, 2002• 10:00 A.M.
Kirksey, KY - 104 Tucker Cemetery Road

BUY ANY TRACT, COMBINATION, OR ENTIRE PROPERTY.

From Murray take 121 to Stella. turn right on 299 North, go 4
miles to Kirksey, turn left on 464 go 6/10 miles to Tucker

RFERESHAILA IS SERVED '.L5).-t M.
COMPLIMENTS OF HARRIS AUCTION CO.

Terms: 15% down day of auction. Bal. in. 30 days wipassing of deed.

Cemetery Rd., go right, 1st house on right

Visit our website: www.harrisauctions.com

For more information call

Division Sale for Kerry and Sandra Stone

HARRIS

PUBLIC AUCTION

Paschall Real Estate - Terry D. Paschall, Broker 767-9223
or Dan Miller - Auctioneer & Associate 435-4144
Darrell Beane - Associate & Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Poesn't Cost, It Pays"

PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat., Sept. 28•10 a.m.
From the Mayfield. K.take Hwy. 121 S. through Coldwater, turn south onto
'Hwy. .1836. From Murray, Ky. take Hwy. 121 N. to Hwy. 1836 S. Follow
approx. I mile to auction. Watch for auction signs.
The estate of Frankie Cooper and .selling .for John Cooper also.
Yamaha Moto 4 wheeler - small Honda generator - 3000 Poulan chain saw - Reddy heater
50.01,8) - 14 gal. spot sprayer - load benders - miter cut saw - tobacco spikes & hatchets log chains - 7' cycles blades - Mecita circle saw - Craftsman bench grinder = 4- swivel Shop
- cordless Makita drill - Makita recipate saw - floor jack - plumber snake - aluminum
bull note • other concrete finishing tools - heat buster tan - 3 burley tobacco boxes - about
3.000 good tobacco sticks - trailer ramps - lot of fishing equipment - aluminum windows
iilal pipe - service pole - martin houses - 8 H.P. chipper new mulching mower TroybiltIcial cabinets - quilting frames - old rockers - pressure canner - pots & pans - 4 drawer
chest - elect. fan - blue fruit jars - electric cook stove - kerosene cook stove - card table foot locker - coffee & lamp table - Coca Cola stand - Ezra Brooks decanter - Mayfield
Milling Co. thermometer - Coca Cola glasses - kerosene lamps - vanity lamps - 6 glass
Ageratle ads ertisement - old dishes - punch bowls - small cook stove - water barrels - old
books - old cherry stoner - straight chair - saw vise - single tree - hen on nest - Ken Holland
nt "Never Thirst- - old 1956 calendar w/large
mirror - electric heater - metal nite stand
rn Mayfield Hospital - nice table- white porcelain pans - Dogwood pattern dishes - metal
-hlted sign w/arrow - ball goal -team disc trucks- one horse plow w/metal beam - bicy
- Prefab china - gas grill & much more.
Not responsible for accidents, lunch available.

For more information & your auction needs Phone 435-4144

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Joseph W.Thomason - Appt. Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded in KY & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

A

ABSOLUTE
1902 Gatesborough Circle• Murray, KY

Thursday, October 3, 2002•10 a.m.
Under the Big Tent"":•rain or shine.
-

Please note day- &
time of sale.

Location: From Murray proceed west on 94W to Doran Rd.. turn left (nth ,
Doran Rd. and proceed south to entrance to Gatesborough subdivision.
Turn left onto Gatesborough Circle and keep right to 1902.

C

Ms. Geneva Hurt has sold her lovely home and relocated in Murray. Her
man) friends and neighbors will not want to miss this auction.
Personul Property. Crystal stemware w/sterling rims • Harmony House
china 18 place setting)• silver sers ing pieces• English Bone china(8 place
setting)•etched crystal stemware & dessert plates • depression glass•covered cake stand • glass cake stand •crystal ice bucket & glasses• Northland
stainless flatware • like new solid pecan dining table w/six chairs & two
captain chairs• walnut tea cart•sold wood fern stand • Linden 31 day wall
clock • hard rock maple bedroom suite • matching china hutch & sideboard
•old post cards•set of Camelot stoneware dishes•stoneware bowls • very
fine kitchenware & small appliances • lose seat sofa w/matching sectional
sofa •end tables • coffee tables • brass coffee table with glass top • bookcase • dressing bench • large gold framed mirror • wingback chair w/queen
ann legs • oil prints • collector prints • jewelry chest • costume jewelry •
area rugs • table and floor lamps.
Ap ihrinces• console TV • upright & chest freezers • GE refrigerator •
washer 8t dryer • sewing machine and cabinet • Bunn coffee maker.
Antiques: Columbia Grafanola and records • iron yard kettle • collector
steno type machine in case • ice cream maker.
Lavin & Garden • very nice metal patio furniture • lawn tools •ID 8hp riding mower • 3.5 hp garden tiller • wheel barrow.
All this and much more - he prepared to find an exceptionally neat, well
maintained and clean auction.
Irons (et ?mortal Pmpern • Cash Dos- of Afh mon

Farris Auction & Action Realty
W. Dan Farris • CAI Auctioneer
Max R. Dodd - Broker • Brian Stedelin - App. Auctioneer
The Sound of Selling".
TFN: 2121 • TLN: 2134
P.O. Bak 149• Hazel, KY •(270)492-87%
e-mail: wdan@Idd.net • website: farrisauction.com
Ni', responsible for accidents
iii SR omen!. 1,e. ..ite take preceden,e
.01 printed rnateo,)I •

Check us out on the Web!

HIGHLY PRODUCTIVE FARMLAND - BUILDING TRACTS TIMBER/WOODS LAND

AUCTION HELD ON MITCHELL STORY ROAD.

(270)
247-3253
Real Estate features a beautiful brick home built in 1996, has 2235 sq ft heated
area on main floor with 800 heated sq ft. on the second floor. The home has three
bedrooms, 3 full baths. Great(Eamily room with tray ceiling and gas fireplace,
hardwood & ceramic floors, office, bonus room, sewing/hobby room, kitchen that
features Honey Oak cabinets, stove, dishwasher: covered front and back porches,
above ground pool and extensive deck off back porch, professional landscaping, 2
car garage with electric door opener, a 36x56 shop, gas heat, bath, with a 26x56
open shed on back, 5.47 acres, level to gently rolling. Everything has been well
maintained and in excellent condition Must see to appreciate.
REAL ESTATE WILL SELL AT 12:00 NOON WITH 10% DOWN,
BALANCE IN 30 DAYS WITH PASSING OF DEED.

(OPEN HOUSE, SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 2 PM. TO 4 PM.
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR COLOR BROCHURE CONTACT:

Doug Taylor Auction Service
200 Adkins Lane • Pury ear, TN 38251
Telephone 1731) 247-3784
Doug, Tay lor, Auctioneer & Realtor
Beth Tay for, App. Auctioneer
Tn. Lie. #2027• KY Lie. #RP7209
Firm #1782• Tn. Lie. #4664

753-1222

- maws-ft-ix uvinc.
t1hite House Bldg.
711 Alain St.• Murray. KY
Bill Kopperud. Broker

Real Estate & Auction
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066

DALE RAY HARRIS, BROKER/AUCTIONEER
LP

.-TiiiiirreEe4".'
7 ,Tea-el/7;Y4
REAL ESTATE AUCTION
MR. & MRS. EUGENE BUSTLE
SAT. OCT. 5TH AT 10:00 A. RA.
10 IIVIISets. PAW Of Pam ar is. I_ al era idl i el(at
"The Hamlin Community"
A Short Drive From Murray, KY
Paris - Dover 8. Clarksville, TN
Tennessee River - Kentucky Lake Property
From Paris Landing Take Hwy 119,To KY Hwy 121 NW
To New Concord KY From Murray Take Hwy 121 SE
10 Miles To New Concord
Take Hwy 444 East 4 8
Miles To Beat Farmer Road, Turn Left. Proceed 3 Miles
To Property One To Get To Property Two. Proceed On
Hw 444 East Another 5 Mile ...Si. ns Posted!!
175

RIES

Ake

Two Properties
In 13 Tracts & Combinations

Portions Planted In Pines
Wooded Areas - Great Hunting
Recreational And Home Sites
All Tracts Have Paved Frontage
460
460
Public Boat Ramp Near By
Real Estate
Homes For Sale
Homes For Sale
Near Marinas & Water Activity!
[ Tract Acreage Of 2 Acres To. 29 Acres
WE have buyers for 3BR, 2 bath approx. 2000 4BR. brick. 1 112 bath. iThe Auction
Will Be At The Fire Station
homes up to S100,000.. sq ft.. fenced in back, yard, central/air, gas, fireplace.
On Hwy 444 At New Concord, KY
prefer 3 bedrooms, 2 work shop in back. Great 10 miles to MSU. S65.000,
15% Down, With A Minimum Deposit Of
baths in a subdivision. Call location. 1061 Robertson $5,000 down, no closing
53,000.00 Per Tract, Balance In 30 Days!
Century 21 at 753-1492.
Road. 767-0405 Must see. cost
480-837-8327
71,E NJCTIONEER & REAL ESTATF. BROKER
3BR. 2 bath brick home
J
Lots For Sale
FANCY FARM,KY.270-623-8466
excellent condition. 1710
EASY Lake Access
RC
-THE SELLING MACHINE'
Plainview.759-9329
3br. 1 bath 14x70 trailer
NORTHLAND Place
16x32 addition, 1 acre lot
Call For Brochure • iveuvd.jamesrcash.corn
3BR. 2 Bath brick, 1176 Good
3+/-Acre Lots
hunting & fishing
sq feet and extra room 436-2814
with restrictions.
after 5pm
286 sq ft . detached metal
470
759-9192.
double carport, lot size
Motorcycles & ATV s
HOUSE for sale
460
Used Cars
100ft.x264ft., 1 year old
1888 Highland Road
Homes For Sale
roof, hardwood floors. 5
Call 474-2708
FOR sale
1993 Dodge lroc Daytona
miles West of Murray.
3 Bedroom/2 Bath 1600
MUST SELL Nice 3BR, •82 750 Suzuki $1,000
CD, air. moonroof. Good
$58,000.00. 753-9838.
sq. ft. on 2 wooded acres,
2Ba, Brick. C/H/A, 1709 •86 Suzuki Cavalcade condition Runs excellent.
quiet setting. North of Mur- 3BR. 2 bath.
52,500
S3.000. Firm
2 car garage Calloway 753-6397
ray. 10x20 Front Porch, $92,000
*Cycle mate trailer 5600
474-8726
531 Wells Pur- NEAR University.
3br 1 5
12x12 deck. 753-4690_ dom Dr 4
759-9649
years old story vinyl siding
1993 Ford Tempo GL. 4
house.
Leave Message.
(303)888-8709
cylinder. auto. A/C. pwd.
486
new Central heat and air,
3BR, 1 bath brick home.
pdl. ps, pb. tilt/cruise, like
Sport Utility Vehicles
bsmt Low 50's. Call 759Large Family room, de- 3BR. 2BA built in 1997.
new condition. $1,800 00
4935.
tached carport. 1204 Mel 30x40 detached garage
753-4519 or 748-5382
1974 Jeep CJ5, runs
Poor
Farm NEWLY
rose, shown by Appt. 753- 3046
built
custom
1997 Mercury Grand Mar$700 OBO 436-2211
Road.753-3370.
home. 3,000 square feet
5892
quis LS. Silver, 58,xxx
on five acres. 3 bedroom, 1998 Jeep Grand Chero- miles, new tires, warranty.
3 bath. fenced with pond. kee, special edition 5.9 leather interior, one owner
DISCOVER THE ALTERNATIVE
Must sell $179,000 (270) Limited. 49,xxx miles. ex- Like New. S11.900 Neg
Our Offer to You is Great Rates with Maximum Flexibility'
cellent condition, fully 767-9333
354-9907
loaded $15,500. 0130. 2001 Red Corvette.
•Competitive fixed and adjustable interest rates
REDUCED
767-0731
•Multiple no money down programs
absolutely brand new.
2 or 3 bedroom. 1 bath,
•No income/no asset verification
7,000 miles. Black sport
MITSUBISHI 2000
double carport with
programs priced at conventional rates 1
1
storage. fenced back yard. Montero Sport, excellent leather seats, smokeglass
condition, must sell fully removeablelop, heads up
753-5114 or 759-8200
\LAKE THINGS EASIER ON YOLRSELE CALL OR STOP IN AND ONE
equipped take over pay- display, fully loaded
ments, S426 00 monthly. $46,000 New. $38,900
OF OCR FRIENDLY LOAN ORIGINATORS WILL DO THE REST
www MyMansion.com/-Po due to illness (270) 767- 435-4632
plarStreet for details
9205
95' Camaro Red, good
Gerry Puckett•Darren Jones•Jacquelyn Watson•Peery Rattler
condition, auto, hwy miles
Motorcycles & ATV s
753-7407 • Ill N. 12th St. Suite B
S4,50000 OBO
759Used Cars
4814
1986 Honda Intercept°
95 Chevrolet Lumina. Sil500. 753-6319 after 500 1990 Geo Storm for parts ver/Grey, Excellent condiGood motor, no title
p.m.
tion, p/w. p/I. 80.xxx miles
435-4522
$6,000 00 Of30
7531996 RM 125 fresh
1991 Honda Civic DX 6626 after 5p m
rebuild $1,875 00 OBO 111K miles.
hatch-back, 95 Lumina. price reduced.
759-5940 (Night)
one owner. garaged kept, runs good, new tires 436762-1050 (Day)
serviced
every
3.000 2568
2001 Yamaha Raptor, ex- miles. automatic, A/C. 96 Black Mustang Conver
cellent condition 64 500 . (270) 759-5729-If no an- tible. fully loaded, new
swer-leave message
power top. CD. Exc
bdr.. 2 ha, 2 car garage, neutral decor, all OBO 767-0731
shape
(270) 519-8805
1992
Pontiac
Grand
Am
ooms fresh paint, fenced area behind 2002 Silver Yamaha Zuma
Day. (270) 436-2507 Eve2dr,
SE
new
paint
very
scooter,
less
than
200
house, 30x15 covered porch. 2+ acres landning
miles, take over payments sharp & clean, needs enscaped. built 1994, need quick sale, moving (270)
gine
work
$1200 OBO
436-5709 after 6 30
270-832-1425
out of state. Reduced to $124,000. Recently p.m
bank appraised at $127.000. 753-2215 after 88 Honda Motorcycle 1993 Chevy Cavalier RI
6 pm or leave message for us to return. If 600CC, RLX, $200000 Convertible, white Fl
loaded
miles
you're looking for a house that feels like worth of extras. 38,000 Runs well149,xxx
7:30
Good cheap
miles
$1,500
00.
759home, this i. it!
convertible $1,300
9222 after 3:00 p.m.
753-7320
"Taylor Made Auctions Are Better"

JAMES R. CASH

Global Mortgage Link

FOR SALE BY OWNER

(800)
380-4318

Used Cars
.96 F350 Power Stroke
Crew cab. Auto, 81K
$9.800 00
.90 V W Passat, like new
52.600.00
-92 Eagle Summit 3dr s/w,
auto $1.650 00.
•94 Merc Village Van
$3.400.00
(270) 767-9761.
Vans
1995 Chevy Van 20 Conversion, 60,000 miles. like
new, 753-7523.
Used Trucks
1966 Ford truck short bed
Sharp truck Phone 7531486 or 767-9754
1984 GMC 3 quarter ton
4x4, run great $2.800
OBO 767-0731
1987 Ford F-150 4X4,
140.000 miles. 6 cyl., 4speed, $2.200.00 OBO.
759-1070
1987 Mazda 8-26001, 4x4,
2.6 liter, 4 cylinder. 5
speed, runs good. Great
Hunting
Truck.
$1,200 00. 753-4519 or
748-5382.
1993 Ford F-150 XL. AT,
PB, PS. Air. SWB, Am/Fm
cass. white. 6 cyl, 188.xxx
miles. $2.800 080 7592427
1994 F-150 4x4, 88,xxx
miles. mud tires $6.000
OBO 436-2211
1995 Ford Ranger XLT,
105,xxx miles, runs perfect,
great
condition,
$4.000.00 Neg. 759-9373.
2000 1 -ton Chevy Dually
crew cab. automatic, 6.5 L
diesel, $22,000 00 Call
559-1874
91 Ford 350. utility bed.
good
work
truck,
$3.400.00 OBO
4362667.
•99' Ford Ranger XLT red,
5 speed manual. AC, cass,
loaded, like new, 41K.
$8,300 00
*85 Mercury Grand Marquis 4-door, old, but good
$500.00 759-8964
ABSOLUTELY Must Selll
1999 Chevrolet Silvered°
New tires extended cab
LS. CD, asking $14,200
OBO 270-559-2959 or
270-753-8195
510
Campers
CAMPER
20FT
Dua
axle, steeps 4-6. all hook
ups- gas and electnc. fully
equipped $1.900.00 7594144

- Classifieds
Office Open
a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday
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Services Offered

Services Ottenxi

ices Offered

SOP/ICAN Offered
1

5J0
Services Offered

I

VOIR Home Improvement Headquarters
David's Cleaning
Services

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

'Phone (270)767-0313
1270) 527-7176

• Kitchen Counter% • Fireplace.

753-8087
Evening 753-2041

NIessuge

Also top soil and gravel

3301 Si Itt. 121

437-4838 or
270 559-4986

#1 & #2 available in most colors

CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE • VINYL• HARDWOOD •CARPET

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring pgrsonally install for you?

Need Furniture and Bedding?
Larnb Brother's Do You
A Bigger Selection -A Better Price?
WE DO!
Be Sure To Shop- Before You Buy'
8 Visit
Our Showroom Today
Moving Co.
Wiggins Furniture cc
niOt

2
r•

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Luke Lamb
FOR SALE EXCELLENT
FAMILY BOAT
Johnson Surfer 19 ft. 6 in
Inboard Outboard open
bow with walk through
windshield Tops & inside
curtains, reclining seats_
spotlight and windshield
wiper 9 passenger
51.000 Call after 5.30pm
(270)759-1189

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

affordable
A
hauling
cleaning out garages. attics, gutters, Junk, tree
work 436-5141

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates

A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULING Junk clean up. cleaning out sheds, gutters. tree
work 436-2867
CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113

•
Knpl•s

&FLOOR COVERING

0
0
0

Rouori KY

Huy MI- 1.112 Miles South of Murray !o Torn Taylor Roed Right 1500 yards,
5:CERAMIC TILE • COMP TILE•VINYL• HARDWOOD•CARPET
AFFORDABLE Mower re
pair, tillers, go carts, etc
Free pickup. delivery 4362867

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
ALL Carpentry,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Electrical.
Garages. Pole Barns, MetNew Const Home & Moal Buildings, Fencing
bile Home repair, Termite
Quality Workmanship •
& Water Damage, ReLicensed
placement Windows. Vinyl
753-7860. 753-1194.
Siding, Painting, Decks.
Call Larry Nimmo.
ROOF LEAKING?
753-9372, 753-0353.
Call a professional

Tom

Asphalt SEALCOATING
& STRIPING
Call Ronnie Geurin
-The Asphalt Doctor"
*Compare our work
*Compare our prices
•References furnished
*Workmanship & Material
Guaranteed
*Fully Insured
'Free Estimates
270-759-1953
TOM'S Window Cleaning
Painting, Pressure Wash
767-9014

NIterra. 1.1

w ANCE

11=3111 CONTRACTING
994-0388

custom homes, additions
remodeling • custom wood wor ,
ceramic tile • skylights
custom bathrooms • pressure washing
painting interior and exterior
Many Quality References Available
Asphalt Sealcoating
Travis Asphalt Sealing
*Driveways
*Parking lots

FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
BRANDON'S Outdoor
Services.
Lawn•Mulch•Shrubs
*Bush Hogging.Tilling
(270)436-5277

CONCRETE fininshing
Free estimates
sidewalks, driveways,
patios
435-4619
HAULING
Cleaning out garages,
sheds, carport atics,
and storage
753-2555
Luke Lamb

WWW.MURRAYLEDGER.COM

435-4645

1

GARAGE

1

1

1

1

1

1

1111111

1

SALE

MULTI-FAMILY
GARAGE SALE

YARD SALE

140 Wells

Friday Only Sept. 27
8 a.m. - Noon

Purdom Rd.
Sat., Sept. 28

Statewide
Classifieds

furniture, too much

(No Early Sales Please - I've Got
To Get The Kids To School First!)
Hwy. 641 South
(4 miles from Dwain Taylor on left)

to mention.

LOTS OF EVERYTHING!

8 a.m. - Noon
Go cart, misc

•

HUGE 3-PARTY
YARD SALE

MOVING SALE

Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m. - ?
Northwind Mobile
Home Park
N. 16th St.
Furniture, clothes all

North from Murray on 641 to
Flint Rd. (first left after
construction) follow signs to

sizes, ladies, men's,
boy's to baby girl,
duck collection & lots
of misc. items.
GARAGE SALE
Puryear
165 PuryearCrossland Rd.
Fri. & Sat.
Sept. 27 & 28

8 a.m. til ?
and men's
clothing, jewelry, all
orts of good used
stuff.
Rain or Shine

Women's

YARD
SALE

157 Stonecrest Dr.
Fri. & Sat.•7 a.m.-?
Some furniture, Sear's tractor, utility trailer
tools, decor items. Lots of great stuff.

YARD
SALE

YARD SALE
81 Cherry Hill Lane
Misty Meadows Subd.
(Oaks Country Club
Road)
Friday
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
Maple chest of
drawers, Dyno bicycle,
bedspreads and
accessories, clothes,
books, games
and more!

60 Rainbow Lane
1-1/2 miles past
Stella on At. off
121 N.
Fri. & Sat.
Plus size ladies
clothes. X-Mass in
Sept. odds & ends

GARAGE
SALE

1500 Coach
Estates
Lot G-7
Thurs.. Fri., Sat.
Sept. 26. 27, 28
7:00 a.m.
Al) kinds of stuff
BUILDINGS
•STEEL BUILDING SALE'
5,000. sizes All-steel for
lasting value! Down-home
service to meet your building needs. Call for free
brochure
www.sentinel, buildings corn.
Sentinel
Buildings, 800-327-0790,
Ext. 79

YARD SALE
Inside The Dance
Studio
Corner of N. 4th &
Walnut
Fri. & Sat. 9-6
Sun. 1-4

641 North to Coles
Campground Rd.
to 216 Seth Lane
Fri. & Sat.
(Rain or Shine)
7 a.m. to?
No Early Birds
Furniture, kid's

All clothing & shoes
$1.00. baby equipment/accessories.

clothes (all sizes),
household items.
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
•INVESTMENT
ONLY.
NOT A JOB A complete
turn key vend route. 10
machines S3495. Plus Est
Coke/Pepsi/Poland Spring,
Frito-Lay Route $9995
(888) 922-2822 AIN#02004

home decor. plant'

*FINAL DAYS: Jacobson's
Store Fixture Liquidation!
100's of items: Garment
racks, artwork, showcases, unique decor. nesting
tables, mannequins, office
furniture, stockroom shelving. material handling
equip.. more. CHEAP! No
reasonable offers refused!
Louisville, KY: 7900
Shelbyville Rd.,
Indianapolis, IN: 8701
Keystone Crossing,
www.sbcapitalcapitalgroup cam/equipment,
www.fixtureliquidators.com,(888) 8184836 10% Buyers
Premium
HELP WANTED
•SALES/SALES MANAGER- A market leader in
benefit communication is
seeking employer consultants in your area. For more
information or to schedule
a confidential interview,
please call 270-535-4843.
•CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT and Site
Elevation Training 'No
experience needed *4
week training available
•Free training if qualified
Call Toll Free 1-877-2702902.
•GENERAL MANAGER.
The
Spencer
County
Magnet. is looking for
someone to lead our weekly
newspaper
staff.
Excellent opportunity to
learn and grow in the
newspaper business while
joining a growing community newspaper company.
Editorial or advertising
experience
preferred.
Contact Don Porterfield.
Regional
Manager.
Landmark .
Community
Newspapers at P.O Box
549,
Shelbyville,
KY
40066, or by email at
dporterfield@Icni.com
•IDEAL GIFTS by FRIENDLY-Openings for party plan
advisors. Call about our
fantastic NEW Manager
Program
Decor, Gifts,
Toys, Christmas, Cash
Trips. Recognition. 1-800488-4875 www.friendlyhome.corn

•WANTED: City Editor for
award-winning small daily
newspaper. Help oversee
daily news operations.
•BUY FACTORY DIRECT cover city government.
4-5
WOLFF TANNING BEDS years reporting
experience
Payments From S25/Mo a must Resumes and
clips
Free color catalog Call to Editor, The
Winchester
today
1-800-842-1310 Sun, P0 Box 4300,
www np etstan corn
Winchester KY 403924300
FOR SALE

Get the full sports picture when you read
The Murray Ledger & Times. It's packed
with the latest sports reports about your
favorite teams, giving you all the news
you need to stay in the game
Subscribe to home delivery today and get the
full picture for half the newsstand price!

6 MONTHS OF HOME DELIVERY

Statewide
Classifieds

Statewide
Classifieds

Statewide
Classifieds

Free Column
FREE Beautiful puppies
Small dogs 759-9649
FREE to good home: Two
Cocker Spaniels 1 -Female 2 year old Black &
White 1 -Male 4 year old
Brown & White.(Neutered.
Call 767-0812.

Statewide
Classifieds

•SALES REPRESENTA'DRIVER-Flatbed expen- 'DRIVER-SOLID
AND
TIVES we're so confident •KENTUCKY 1 to 1000 ac ence a plus, 30c to STABLE for over 45 years!
in our leads we pay you to beautiful wooded tracts 35c/mile plus tarp pay, Company drivers and
run them, even if you don't Lodges, lake ponds start- safety pay. Full benefits, owner operators! Lpase
sell. Are you a self-motivat- ing at $500 down. 5105 Noslip
seating, purchase available. Top
ed, positive person? Are month approved with down GuaranteedHome Time
pay, miles, hometime and
you presently earning payment. 270-791-2538 Hornady
800-441-4271 benefits! Boyd Bros! 800S1000/$1500 per week? www.actionoutfittercom
ext.-ET135.
543-8923.
Guaranteed income during
•DRIVERS WANTED-Start •DRIVER-Up to $2,000
CUMBERLAND,
•LAKE
KY
training period. $2000 signon bonus. We offerEa solid Only S79,900. Gorgeous up to 36 cpm. Home week- Signing Bonus and .41cpm
training program -with a NEW 1400 sq. ft. log Home ends. Drive late-model for OTR company drivers.
Freightliner w/500 hp
Great benefits! CDL-A and
guaranteed 2-3 pre-set on 50.000 acre recreationFlatbed only 2 years expe- One Year OTR required.
Excellent
Lake.
al
views,
qualified confirmed leads
r
required. Deaton 800-473-5581.
daily, management oppor- easy access. Huge deck.ience
•DRIVER/CDLETired of up
tunities: unlimited income Walk to the waters edge. Inc 800-255-5562
•DRIVERS-DEDICATED & down paychecks and not
potential. TOLL FREE 1- Paved roads, water,
ties. EZ financing. Call FLATBED-Home
Often getting home? Contact
877-828-3732.
now! (866) 770-9311 ext. 'Top Pay & Benefits 'New 800-942-2104 ext. 237,
*TRAVEL AND MAKE SS$ 853.
Assigned Tractors. Hiring 238
or
243.
30K + Delivering New
Recent school grads for www.totalms.com
RESORTS RENTALS
Cars, Vans, and R.V's
Regional & OTR. No Exp..
locally or nationwide. 18 *GET MARRIED.' Smoky or CDL? Company Training *DRIVERS, over the road,
years or older. Call free Mountains Areas Most & Trainee Pay Available 1- 35 States. Flat with sides,
late model conventionals 3
Beautiful
Chapels.
877-520-1007, x 2022.
888-810-6662.
years experience. $2,000
Ordained Ministers, Cabins
0EC
Ro
S;INO
cDELXT
i nw
g Sign On Bonus. Start .34CP?
rainLo
oDr RNIV
& Condos, Heart-Jacuzzis, •
LIVESTOCK
.38c mile+ benefits. Call
•REGISTERED ANGUS Hot Tubs. Fall & Winter
CATTLE-Over 100 Head. Specials, Weddings 1-800_ Available. Meals, lodging & (800) 444-6648.
transportation provided. *DRIVERS:
Owner
September 29th 1 pm 893-893-7274. Vacation &
Reimbursement Operators. OTR & Drivers
1. Tuition
(CST) Bred Cows, Bred Honeymoon Lodging
smokywed_ $1000
Bonus!
OTR,
800-634-5814.
for 0/0. Class A CDL with
Heifers,
Bulls,
Show
Regional.
Dedicated Hazmat, Small Fleets
Heifers Contact Wayde dings corn
Freight. 1-800-231-5209.
Welcomed, 53' Vans & 48'
Womack 270-439-4704 or *GOT A TIMESHARE OR
270-439-4799, Pembroke. CAMPGROUND
MEM- 'DRIVERS-TRACTOR Flatbeds. Mileage PayNew Model Loaded and Empty. L&N
KY. Complimentary Lunch!
BERSHIP? We'll take it! TRAILER
Tractors Transportation,
Inc.,
America's largest clearing_ Conventional
MEDICAL
house. Selling 'Buying 'Quality Home Time 'Full Louisville, KY 1-800-632•MEDICARE PATIENTS •Renting. Call World Wide Benefits "Regional & OTR 4332.
INHALERS Vacations at 1-800-423- Positions. NO STUDENTS. •DRIVERS-COMPA
USING
NY
Albuterol-Atrovent - 5967.
ARCTIC
EXPRESS, DRIVERSNans or
Flats:
Combivent-SereventHilliard, OH 43026 1-800- Home Most Weekends,
Azmacort-Flovent
and •PANAMA CITY BEACH. 927-0431. WWW.ARCTIC- Late Model Equipment:
Others. Having Difficulty? Sandpiper-Beacon Resort. EXPRESS corn
Requires: Class A CD1../23
Again. From $39 (1-2 pm. Arrive •NO EXPERIENCE NEED- Yrs. Old/ 2 Yrs.
Easy
Breathe
Exp.
Sun/Mon.-FRE
night.
E
Medicare covered liquid
Driver
Trainees Regent Trucking, Inc. 1Restrictions) Pools, river ED
therapy may be available if
Top 800-264-2442.
For
ride, parasailing, Jacuzzi, Needed
you qualify. MED-A-SAVE
Companies. 'Earn up to
suites.
bar.
800-488-8828
1-800-224-1919
ext.
www.sandpiperbeacon.com $42,000 1st Year CDL
KY3902.
Class A Training Program.
What's Your
CANDLE- Call Toll Free 877-278- •DRIVER
*DIET DRUG USERS. *ROMANTIC
Plan for the Future? Solo?
LIGHT
WEDDINGS.
7770,
ECHOCARDIOFREE
Team? Maybe a Lease
Ministers,
GRAM. Fen-Phen, Redux, Ordained
•AAA CDL TRAINING- Purchase? One call your
Elegantly
Decorated_
Full
Pondimin. Find out if you
Class A Looking for a sta- choice! Immediate openare inbred and have Service Chapel. Photos. ble career? Great demand
ings Call Today! 866-459Videos,
Honeymoon
Call
coming.
money
for OTR drivers_ Benefits 0688 Central Refrigerated
Wasserman
and Cabins. Fourth Night Free. and hiring bonus. Must be
Service, Inc
Associates.
1 -800- 3- Gatlinburg. TN 1-800-933- 21 or older. 1-800-2537464.
www.sugarlandw
edLAWYER.
dings.corn. E-mail wed- 4766.
REAL ESTATE/REAL
dings@sugarlandwedESTATE FOR SALE
dings.com.
.427 ACRES of Timber
TRUCK DRIVERS
land. Edmonson County.
HELP WANTED
KY. Hunters' paradise. Log
•DRIVEREOwner
cabins available. Will
Operators. CRST Van
divide. Call owner 1-270Expedited Average up to
734-6053
91c/loaded mile. Drop &
•LAKE BARGAIN S29,900.
hook. 95% No Touch
Free covered boat slip!
Freight Call Tony 1-801
Gently sloping lake view
767-6918
parcel w/nice mix of low
www.joincrst.corn EOI
rolling meadows & trees
Abut national forest on *ATTENTION DRIVERS!
35.000 acre recreational S500.00 Hiring Bonus for
lake in TN Paved roads, Kentucky Trainees! Get
Your C.D.L and Hired in
water,
sewer,
more
Excellent financing Call only 15 days! Earn up to
$900_00 weekly plus benenow 1-800-704-3154. ext
fits! 1-800-803-2991.
•
348

Statewide
Classifieds

•DRIVERS-Join one of the
best trucking companies in
the country. Home weekends, No NYC, 97% No
Touch! Company Drivers,
Owner Operators 2 years
OTR required. 1-800-9486766,
www.epestransport.corn.
'DRIVERS-More
miles,
more money. 90% no touch
freight. late model assign.
cony's, great benefits &
hometime. USA Truck 800237-4642.
•DRIVERS-WHAT's YOUR
20? CFI is now Hiring
Company'Owner
Operator'Singles
and
Teams. Loads with miles
available immediately! Ask
about our spouse-training
program. Call 1-800-CFIDRIVE. www.cfidrive.com.
*EARN TOP PAY in the
industry! .37c per mile/1
year exp. More experience
pays more. Plus hometime!
12 mos. OTR required.
Heartland Express 1-800441-4953 www.heartlandexpress.com
•NEEDED! 100 Driver
Trainees for immediate lob
openings. Get your CDL's
in 15 days. No money
down. Call 1-877-2747883
'TRUCK
SCHOOL 'No
Money
Down 'Earn up to $35,000
your first year '100% Job
Placement
Assistance
CompanyTuition
Reimbursement. Call Toll
Free 1-877-270-2902.
•DRIVER -COVENANT
TRANSPORT-Leader in
Miles 9 years in a row. Now
hiring Experienced Teams.
Solos and Trainers. Owner
Operators-Solos/Teams
83c. Call 1 -888-MOREPAY (1-888-667-3729)

How To
Place
Your
Classified
Ad...

BY PHONE

270-753-1916

BY FAX
270-753-1927

Call 270-753-1916
to subscribe

BY INTERNET
.1ww•

THE MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES

..•••• ••••mr

FAX 270-753-1927

www.murrayledger.com

BY E-MAIL
mIt@murrayledger.com

•W

••••

e-mail: mIt@murrayledger.com

$40.50

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and Remodeling Quality Work
Over 30 Years Experience Gerald Walters 7532592

I

GOODIES

•••

753-5827.
Mitchell Brothers
Paving Specializing in
•Asphalt paving
'Seal coating
*Striping
-Hauling
759-0501
753-1537
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

( Yif

767-9036

73
Over 37
4 Years Experience'

1-800-611-6854
1-270-753-2555

"Carpets 'Furniture
'Emergency water
removal
-Free Estimates
•Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying

• Tub Decks • Back Splashes • Mime'',

AHART 81 CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING

Granite - Marble - Fabrication

270-437-4838

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

Services Offered

HAMILTON

Starting at S12,500
Price includes water, septic &
,
driveway. Also land home package,

Roofing Meta(

*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Home,
*Brick *All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Drivel.va •
David Borders

LOTS FOR SALE

We now manufacture. Buy direct.

"We Spec-ialize in Cleaning'

ices Offered

•
•••
•
•.`•
•
•

BY PERSON
1001 Whitnell Ave.

BY MAIL
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071
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DEAR ABBY

LOOKING BACK

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR ABBY: I'm writing rent family are gone — everything
10 years ago
Mr and Mrs. John Warren will
regarding the letter from the college has changed. I will do the right
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have been told
Melissa
be
married
MUSCIO.
50 years Oct. I.
Christie
Walfreshman who signed herself"Look- thing for the child's sake and be a
that I need to have my left hip
Births reported include a girl to
ing for Fulfillment." She's the young father to him. But innocent lives ters, Shawn Kellie and Peter Johnreplaced because the cartilage has
woman who wants a specific man's have been changed forever because son have been named as semi-final- Mr. and Mrs Eddie McCallon,
worn down. Although I occasionally
child for "genetic reasons' without of my naivete and her "romantic" ists of the National Merit Scholar- Sept. 18; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hew
limp, I am not eager to have surgery.
"trying to tie him down or ask for delusional thinking.
ship Program. They are seniors at R. Cooper, Sept. 21; a boy to Mr.
What are my options?
child support."
A FOOL IN OAKLAND,CALIF. Murray High School.
and Mrs. Danny Edmonson, Sept.
DEAR READER: Two forms of nonIt never ceases to amaze me how
The Louisville Orchestra will 22.
surgical treatment come to mind and
self-centered and arrogant people
DEAR SIR: Your experience
40 years ago
I suggest that you use them simultaworking. My niece says that when can be. She stalks a guy for his proves how expensive "free open the 1992 schedule of the Murneously.
Approximately 2,000 to 4,000
boys get this age, their raging hor- sperm and tells him he can stay love" can be. How much better it ray Civic Music Asgociation with a
First, medicine: The treatment of mones cause them not to want
away and let her raise the baby. No would have been if the woman concert on Sept. 30 at Murray State
persons attended the second annual
to
arthritis has been revolutionized by work. Is this true?
thought is given to how the child who asked you to father her University Lovett Auditorium.
"Get Acquainted" party for students
the availability of non-steroidal antiBirths reported include a girl to of Murray State College on Sept. 25
DEAR READER: Mid-adolescence will feel after he or she is born and child had instead chosen to
inflammatory drugs, the newest being
examine why she felt unfulfilled Tim and sharon
is a disruptive time for many children, wants to know where Daddy is.
Robertson. Sept. 9; at 7 p.m. on the downtown
Celebrex, Vioxx and Bextra. As a
My dad took off when I was 5. I before rushing into motherhood. a
both boys and girls. It marks a period
girl
to
Debra
and
Charles Parker. courtsquare. The event was sponstart, try non-prescription ibuprofen. of change, often
"Looking for Fulfillment"
drastic change, when still wonder where he is. That girl
Sept. 23; a girl to Melody Bell and
sored by all the merchants of the
If that's not effective, move onto one these young
needs
said
to
visit
she
Oz
wanted
and find a brain
that particular
people try desperately to
of the drugs I mentioned. These medi- discover who they
man's baby for "genetic rea- Charles Schuchardt and a girl to city.
are and what life and a heart.
cines will not cure your arthritis but holds for them. This instabili
Correction: In the Wednesday
MISS T. IN PLANO,TEXAS sons." (His looks? Athletic abili- Stacie and Danny Stewart, Sept. 24.
ty is
they should reduce pain and help you often expressed
ty? His brains?)It reminds me of
20 years ago
column, it was the Calloway
in ways that oppose
remain independent.
DEAR MISS T.: I agree that a a story I heard long ago conDr. James Booth. chairman of County Highway Department inadult expectations. Kids in their teens
Second,
physical
therapy: occasionally seem like aliens from child should have the right to cerning George Bernard Shaw. the department of speech
and theastead of the Health Department that
Professionals trained in this occupa- outer space. In part, this how
is
they know both parents. Children One night while he was at a din- tre at Murray State University, has
closed traffic on the iron bridge
tion can often work miracles. I cannot want to be viewed. They are experi- have a better chance to grow ner party, a somewhat tipsy
near Coldwater.
predict what techniques the thera- menting with ways to grasp power into stronger and more confi- actress who was famous for her been appointed interim vice presipists will use in your case, but I sus- from adults, at the same time main- dent adults when both parents beauty turned to him and said, dent of academic programs on the
Recent births reported at Murray
MSU campus, beginning Oct. I.
pect there will be an emphasis on taining some security in the midst
give
"You
them
love,
know,
attentio
we
Hospital
n
and
should
were a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
have
a
of
strengthening and range-of-motion their angst
Mitchell McClard. 20, Murray, Thurston
child together. With my looks
and psychological guidance. Read on:
Furches.
exercises.
and your brains, it would have died Sept. 24 from injuries susupheaval.
50 years ago
Finally, I'd hold off on surgery until
DEAR ABBY: That young all the advantages in the world." tained in a one-car accident
Children at this age need structure,
on
The Rev. James E. Byler, pastor
woman needs help — and I hope
your discomfort reaches unbearable reasonable parental expectati
Shaw thought about it for a Highway 121
ons and
South near New Mt. of First Baptist Church,
the man she had in mind recognizes moment."But dear lady," he
Cleveland,
limits. An operation should be your limits to be set. Also, they need
love, it
Carmel Baptist Church.
Tenn., is speaker at a youth revival
before
replied,
last resort.
it's
too
"what
late.
He
should
fate
run
would
await
guidance and acceptance — altogethBirths reported include a girl to
it if it inherited your brains and
now in progress at Memorial BapTo give you related information, I er, a formidable task for parents and for his life.
Jim
and Debbie Carter. Sept. 13.
my
A
woman
looks?"
I considered to be a
am sending you a copy of my the kids themselves.
tist Church, Murray. He is the
30 years ago
very close friend for six years asked
Health Report, "Understanding
brother of the Rev. S.E. Byler, pasYour niece's son will probably sur- me to
***
Fire destroyed a tobacco barn
father her baby to fill a void
Osteoarthritis." Other readers who vive his teen years unscathe
tor at Memorial.
d. His in her life. She
WORTH REMEMBERING: and the tobacco housed there on
promised she would
would like a copy should send a
hormones undoubtedly aggravate the ask
Shirley Cross, freshman, and
The
nothing
best thing about telling the Sept. 25. This was on the farm
from
me
in
return.
I
long, self-addressed, stamped
of
daughter of Mrs. J.E. Cross of Mursituation, but that's simply part of was flattered. My ego was stoked by truth is that you don't have to Bun
Swann. Damages for the barn
envelope and $2 to Newsletter, PO
ray, has been elected as one of the
growing up. As a father to three men the idea she wanted my "special remember what you said. (SubBox 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092-0167.
and
tobacco were estimated at
who navigated adolescence (reason- seed" because I'm such a great guy. mitted by Carl Young, Union
cheerlead
ers at Murray State ColBe sure to mention the title.
$5,000.
ably) successfu
So I did it.
City, N.J.)
lege.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I recently helped the experienc lly, I can testify that
Dr. Frederick L. Kumer of MurShe became pregnant, had the
e was
Mrs. R. Hall Hood presented a
my 35 year-old niece move from one and always challengisometimes painful baby
Abby is written by Abigail ray State University spoke
and moved away. I felt guilty VanDear
ng.
about InBuren, also known as Jeanne
program
house to another. Her very healthy 15
on "Bulbs for Spring
I kept my perspective by remember- and ashamed because I knew I had Phillips, and was founded by her mother. dia at a general meeting of Christian
year-old son did more talking than ing the
Beauty"
at
a meeting of the Murray
Phillips.
Pauline
Write
Dear
Abby
at
done
the wrong thing. In the meanold saying: Insanity is herediwww.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440. Women's Fellowship of First ChrisRose and Garden Club held at the
tary; parents get it from their chil- time, I met a terrific woman. We Los
tian Church.
Angeles, CA 90069.
home of Mrs. George E. Overbey.
married and had a couple of kids.
dren.
Five
years into my marriage, this
DEAR DR. GOTT: In my work, I
CONTRACT BRIDGE
TODAY IN HISTORY
was exposed to heavy metals. I woman shows up with legal papers
and
a
paternit
believe
y
test,
that
requesti
I am suffering from lead
ng
Consignment Clothes
By The Associated Press
and/or arsenic poisoning. I have back child support since birth,
Today is Thursday, Sept. 26, the
received no help from company doc- health insurance, future child sup1st Anniversary Sale tors. Whom should I see
269th day of 2002. There are 96
port, a college savings plan, and
DEAR READER: You need a heavy reimbursement for other past North dealer.
days
left in the year.
that help to increase the chance of
metal toxicology blood screening. The expenses related to the child. She North-South vulnerable.
All Summer $ 1.00
Today's Highlight in History:
defeating an enemy slam. One of
choice of physician is of secondary told me she was "sorry" she had to
On Sept. 26, 1960, the first teleNORTH
the most important ofthese underimportance. Obtain the necessary do this to me, but she realized that
New Fall Is Here
+A 1096
vised
debate between presidential
standing
s is that when a defender
information first, then — if necessary raising a child on her own was a
V 73
candidate
s Richard M. Nixon and
not
on
lead
605 S. 12th St.• Murray
doubles
a
slam
volun— consider a referral to a specialist in million times more difficult than
•K J
tarily reached by the opposition, he John F. Kennedy took place in Chienvironmental medicine.
(270)762-0207
she thought it was going to be.
• Q 1062
is asking partner to lead, or some- cago.
My life is a complicated mess
MS 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
WEST
EAST
times not to lead, a specific suit.
Copyright 2002, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
On this date:
now. We are financially ruined. All
4742
The advantage of this conventhe plans and dreams for my cur- •—
In 1777, British troops occupied
VJ1094
VAK8652 tion can be seen in the accompany- Philadelp
hia during the American
•Q 10 5
•9 7 3 2
ing deal. South makes the slam if Revolutio
IC,Ark II L_lf
n.
C:)IIVI I
411)J 9 8 5 4 3
—
West leads a heart, the suit East
In 1789, Thomas Jefferson was
SOUTH
has bid. But East's double forbids
Et1-.0 NIID I
4KQJ853
the normal heart lead and calls appointed America's first secretary
of state.
VQ
instead for an unusual lead.
TiaAT'S TI-iE MENU WE'D
In 1914, the Federal Trade Com•
FRANKLY, DOC7OR
A
8
6
4
CX COURSE
In
this
ease,
it
is
not
BUT NOBODY
difficult for
LIKE FOR OuR MEDAL
TwS IS A MENU
Nor,
DOCTORS
mission
was established.
+K7
CAN TELL US
West, with six cards in the suit
ASSOCIATION DINNER
YOU'D NEVER
CAN TELL
ANYTHiNG,
The
bidding.
In
1962.
the situation comedy
North
bid,
to
deduce
that
East's
ALLOW FOR YOUR
PATENTS WHAT
North East
South
"The Beverly Hillbillies" premiered
West reason for forbidding a heart lead
PATENTS
TO EAT..
1+
1 IP
14
2 IP
that he can ruff a club. So West on CBS.
24
3V
4 NT
Pass
leads a club, and East ruffs and
In 1962, the cult film "Carnival
5V
Pass
6•
Pass
cashes a heart to put the contract In 1986, William H. Rehnquist was
Pass
Dble
down one — 200 points. With a sworn in as the 16th chief justice of
Opening lead — five of clubs.
heartlead,South would score 1,860 the United States, while Antonin
When a small slam is bid,the points.
Scalia joined the Supreme Court as
difference between making it and
It must be granted that on its 103rd member.
losing it ordinarily ranges from some occasions, declarer might
In 1991. four men and four
1,000 to 1,800 points, depending make the doubled slam despite the
mostly on vulnerability. Slams are opening lead (if North or South women began a two-year stay inside
CAir
therefore naturally deemed wor- were void of hearts in the actual a sealed-off structure in Oracle,
thy ofthe closest attention by both deal, for example). But this occa- Ariz., called Biosphere II. (They
sides.
THE CLINC7`i SWEATER
sional small loss is a mighty cheap emerged on this date in 1993.)
THE TRANSPARENT Bu)usE` THE SUEDE MINI AND
)"SEE HOW VERSATILE??
Five years ago: An Indonesian
AND LOW-GUT TWEED PANTS AND CLASSIG PENCIL SKIRT
Consist
ent
with
the
imporprice to pay for ensuring the defeat
THIGH BOOTS SAN...
Irs ALSO PERFECT NEW
SAN, "I'm ALL BUSINESS
Airbus A300 crashed while aptance
slam
of
SAY, "
hands,
there
TOU&H!
are
other
of
slams
that
would
other106 INTERVIEW WEAR!
AND ALL FEMALE!"
CONMENT.! I AM WOMAN !"
several special defensive weapons wise succeed.
proaching Medan AU-port in north
"EVE UUST BEEN
MED FOR LOOKING
Sumatra,
killing all 234 people
Tomorrow: Double-dummy problem.
LIKE I'M TRVING TO
aboard.
DATE THE SALES
One year ago: In truce talks held
DEPARTMENT !!°
at the urging of the United States,
Israel and the Palestinians agreed on
CROSSWORDS
a series of confidence-building
measures aimed at ending a year of
ACROSS
36 Union pariah
fighting.
38 Quaint hotel
Answer to Previous Puzzle
39 Iowa crop
1 Like the

Wita's Neat Repeats

The Siam-Double Convention

VCIF •113 1E-1--TIE Ft c:or WDfl

EC)

CLA,THiS IS MISS

ts,t‘i NAME IS ELIZAMy HOBBIES ARE
PATTERsoN SHESGO,N6 BETH
AND I'm STuDsi- SIK16 I ts16% SKATING,
To BE visiTING wiTh
its16 lb BE A TEACHER' 5KI1NG,SWIMMING—
US'
I'M &01N6 To BE
PRACTICE_ TEACHNG
NERE AT

HELLO,EVERyONE

'pug

SCHOoL.

AND I REALW LIKE
TO RE-AD —DOES
ANyONE HAVE. AN‘i
QU ESTIONS THE'{
LIKE-16 ASK ME?

k-/E..AH • DO
you HAVE A
BO\iFRIEND7!

WELCOME To

TEAcHit.16!

L

GAFtFlIEL_E)
I'M DRAWING PACES
ON ALL THE PILL-OWS!

2

AND JON 15
50 LONELY

40 1960s hairdo
42 Ole — of
slapstick
43 Banal
46 Give the pink
slip
47 — — sport
(cooperate)
48 Artist's rental
51 Beat with a
stick
55 Decline
56 The other guys
57 Ripped
58 Major leaguer
59 Puts in crops
60 Did laps

horizon
5 Matured
9 Comic-strip
caveman
12 Prospector's
find
13 Opera box
14 Mink or
chinchilla
15 Semester
ender
16 Physicist's
study
17 Clinch a deal
18 Pal in Dijon
20 Vows
22 Pine product
25 Parade feature
27 Steel
component
28 Grand total
29 Type of ladder
33 Buy at auction
34 Souvenir, often
35 Response on
deck
3

1
2
3
4
5
6

12

13

15

16

0

43TAN PAVT5 9-26

)
1
40
One

1117

U
III
r

24

411110

8

20

19

arm
III

7 Self-esteem
8 Imp
9 Just for the
fun — —
10 Surpnsed cry
11 Corporate VIP

Malt brew
Crafty one
Oklahoma town
Stay put
Jai —
Acquired

5

4

18

0
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DOWN

0
0

RAP IDIA0
BIB AD
ELSE ERAS
K IIN)
LE I F
P INAFORN
AVAILED
LO
AMOEBA
NIL
ANDES
LAM
TEAS
HASP
SIRS GAG
JUNK
KIM
SKI
TEPEES SOS
BABBLES
MB
SITUATED
AUD E
NEER
BARA
ELI
DUNE
STMT
ELM

21

26

14
17

UI

27

28

ill30

33

34

35

36

PEANUTS
43
47
55

NI

UI

dli

42

ilillUU
ill
11145UI
illill50

51

52

53

54

dUll dUll

1159
58

38

31

III dUll

19 Twins' st.
21 Sales pitches
22 Cook shack
specialty
23 Speed-skater
— Heiden
24 Baking
ingredient
25 Good, to
Pedro
26 Revival shout
28 Mix
30 Town near
Santa Fe
31 Fictional
governess
32 Colonist_
William
37 It flies by night
39 Hollows
41 Matted wools
42 Yak
43 Cook's meas.
44 Nurture
45 Othello's foe
46 They need a
PIN
49 Gloating cry
50 Not many
52 First gear
53 Mouths, in
biology
54 Sparkler
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Thursday, September 26, 2002

MurrayArtGuildNews

MSU Theatre Opens
Season Next Week

Art Exhibit at Commerce
Center
The Murray Art Guild will open a new exhibit at the
Murray Commerce Center from Oct. 8-Dec. 30.
Featured artists are Barbara Crittendon, Barbara
Gardner, and Bryan Warner. The work will include oil,
watercolor, and three-dimensional wood design.

Annual Christmas Gallery
The Murray Art Guild -Christmas Gallery" is
planned for Friday and Saturday, Nov. 1-2, from 10
a.m.-4 p.m. each day. This annual event features a wide
variety of talented regional artists and craftsmen whose
work will be available for purchase in time for your holiday shopping.

Annual Members Exhibit
The Annual Members Exhibit at the Murray Art
Guild will open with a reception on Sunday, Dec. 8,
from 2-4 p.m. The reception will honor new art guild
director Laura Miller. The public is invited to attend.
The exhibit will remain through the month of
December

Monthly Meeting
The regular monthly meeting of the Murray Art Guild
is the third Tuesday of each month at 1 p.m. Regular
hours of operation are 10 a.m.-3 p.m. Tuesday.
Wednesday and Friday. For other information call 7534059.

Photo provided

IT'S BEGINNING TO LOOK A LOT LIKE
CHRISTMAS ... Murray Art Guild Director Laura
Miller and event chairman Mary Cates go over
plans for the Guilds' annual Christmas Gallery.
The sale, featuring work by Guild members as
well as other artists and craftsmen, will include
fiber arts, painting, woodworking, ceramics
and jewelry. A portion of the proceeds benefit
the Guild, a non-profit organization dedicated
to the arts in the community.

Hatch Show Print discussion Friday
-Hatch Show Print" is an exhibition of poster artwork from Hatch
Show Print in Nashville, Tenn. Jim
Sherradan of Hatch will be on the
MSU campus Sept. 27 to talk about
the rich history of Hatch Show
Print.
If you follow country music,
country music history or the history, art and culture of the American
South, sooner or later you're bound
to run into the letters, images and
unmistakable "look" of Hatch
Show Print.
"We're one of the oldest working letterpress print shops in
America, and over the years our
posters have featured a host of
country music performers ranging
from Hall of Famers Hank
Williams, Bill Monroe and Johnny
Cash to present-day stars Garth
Brooks, Wynonna Judd and Shania

Twain," says Sherradan.
They've done it all without losing that irresistible appeal of turnof-the-century Hatch posters used
to promote vaudeville, circus and
minstrel shows across the country.
There's a reason why music
lovers, Americana buffs, graphic
arts collectors and designers and
commercial advertisers of all persuasions continue to turn to Hatch
for inspiration. They are indeed a
tonic for the information age.
From their very first print job,
the Hatch Brothers got the look
right. Here was the simplicity, the
effortless balance between type size
and style, vertical and horizontal
layout.
Here, too, was the distinct whiff
of American history, Southern culture and entertainment.
From the mid-1920s. when Will
•

•

T. Hatch took over the business,
until Will's death in 1952. Hatch
lived its Golden Age. It was a golden era for country music as well.
and Hatch captured the magic.
Will frequently turned his talent
as a master woodblock carver to
some of the most indelible images
of country music performers ever
made.
Sherradan will talk about the
posters of Hatch Show Print in the
Clara Eagle Art Gallery Sept. 27 at
6 p.m. Copies of posters and the
book "Hatch Show Print- will be
available.
The Clara M. Eagle Fine Arts
Gallery is located in the Doyle Fine
Arts Building at the corner of 15th
and Olive streets on the campus of
Murray State University.
Gallery events are free and open
to the public.

•

•

LOOK INTO OUR NEW PHOTO REPRINTP.

www.murrayledger.com
Click on the button for
more details!
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The Department of Theatre and
Dance at Murray State University
will open its 2002-03 season with
Thornton Wilder's "Our Town."
The upcoming production of
Wilder's play will showcase the
work of 28 Murray State students
and one alumni who is returning to
be involved with the show. The cast
of students includes many freshman
as well as upperclassmen.
Stephen Adams will be performing the role of the Stage Manager.
Pamela Kane, Joey Judd, Helene
Diamond and J. Brent Morrison perform the well-known roles of the
Webbs and the Gibbs. Ms. Nicole
Langan will take on the role of
Emily. And Jacob York portrays the
role of George Gibbs.
Jerry Shroat will be performing

PADUCAH, Ky.
The
Museum of the American Quilter's
Society (MAQS)is planning its 7th
annual "Arts in Action" festival
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday,
Oct. 12 on the museum grounds.
The festival, sponsored by
Paducah Bank, offers an exciting
day of events including free museum admission to view the current
exhibits of more than 150 quilts, art
sales, artist demonstrations, handson quiltmaking activities, live
music, hayrides, and much more.
Tents spreading across the muse-

My Opponent

'BA Degree-KY Wesleyan College

Echo, Camry,4 Runner,Avalon, Tacoma
Rebates
Large As
As
50e
$

'Graduate Calloway County High School

Example:

'Graduate Southern Police Institute.
Administrative Officer's Course
University of Louisville

•Briefly Attended Murray State University

Stock #TC2239

'Graduate State Police Academy

'Graduate of the Richmond, KY Police Academy

'Graduate Special Agents Course FDLE

'Several in-service courses

Peppers
—
Disc

interest Iii
4s

ates
Zolvils

And You
Keep the
Rebate or
Use Low
APRs

msRp..$21,641.00
2,105.00

$19,536"

'Graduate FBI Bomb School

judged by an independent committee, will award prizes for 1st, 2nd,
3rd place and an Audience Favorite.
A special awards ceremony and
artist reception is from 5-7 p.m.
Friday. Oct. 11 at MAQS for
Friends of MAQS and participating
artists. The general public is invited
from 6-7 p.m.
For more information on this or
other events held at the Museum of
the American Quilter's Society call
270-442-8856.

All 2002 Toyotas In Stock
At Factory Invoice

The Candidate who has the
Education, Training and Experience
Education/Training/Experience

urn grounds will house a wide array
of artists including glass-blowing by
the Southern Illinois University art
department, wood carvers, potters,
basket weavers, textile artists,
painters and sculptors.
In addition to demonstrating the
techniques they use to create their
unique works, these artists will also
have work available for purchase.
MAQS will also present its 1st
Annual Artist's Invitational Contest
on Oct. 11. The artwork will be on
display in the lobby the week prior
to Arts in Action. The competition,

2002 CLOSEOUT BLOWOUT

of Calloway County

DON SENF

has played to audiences throughout
the world as a play and on film. The
eternal theme of living each day as
if it is your last and enjoying life
while we have it is a theme that has
touched the hearts of millions.
Costumes are designed by Mrs.
Randy Johnson. Brent Menchinger
is designing scenery and lighting,
and Robert Blumnck, a MSU student, will be designing the sound for
the show. A senior theatre major,
Dennis Frymire, is serving as the
production stage manager.
The show runs Octo. 2-6 in the
Robert E. Johnson Theatre on
MSU's campus. For ticket prices,
reservations and information, please
call the box office at 762-4421.

7th Annual Arts in
Action Festival planned

"TE DON SEW.SHERIFF
Education/Training/Experience

the role of Professor Willard. Shroat
is an MSU alumnus who indicated
an interest in working with the students in a show. While he currently
resides in Cincinnati, he headed
south to spend 10 days in rehearsals
with the cast and the director to prepare for the show.
According to director Lissa
Graham-Schneider. "This classic
play is sure to touch the audience
and pull on the heartstrings of all of
us. This show is one of my parent's
favorite shows. I wanted to do this
for them while I had the chance and
they are able to come and see a production of the show that I was
responsible for."
The show is, perhaps, the most
well known of all American plays.
This Pulitzer Prize winning show

'Graduate ATF Advanced Explosive Investigations
'Graduate National Fire Academy Course
'Graduate of Numerous KY State Police Academy
Schools over 20 years

("Whatever it takes, zve want to be your car or truck company." )

'Certified Executive I by the International
Association Chief of Police Assessment Center
Related Work Experience
'Retired KY State Police with 20 Years 7 Months
as an Investigator and Bomb Technician

Related_Woill Experience
'Currently a Sergeant in the Sheriffs Office
'Deputy Sheriff since 1994

'Former State Trooper

2420 E. Wood St., Paris, TN 38242 • 1-800-325-3229
731-642-3900 • Hrs.: M-F 8 a.m.-6 p.m.; Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

'Performed Duties prior to 1994 as a Part Time
Deputy

'Former Special Agent
'Former Police Chief

.411.7111•In

'30 years of Public Safety Experience and 4,502
hours of Law Enforcement Technical Training

REMEMBER EDUCATION, TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE COUNT
Paid for by Don Sent Campaign Committee

All prices are tax title and license additional

incentives and holdbecl.

Factory invoice may not reflect absolute dealer cost due to manufacturer
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Best of Calloway County "7Pls
Readers Choice Awards 2002
ir

ADERS

CHOI

TM C

1)uniplins

Miller Golf Course
Best Golf Course

Pro Wash
Best Car Wash

l)r. Allen Moffill
Best Orthodontist

Larry Elkins
Best Elected Official

Sam Goody
Best Music Store

Dr. Richard Crouch
Best Family Practitioner

McDonald's
Best French Fries

Edward Jones
Best Broker/Investment Firm

Pier I
Best Gift Shop

Wee Care
Best Day Care

Matt B's
Best Pizza

Kopperud Realty
Best Real Estate Agency

D.K. Kelley
Best Ladies Boutique

Nlurray High School
Best School

Good 's
Best Clothing Store

Best Dessert

Sandra D's
Best Burger

Cracker Harrell
Best Breakfast
Owen's
Best Deli
Dairy Queen
Best Milkshake
ADERS' CHC

ACES
1/115111

Sirloin Stockade
Best Steak House

Martha's
Best Home Cooking

Gene & Jo's

Lad & Lassie

Best Florist

Best Children's Store

Stanley Steemer Carpet
Cleaner
Best Carpet Cleaner

Parker Ford

Paint Plus
Best Paint Store

Lovett Brothers BP
Best Gas Station

Murray Lumber
Best Lumber Yard

Movie World & Movies to Go

Westside Veterinary Service
Best Veterinarian

Dairy Queen

Cingular
Best Cell Phone Provider

Boulder's
Best Coffee

Best Ice Cream

Tom's (;rifle
Best Restaurant

Best Tanning Bed

Neon Beach

Los Portales

Castlerock Books and Cake
Best Bookstore
Dr. James(ourtne.v
Best Optometrist
Scott Winkler
Best Physical Therapist
Nina's Nails
Best Nail Technician

Crass Furniture
Best Furniture Store

CVS
Best Drug Store

Holiday Inn Express
Best Hotel

Gary Haverstock

Boone's

Best Attorney

Best Dry Cleaner

Rolling Hills

Yours, Mine & Ours

Best Landscaping/Lawn Service

Best Consignment Shop

Best Mexican Restaurant

August Moon

Wellness Center
Fitness Center

TH C

Sammon's

Murray Bank

The Crew

Best Bank

Best Styling Salon

Lowe's

Bonnie Hale

University Barber Shop

Best Bank Teller

Best Barber Shop

Dr. Ronald Wuest

Dr. Randy Taylor

Best Chiropractor

Best Dentist

Best Hardware Store

Steele & Allbritten

Best Place to get Catfish

Kroger

WEB
MITES

Best Pharmacist Person)

Best Baker

Rudy's

Best Towing Service

3ERS' CHOIC

Walter Mehr

Best BBQ

CHO

Dr. Gene Cook
Best Obstetrician
Key's Towing Service

Best ('hinese Restaurant

Bad Bob's

=ATI

Murray ,Appliance
Best Appliance Store

Best Auto Dealer

Best Video Rental

sr rer—sr-srlirli

Cunningham Auto Repair
3ERS' CHOIC
Best Auto Repair

Best

ADERS

CHOIC

Best Plumbing Service

Corn-Austin

Best Produce

Best Men's Store

Kroger
rico GrOCC SIIIrt

Sandra D's
Best Waiter/Waitre's

3ERS

CHOICE

Congratulations to all our winners!,00:11.
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Thank You!

HWY.641 N.
MURRAY
753-1725 — 800-472-8852

FOR
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Thanks for voting us Best Landscaping
Er Lawn Service in Calloway County
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RUDY'S RESTAURANT
— On the Square for Over 60 Years —
COURT SQUARE • MURRAY • 753-1632

THANKS!
o you we are #1 in Calloway County.

I VOTED #11

READER'S
CHOICE

Thank You
to the readers and
customers.

"BEST PLACE TO GET CATFISH"

104 Maple Murray, KY • 753-3161

r

NORWALK
FCRNI IPRI

1902 - 2002

SEMI-ANNUAL SALE

The Murray Bank is proud to announce
its name is still

THE

MURRAY BANK

Named after our hometown.
Located in our hometown.

igt-*.k.,-*sotar4 _
• Save on sofas, chairs,
loveseats, sectionals
• Over 1000 fabric and
leather choices.

Chartered in our hometown.
Headquartered in our hometown.
Bookkeeping in our hometown.

T/144/k' YOU fOR VOT/NO

8ES7 8.4A/A'
IN CALLOWAY COUNTY.

• Custom made,quality
crafted furniture

Maybe it's your turn to do the changing
Come home to...

• DELIVERED IN JUST
30 DAYS

.te xx

xx

pt;

eragg

The S
Murray Bank

I•URNITURE, INC.
103 South 3rd St. • Downtown Murray • 753-3621

1-14 NIK YO 1 TO OtIR VA LU 4BLE CtISTOMERS!

How Banking Should Be
Member
FDIC

405 Soo

st •Mirrall. KY•270-75340AN
www.themurraybank.com
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ALLEN H. MOFFITT, D.M.D., M.S.D.
Diplomate; American Board of OrthodOntics '
I truly appreciate the vote of confidence from those who
recognized me in the Murray Ledger & Times survey. It has been
a privilege to serve the community of Murray-Calloway County
and have the opportunity to help my patients achieve
healthy and beautiful smiles.

Thank you for the honor!

New & Used Books • Espresso Bar • Coins
Whole Bean Coffees from Around the World • Magazines
Daily Newspapers and much more...
rZtV

itt

Thanks for voting us BEST BOOKSTORE in Calloway County!
SPEChell

ORDERS' —

Ma/ SrvotAir

OfscovAirs

632 N. 12th St.• Murray, KY • Shoppes of Murray
(behind The Cracker Barrel, next to Fashion Bug)

Open Mon.-Sat.@ 9:30 a.m.• Sun. 1-4 p.m.• 767-0030

Thank You for voting
us the best Mexican
restaurant in
1 vomo #11
Calloway RIIIRDEMB
CHOICE /
Countv.

1110011Kst
Calloway County
for voting us
Best Video Rental

LOS PORTALES
Olympic Plaza • 767-0315

You've Made
Us Happy and
Proud...
"Thank
you"
3or Voting Us
Vest
Veterinarian!

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P
1271 Robertson Rd. S.• Murray
753-6749 • www.westsideyet.com

1008 Chestnut Street • 753-8084

Thanks
For Making Us
Your #1 Deli
Home of...
*Owen's Best Deli Meats
*Owen's Best Specialty Salads
*Fresh Baked Pies
*Famous Fried and Rotisserie Chicken
*Owen's Best Pit BBQ
*Daily Lunch Specials

OWEN'S
Food!Market
Hours Mon.-Sat. 8:00 - 7:00
1407 Main Street
Phone 753-4682
Deli Hot Line 753-7811

PAGE 4
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Pieri imports
Steve Andrus, owner, and the staff of
Pier 1 imports would like to thank
our loyal customers and voters.
We sincerely appreciate our customers
who have given us 24 wonderful
years in Murray.

BEST
GIFT SHOP

THURSDAY, SEPT 26, 2002

We are deeply
honored
to be voted
"Favorite Family
Practitioner"
Richard Crouch, M.D.
Karen Bailey, A.R.N.P.
Carolyn Page, C.M.A.
Dee Gantt, M.T. (ASCP), C.M.A.
Angela Stalls, C.M.A.
Tracey Mowery, L.P.N.
Marsha James, L.P.N.
Jeanine Dempsey
Lynn Fromm, A.R.N.P.
Sonja Young
Donna Jones, L.P.N.
Amy Green
Amy Page

UNIVERSITY PLAZA • CHESTNUT STREET • MURRAY

Thanks For Pulling For Us!
xp
BEST

IoNwtsiG

sEfmcE

Er

"S'oweeet9,
7041ept9 1ieed4
Septce,197/".
Local or Long
Distance
24 Hour
Towing Service

KEY TOWING SERVICE
HWY. 121 S. MURRAY, KY • 753-5562 • 866-KEYTOWS

Best of Calloway County
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"Thank You For Choosing Our Desserts

Congratulations
wawa' Bonnie Hale

Best In Calloway County!"
Now Taking Orders For Your
Holiday Hams. Rolls & Desserts

for being voted Best Bank Teller

DUMPLINfS
of Murray
305 S. 12th St. • Murray • 753-0000
Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

Thanks for voting us #1!
RR High Speed Internet Access In All Rooms
Pay-Per-View
Pool, Whirlpool, Sauna & Exercise Room
RR Deluxe Continental Brenkfast
Suites Available

We're Proud of You!

BMX
You can tell we wantyourbusiness.
Phone: 767-BANK
Member FDIC

Equal Housing
Lender

tot

e

I VOTED #11

READER'S
CHOICE

Ai
"
er
:141
3

EXPRESSt
HOTEL, SUITES

1504 N. 1201 Sheet
Murray, KY
759-4449
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/
Adam and Lisa Carver, and staff would like t;
)\
4
,_
thank our loyal customersfor their continued
patronage. Celebrating a tasty part of
Murray lifefor 25 years.

vo:ED #1

01114
"
"
ClicOCII
I VOTED #1

READER'S
CHOICE
5

I am honored to receive this award
and appreciate the support our firm
has received from the residents of
Murray and Calloway County
through the years.
Thank You,
GARY R. HAVERSTOCK

HAVERSTOCK, BELL & PITMAN
211 S. 12TH STREET • 753-1694
Es.
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Thank You
for Making
Us Your
#1 Auto
Dealer
For over 70 years, Parker Ford has been serving
the many fine folks of Murray and surrounding
areas.
Thank you for your business and for putting
your trust and loyalty in us.

THURSDAY, SEPT 26, 2002

THANKS!
Calloway Countians
for voting me the
BEST ELECTED OFFICIAL
I will strive in

my capacity as
Judge Executive to
continue to serve the
people ofthis county
to the best of my
ability.

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

Judge Larry Elkins

701 Main Street• Murray,KY • 753-5273• www.parkerford.com

I

LINCOLN
MERCURY

Eel

For voting us Best Breakfast

in Calloway County
le
all
MI

L- 0 .... --_...i i 1 ‘-v'

' mot\
111110

ROC CR

Our #1 breakfastc:s
i.c. ...
served all day so come
in any time
n
inoan's
and give it
a try!
l•Ill
IIII
VOTED #1

I.

EN
EN
MI

Old Country Store
650 N. 12th St.• Murray • 762-0081

III
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Lovett's BPinss„_.,7
AVG:t*
Thank You to our loyal customers,
for your continued patronage.
You are #1 with us!

Thanks For 20 Groat Years!
Largest Selection
of DVD's in
Western Kentucky

N.,r7ff F CI #1

REEDER'S
CHOICE

i VOTED #11

REIMER'S,
CHOICE

41(0, j
44:
714 N. 12th St. • JCPenney Shopping Ctr. • 753-7670

Owners - Cecil & Twila Lovett
309 South 4th Street • Murray, KY • 753-5081

111
111111111i1

ISPER.D

AutoCare
Center

EXINES‘111.11SSISSIOIE

ivo-reo #11
REIMER'S
CHOICE

Thank You to our customers,
we truly appreciate your business!

ke\

We Insisil O.aE.y N•PIk

••,„ REPAIR

CUNNINGHAM dio
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Rayann Butterworth, Gary Murdock, Heather Grogan. Angela Paschall & Nancy Barnett

VOTED #1 AUTO REPAVR bt/ 04110W4Y COUWTY,
FOR YOUR VOTE Of COA/F/OENCE,

1206 JOHNSON • 753-2739(CREW)

619 S. 4th St. • Murray •(270) 753-6831

Thanks!

O

Calloway County
for voting us

BEST PLUMBING
SERVICE

We look forward to continuing
our 1st quality service for you.

naves

Thank You
to our valuable customers
for voting us
1VOTED #11

READER'S
CHOICE

BEST
PAINT
STORE

lk.

AIIhrittirn
Plumbing Fic
Electrical
209 S. 3rd St. • Murray
753-5341

PAINT PLUS
918 South 12th Street
(Behind Sirloin Stockade)

759-4979
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ThankYou to eveiyone who voted
for us. We are pleased to
serve you, our customers,
with high quality
floralservices.
Gene Brandon - Owner
705 S. 4th • Murray • 753-4320

THURSDAY. SEPT 26, 2002
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GET IT WHILE
IT'S HOT!

Everybody wants some of
our award-winning BBC)!
"Thanks for voting our 880 #1!"

Best Florist

Sandwiches
Plates
Family
Packs

By The
Pound

vf
.
i
s

Dine-In • Carry Out • Drive-Thru
806 Chestnut St. • 767-0054

fiWAYIYMMAYMAYMAYN
To all the wonderful people
of Murray and Calloway C

THAINit
or you!
:- 74

•
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Best Appliance Store •
for voting us

PAGE 9

'with our warmest(fhank You

#

1

VOTED #11

READER'S
CHOICE 1 `

from

Dwight, Karen, Justin and all the staff at...

MURRAY APPLIANCE
"We service or carry partsfor all major brands of major appliances."
212 E. Main Street

TOM'S GRILLE
Ayyreciate allthat voted us
"Best Restaurant" we strive to keep our
food and service the best
quarity thatpeople have
known over the years,
and we hope to keep
serving the community
with our homemade
tastes.
T'hank You
Tom, Ti-et-en,aim & ECeni Warvounis
ST) Staff

753-1586

#

••

1-1°.

12

thank You
•

Vester4 Woiday4
The Boone Cleaners Team Promise:
It's ready to wear!
It's ready when promised!
It's guaranteed quality!

for voting
Corn-Austin
BEST
MEN'S
STORE
in
Calloway
County.
We're not the best because we're the oldest,
We're the oldest because we're the best!

Corn
DOWNTOWN • MURRA1

AIM
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Thanks For
Choosing Us...
We Appreciate
Your Business!

THURSDAY, SEPT 26. 2002

1DriCS(

• COURTNEY
VISION CENTER

ze-O\

We wish to
express
appreciation in
your vote of
confidence.

pc=it

.Thr
le27‘
James W. Courtney, 0.1)

Thank You
for your business
over the years.

Walter Mehr

Voted
"Best Pharmacist"
in Murray

Walter's Pharmacy
604 S. 12th St.• 753-7688

?c/\_
;CYC1

We hope to be
32
of service to
7TSZ you
many times
)
(3\
in the future.

!

Calloway County
For Voting Us

iii

iil

Dest Chinese
Restaurant

Best Optometrist

pc:"=

;CI\Dc

Thank You

We sincerely thank the readers
and our patients.

1208 Johnson Blvd.• 759-1429

I would like to thank the community for
this distinguished honor. I have had my
physical therapy practice in Calloway
County for over 14 years and have been
blessed to see it continue to grow throughout this time.
The growth of Physical Medicine Services
has not been by gimmicks or attempts at
fancy advertisements but by providing
excellent outcomes and an atmosphere
where individuals come as patients and
leave as friends.
I also would like to express my appreciation to a wonderful staff that also shares
in this honor. We look forward to many
future years of service.
Scott Winkler
Physical Therapist
Master of Health Science

Best of Calloway County
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Thanks
Calloway County
for voting us best
tanning salon.
As our thanks to you swimwear is

75% OFF

Neon Beach Tanning Salon

YOUR VOTING US #1
SUITS Us To A TEE!

7hanh ()„„
Frances L. Miller Memorial

MILLER
•ILF
COURSE

812 WhittleII • 753-3333

11‘• 280 • Murray, KY • 762-2238
ww.murraystate.edu/millergolf for directions.

1111•11111.

Thank you
3or your Vusiness

.............................
•
•
•
•

Thanks for
voting us
Best Hardware
Store

NOTED #11

READER'S
CHOICE

Over The years

i VOTED #11

,READERS
CHOICE

LOWE'

44d&44d4

•
•

C).D

Home Improvement Warehouse
Corner of 11. 121 N &lIs. i4l
(Across from MS( Regional F‘ent ("0-.
1270) 753-9099

Shoppes of Murray • Hwy.641 North

•
•

•
•
•

Wee Care
a/Oizeciette v,OWL cote loft Vesie

2)ety

6, 61E644* &wow

, pianos
vO-F .11
res

IMPROVES SELF
SYSTEM
DISCIPLINE
EARD
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•
STRUCTURE AGGRESSION
CLASS
CHANNEL ENHANCE
•OUR ACTIVITIES
CLASSES
SKILLS
•OUR CONFIDENCE
VENESSTEACHES LIFETIME
•OUR
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A
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•
WE INSTILL A LIFE-SKILLS CURRICULUM FOR AGES 0-12.
NOW TAKING ENROLLMENT
Open Mon.-Sat.
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of Kopperod Realty'

Thanks for voting us
Best Real Estate Agency in
Calloway County!

Call Today!
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109 S. 15th St., Murray
weecare@murray-ky.net
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NEW OWNERS:
Tung & Gerald Dinh

711 Mai Street
Murray
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eongratwations
Dr. gene eook
from all of us
at the clinic!
Dr. Gene Cook

"The Finest In Consignment"

Voted "Best Obstetrician" in Murray
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BEST
CONSIGNMENT
STORE

We would like to extend our thanks to the
consignors and customers who have given
us 28 years of wonderful business. For
those who voted for Yours, Mine, and
Ours we give a special thank you and our
gratitude.
Court Square • Murray • 753-4087
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to all my patientsfor your
votes ofconfidence
Tuesday floras Friday • 10 am to 2 pm S 5 pm.fog p.m.
2667 State Route • Highway 94 East • Murray, KY 42071
Telephone: 753-FOOD • e-mail: sandradaapex.net

Dr. Ron Wuest & Staff
•
FAMILY CHIROPRACTIC

Toted best
ladies boutique in
Calloway County!

!VOTED #11

nonomp's
CHOICE

Thank You!
We appreciate your vote and look
forward to serving you in the future
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305 South 12th Murray • 753-744I

